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9. Metaphysical King

Dimuniverse is a travel through time. Where time 

is justice for these collections of Philosophical thought. 

One for All, All for One; if and only if One knows best 

for what is All, and All knows best for One.  The reasons 

to life, the length of life, morals one shall use, the 

different Metaphysical properties of life, the levels of 

Being, and the journey of Being are all discussed in 

these series of rushes of blood to the head of the reader. 

Relax, sit-up and enjoy a journey of unspoken areas of 

Truth and Enlightenment!     



0: Infinities End?

All my thoughts, all my writings, all my speech seem to 

correlate to one idea.  They all seem to come, together to show me 

one thing.  That the society that I currently live in, this energy based 

society of the United States of America is causing for nothing good, 

only wrongful tasks.  It takes deep thought, and the understanding of 

the relativity of time (Einstein), and how energy moves.  That Homo 

sapiens can not being doing good by using more energy, and taking 

the easy way out, in the long term, of the actions that we currently 

take in the year 2008 Common Error.  

Let me try to put a picture into your head before we begin 

any further.  Take any object and apply force to this object.  What 

happens; this object moves at a direct relation to how much force 

you put upon it.  Now you see the object moving.  To keep this 

object moving at the same pace, you must apply again, the same 

amount of force onto this object at specific times on this objects 



path.  Gravity, on Earth, is 9.8 meters a second, so lets use 10 meters 

a second, as the base of how much force that is being applied to this 

object, to start it moving and to keep it moving.  Lets say this object 

needs to have force applied to it every 10 seconds to keep it moving 

at the same rate, or 10 meters per second.  So lets say that if you 

apply a force equal to 10 meters per second, every 10 seconds this 

object will then move for infinity. For the force being applied equals 

the force being resisted upon the same object. Or 1 equals 1.

Now lets stay with Earth, for it is easy for us all to imagine, 

for it is around us.  So gravity on Earth, and time on Earth, is 

already being pushed at 10 meters a second.  This allows for a wave 

of 90 percent of potential energy, and 10 percent kinetic energy 

being applied.  This also means that 10 percent of knowledge is 

known and 90 percent of knowledge is still unknown.  This is also 

known as this Universe has expanded 10 percent, with 90 percent to 

still expand, before it collapses onto it-self.  If this shall continue on 

the same path, the consciences of Earth will last till the Sun 



explodes.  Then our consciences will be carried with the Sun’s light 

to the next habitable planet.  

But let me introduce an animal on Earth that does not move 

within the path of gravity.  This species is known as Homo sapiens, 

or Human beings.  They tend to want to move life at a faster pace, 

thinking by speeding it up that more knowledge will be available to 

them at a sooner time.  For this is true for a while, until a breakpoint, 

or tangent, happens.  

What is a break point?  I thought this life would allow us to 

escape from the disaster that killed our genome before, or of the 

asteroid that killed us when we were dinosaurs.  This lifestyle may 

have allowed us to escape the asteroid, but is it good in the long run. 

Does it have any other consequences?  

The current economies of Christian societies have caused 

for the economy to become the number one factor in life.  This 

energy driven economy uses more energy than the normal rate of 10 

meters per second.  It uses much more, but does that matter.  



There is something called a tangent.  A tangent is when, at 

one point, the line of energy, moves off track, and escapes the line 

of movement from the circle.  Well, infinity is really two, or more, 

circles put together.   When Human beings started to use more 

energy than given at one time, on Earth, a tangent began to occur.

So a tangent occurred.  Well this tangent is on the infinity’s 

track of time.  The extra use of energy has caused for enough energy 

to become displaced; that Earth has already, the Universe is close, 

and time is catching up.  Once time catches up, a tangent will occur. 

Not some simple line on paper, but of all time.  If this energy based 

economy continues then, infinity will not occur, and we have made 

our death wish.  This life has caused for Human beings to live an 

easy life, that without worry of food and water, but has in return 

caused for certain death upon consciences, Earth, and the Universe. 

For all of time will not just loop back in time, for this Universe will 

no longer collapse into itself; for time, this Universe will move off 

track and stop once the energy stops.  Once this energy stops, all 



will end.  Not just this body, not just this moment, but also all will. 

We have signed our own death penalty.

Everything runs on energy; from the electrons, protons, and 

neutrons of the atoms that make everything, till the star that powers 

your very existence, and the Universe(s).  As of now I will say that 

this number is one on the energy scale.  For it could be no more.  

Yes, quantum numbers of energy exist. These numbers 

entail of the wave heights of the object that may pertain to this 

number.  For colors correlate to these numbers, so therefore you 

must pertain these numbers to be real.  For these numbers pertain 

only to color, or the height, and release of the amount of energy on 

the object.  Quantum numbers are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.  Where 

zero would indicate the most amount of reflection of the color, or 

more potential energy, or that all energy is available; where 9 would 

indicate no energy being reflected, or that there is no energy given 

off or much to be extracted.  Yes oil and coal are black, for that is 

why they are used to power the energy of this society.  Where the 



colors in between; brown, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, 

grey, and white are in order the lowest number to the highest. 

Where the lower the number, the more energy given off, and the 

higher the number the more energy that remains.  Therefore; 

everything moves from black to white, and then white to black, in 

their evolution(s) of time.  Universally, this Universe moves from 

white, the big bang, or a white hole, till it reaches all energy being 

removed, or a black hole.  This is why most of the Universe is black, 

for most of the energy of the universe has not been used within the 

expansion from the big bang.  Many scientists, example given from 

2008, have been saying that the Universe is expanding; maybe we 

are collapsing.  For if it appears to be moving further away, could it 

just be moving faster, or maybe being sucked back together. 

Together within a larger black hole, one that has the power to not 

just encompass 1 and 0, but every number in between, as saying 

two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, and nine. Maybe what we 

really think is the beginning, relatively, is really the end.  For maybe 



the only reason we are able to reflect upon something is because it is 

nearing the end, or at least past the halfway point.  For if this is true, 

then when is the end, and will it really be the end.  For it cannot be 

the end, for you cannot destroy matter, just change the complexity; 

therefore changing the shape, color, and amount of energy imposed 

within the species.  Also known as changing the quantum number. 

All of these numbers can be written as 0 and 1, actually every 

number imaginable can be written in 1 and 0, or binary code.        

Solution

We need to use renewable energy, of which I mean, that 

which is given to us by this Universe.  The sun is the most, for it 

fuels this entire world.  We can use the sun for energy, for it is the 

most abundant and efficient.  We will still be taking away from that 

of which the Universe, and Earth is use to have.  This will cause for 



the weather to have less drastic changes, and cause for us all to be 

within the Sun and the Earth.  It will still kill all of the other life on 

earth, well, that which is not climate controlled.  But that is a human 

being is killing all of the other animals.  Is that because they are just 

food, for us, the most dominate of all animals?  

Clay is the only way to have many of the things that we 

now use plastic, and metal, for, which take energy to create without 

disturbing the balance of Karma within the world.  Clay can be sun 

dried and it is also the most renewable material with enough to take 

care of our species.  So that energy and many of the comforts are 

taken care of with today’s standard of living.  

As for entertainment, we have each other, and the beauty of 

this natural planet.  Food, as long as taken care of right, as in 

rotations that allow for the nutrients to renew, is already okay.  We 

will need to move to more vegetables though, for they take less 

energy to create, and give us more in return; compared to animals. 

Many more things need to be taken into affect, which time will 



allow for us to change it all for the sustainability of time.

   0.1: Fourier Analysis

I am going to have a lot of speak of energy, light, sound, 

life, and other Metaphysical properties and dimensions of life.  Most 

of what this will deal with is Physics and wavelengths.  The easiest 

analytical person for these ideas may be Joseph Fourier, a French 

mathematician whom helped discover the Greenhouse Gas effect, 

which is now shown to cause Global Warming.  

Energy, light, sounds, and life, all ride on a particle, anti-

matter, which exists between the different molecules, which make 

up this Universe.  The waves are a particle that exists, because of the 

attraction, and repulse, of the different polarities, or positive and 

negative, of the electrons and nuclei, to the molecules that surround 

the area.  Where the most abundant molecule in this Universe is 

Hydrogen, and that most of everything, has a hydrogen atom’s 

particles as some part of the matter, usually electron or the positive 



particle, intervened within.  This is not necessary for this subject 

today though.  But as the particles are either, pushed along with 

positive, or retracted with negative, between the particles is a 

particle of space, which moves in a wave.  This wave is energy, and 

this energy is the whole reason we are currently conscience.  

There are different areas of a wave.  The most basic are the 

wavelength: the antinodes, and the node.  The node is the center 

between the individual waves.  This is the part of the wave, which 

shows the relative time of the wave, and is the part closest to a line 

of 0, or in the middle of the wave.  The wave itself, or the largest 

point of movement, is called as antinodes.  This part of the wave 

shows the amount of kinetic energy exposed, by the wave height 

from the center, or the relative of time.  More complex parts of the 

wave are the sine waves.  They are smaller, or larger, amplitudes, or 

heights, and frequency, or lengths.  If you were to study the more 

complex parts of the wave, you would be studying Fourier analysis. 

Fourier analysis is that of the study and understanding, that 



a wave has many parts to it, and that waves of different lengths, 

heights, frequency, and amplitudes, if moving in the same direction, 

may build within the largest sine wave, to become more complex 

and adding more memory into one moment of time.  The largest sin 

wave, or the largest amplitude and length, will become the base. 

Within this base, smaller lengths, and heights, or amplitudes and 

frequencies, may fit on the wave.  This adds to the wave without 

slowing it, but changing the composition, or the information, on the 

wave.  Just think of seeing the side of a large rocky mountain, where 

the side is not perfectly up and down, like the largest sine waves 

would be, but have many small creases on the mountain.  These 

creases give the mountain its beauty and help extend the time in 

which you look at it, in which you remember it and how often you 

think of it; of how much information you can have of it, but it does 

not take away how long it will stay at that place, for a larger wave 

has control of that.   



1: Biotic Homo sapiens

Why is the Distinction between

 Genotypes and Phenotypes important?

I wonder at times of the how our changing the phenotypes 

in the world is influential to the genotypes and then, behavior of the 

genotypes that again influence the phenotypes.  First thing that 

needs to be understood is that everything that I think of and 

everything I see are of being.  Being of being, means that it is of an 

organism, and that this organism is then alive and has genotypes and 

phenotypes.  For that a rock may be an organism and also the stars.

For I am able to come to this conclusion for the pure 

manner that it, such as humans, are made up of matter.  This matter 

is in a shape of a double helix, and this double helix is made of 

matter, and this matter moves within the same motion of time.  This 

matter, double helix, is present in everything known and will be 

known.  This correlation of the equality of the double helix points 



out that all is a live if all is part of the same time.  Now that we have 

realized that all is of the same double helix, we may discuss more 

detailed information of the differences of genotypes and phenotypes.

A genotype is the base of the phenotype, which you will be 

able to observe the phenotype.  In logical terms, the genotype is 

underneath the phenotypes, within all dimensions.  A genotype is 

one in which the stored information from the activities of the 

organism has encountered before and after the given point in ones 

journey.  This information is stored on a double helix, in which 

humans call DNA, DeoxyriboNucleic Acid, which, in humans, is 

stored with all of the blood cells within the being.  Where blood is 

made of water, and water of hydrogen and oxygen, therefore I can 

confirm that DNA is stored within the hydrogen atoms of the being. 

By this conclusion I could include that this entire Universe is that of 

being and of an organism.   To put it into mathematical terms, a 

genotype is that of negative one, for it is not within the sight of 

something that is within the realm of one, or of that of phenotypes, 



but that it all has being. 

Phenotypes are a much easier concept to understand.  This 

would be that of all one sees, hears, feels, smells, tastes, speaks, 

moves and thinks.  A phenotype is of what a normal consciousness 

comes within contact with.  In human beings, one may classify that 

different humans have different skin color, size of feet, muscular 

strength, or intellectual power.  One could also say that the trees and 

lakes that I see on the most real of days is that of a phenotype also. 

Phenotypes is that in which one is able to realize at their 

consciousness at any moment, or every within any moment of time.  

I understand that changing of the phenotypes around me, as 

in cutting down a tree, or talking within a certain belief, is changing 

something that we may not be aware of.  The changing of the 

phenotypes changes the genotypes.  For everything has an equal yet 

opposite reaction, and that could mean changing from a positive to 

negative.  

This shows how things may change due to Natural 



Selection, or evolution.  For when you have a group of flowers 

within a field, one group of white and one of red, the diffusion of the 

plants will change with time.  For the bees, when they take food 

from the plants will move to the white plants before they will move 

to the red plants.  For the white plants reflect more light to the bees, 

causing for the bees to move to the light.  This movement to the 

lighter, white, plants will cause for the pollen of the white plants to 

spread faster, and reproduction to be faster of the white plants than 

the red plants.  This cause of the phenotypes also changes the 

genotypes of the flowers and bees.  For the genotype of the flower 

will change to where white would be more dominate and that red 

will the less dominant.  Within the bee colony the genotypes of the 

bees will change also, for the bees are going to the liked by white 

flowers more, because it is more comfortable, and this comfort will 

cause for the bees with the white flower pollen to succeed more and 

the bees will then have more dominate white flower tastes, as in a 

pleasant action.



Why the distinction of the differences between genotypes 

and phenotypes is important.  The differences highlighted between 

phenotypes and genotypes, show how organisms have many layers 

to them.  Positive one being that of the phenotype and negative one 

being that of the genotype are the layers.  When you act upon the 

phenotype the genotype changes also.  One also needs to understand 

that when one removes a phenotype from existence, then one also 

removes that genotype.     

The Intellect Behind Homosexuality

Many people tend to think that homosexuality is a mental 

disorder.  But if you think that something is wrong; first look for 

intellect, then continue to enlightenment, or where you understand 

how your actions affect the things around you.  Once one reaches 

intellect, they will understand that there are reasons to why every 

action, and thought, takes place.  Homosexuality is just one human 

action that many are unaware of, and scared to try to understand. 

Afraid to be known as something different, or more evolved then 



everyone else.

Charles Darwin states, in The Origin of the Species, on 

page seventy-nine, “I am strongly inclined to suspect that, both in 

the vegetable and animals kingdoms, and occasionally intercross 

with a distinct individual is a law of nature.  Finally then, we may 

conclude that in many organic beings, a cross between two 

individuals is an obvious necessity for each birth; in many others it 

occurs perhaps only at long intervals; but in none, as I suspect can 

self-fertilization go on for perpetuity.”  For here he relates that 

animal and vegetable kingdoms have corresponding sexual activity. 

On pages seventy-five and seventy-eight, Darwin, 

discusses the intercrossing of individuals.  “When the sexes are 

separated, although the male and female flowers may be produced 

on the same tree, we can see that pollen must be regularly carried 

from flower to flower.”  In human terms, this would mean that 

humans from the same town, tree, must have their pollen, sexual 

desires, carried to another human.  Charles Darwin goes on stating 



that birds and bees [get it “the birds and the bees,”] carry the pollen 

to other plants, even though they may be of the same sex.  For it still 

gives the individual a better chance of survival.   Where the only 

true survival is that of a male and female fertilization process. 

This concludes that not only the vegetable kingdom, but 

also the animal kingdoms must have sexual relations to carry on the 

species.  Individuals must get rid of the pollen, sexual desires, in 

order for their cycle of life to continue.  This may occur with any 

individual, of the same species: whether that may be of the opposite 

sex; sexual behavior, the similar sex; homosexual behavior, or of the 

individual; hermaphrodite behavior.  Hermaphrodite behaviors 

include masturbating.  Homo sapiens, being of the animal kingdom, 

need to get rid of their desires, in order to live a healthy life.  If an 

individual of the opposite sex is not around, or if they are still 

effectuated with their mother or father, in the Oedipus complex, they 

may have homosexual relations, for it allows for the individual to 

release their desires to another individual of the species without 



having procreation occurring.  Once procreation is wanted, or 

available, will then heterosexual relations become.  Let the 

individual follow the path that occurs, do not loath on someone 

because they are happier then you.  Be happy and love life.   

The only way to truly be happy is to see one reproduce, or 

create, or to be the recreater.  The being of a recreater within both 

the animal and vegetable kingdoms’ are when the pollen, sexual 

desires, or seed of the tree of life are transported into a similar 

organism as in which they originated from, but they will need to 

grow, and carry on the time in which they are alive.  This is present 

when being in a sexual such stimulating behavior as with the 

opposite, yet equal, organism in a heterosexual behavior.  Only 

when these two forces meet, do they create a carrying on of time. 

This is also seen in nuclear fusion such as in when in hydrogen 

when the fusion will last forever.

Super Organisms;



Honey Bees’ Colonies

Why?

When one starts with why, one must first understand how it 

works before you can ask why it works, or why this Universe, or the 

bee colony, may be classified as a super organism.  The it, in which 

I am speaking of, is the Honey Bees’, Apis mellifere, colony, or the 

beehive.  I think of the beehive, or the comb shape does not just 

relate to the super organism of the colony, but also of the super 

organism of the multiple universal dimensions in which all is 

composed of, or Dimuniverse.   

The bee colony may be considered a super organism, or 

also the shape of the cosmos.  A super organism, or cosmos, would 

be of genotypical and phenotypical traits all consumed to the energy 

of one collective mass, in order to allow for the mass to reproduce. 

This reproduction is why the mass would be multi-dimensional. 

Cosmos is a Greek word in which means the organization of a living 

thing.



Within a bee colony may objectives need to be fulfilled, in 

order, for the super organism to survive.  I will be using the beehive 

and super organism, interchangeably for this.  These include many 

traits in which human’s themselves interact within their everyday 

lives.  These traits are also considered to be jobs or being.  These 

jobs include, hunters, gathers, shelter builders, and reproductive 

responsibilities.  

The hunters are also known as the guardians, and these 

bees would be the largest and most courageous of individuals.  Their 

phenotype of matter would be of the strongest of bees. Their moral 

level would be at one of the colony and no further.  For if the 

solider, guardian bees, would have morals other than for that of the 

colony, they would not protect the colony against invading 

predators, for something else would be of more importance to them. 

This could also be seen as a phenotype of behavior.  Which would 

be derived from the genotypes that in which the Queen Bee, or the 

unmoved mover, has laid that bee’s chromosomes to be.  



Gathers are also another job of certain bees.  Gathering 

bees would be the bees in which are seen the most.  For these are the 

honeybees that collect the pollen to create the honey within the hive. 

These bees are the most essential bees, for if their would be no 

honey, their would be no honey bees, but one could pronounce that 

the honey bee would have involved into another species of the 

Crabronidae, bee, family if they were not able to eat pollen.  Where 

the bee would then kill other insects for food, instead of pollen. 

Basically bees use pollen, or fusion, instead of other insects, or 

fission.  The phenotypes of the gathers would be, physically; 

smaller, faster, yet able to carry a lot of weight, psychologically; 

gathers would be at a moral level of needs of new information, for 

they only complete that task but then see so much that they are able 

to wonder about the outside world for more food.  Gathers are the 

most important to the super organism’s survival.  Gathers would 

almost be like a person is to people.  With human people, these 

would be the scientist and the stars. 



A bees’ job would be of a builder in some cases.  The 

builders help maintain and keep the hive, or honey combs, alive and 

strong.  They keep moving the resources available around in order to 

allow for the structure to change and adapt as time moves on.  These 

bees would be able to see the world in a clear, shape, and sense 

more than the other bees would.  Their moral level would be at one 

of the colony, and keeping that colony around.  The phenotypes of 

physical parts are of strong and long arms that would have been 

adapted to the builder bees throughout natural selection of the 

different generations.

Another one of the bees’ jobs would be that of the nurse 

bee.  These bees are very important in the renewal of new, further 

evolved, bee larva.  The question is though, would one want for the 

bees to keep evolving, or would one want for it all to stop at a 

certain point in time, even though points don’t exist.  Within the 

cycle of life, one must evolve with time.  The nurse bees watch over 

the nursery of the new larva and make sure they are feed and ready 



to grow as time moves on.  Their moral phenotype would be that of 

youth.  Their physical phenotypes would be one of a smaller bee, 

where mobility is the most important thing.

Cleaners are the lowest on the totem pole, but not the first 

to be dismissed.  Cleaning bees help keep the larva, and honey 

sickle clean and ready for movement throughout the super organism. 

They would have a moral phenotype of basics and needs.  For they 

do nothing but clean, and have no other purpose.  Their physical 

phenotypes would be one of a smaller, quicker bee, for, like the 

nurse bees, moving around quickly is the most important thing.  

Drones are the second most enjoyable of all of the bees’ 

jobs within the beehive.  For all drones are needed for is 

reproduction of future bees.  They are the first to be dismissed 

thought, for the other bees are also able to reproduce with the 

Queen.  Their phenotype of morals would be that of love, for all 

they do is make love.  Their physical phenotypes would be of a 

more developed reproduction system and then the median physical 



parts for all else. 

The Queen Bee is the most enjoyable of all jobs.  For the 

Queen just doesn’t send out the communication, or waves of 

information, just like a language to the worker bees.  These waves of 

information are transported throughout the hive from antenna to 

antenna to the different bees, informing them of the time in which it 

is, so the bees are able to complete their jobs.  These are known as 

pheromones, and are different genotypes, or encodings of different 

amounts of energy, but are more often seen as phenotypes or the 

behavior that becomes from the communication.  The Queen bee 

also produces all of the eggs for new bees for the colony.  This 

would be enjoyable, quiet enlightening actually, for one would just 

watch oneself create all of time.  

The super organism, also known as a beehive, has many 

correlations to human behaviors and human governments.  The jobs 

listed above are all completed by different humans within their 

governing nations for the survival of their economical nation.  Each 



of the jobs is important to the survival of the beehive and the 

species, and thus correlates to the human species also. 

2: Ecstasy if Up

Pre-Operational thought is a discussion on the cognitive 

evolution of the two to six year olds’ mind.  Pre-operational 

thoughts are the basic steps that the child develops into. 

Egocentrism, centration, focus on appearance, static reasoning, 

irreversibility and lack of conservation are the six steps to the 

evolution of pre-operational thought.  In other words, a child that is 

around four, given the median, would think that the world is only 

what they see and that they can only focus on one thing.  They think 

something that is taller must be older, that the events in their world 



don’t have consequences, everything is the same no madder what 

you do to it and that the world never changes. Does this sound 

familiar?

Don’t most human civilizations in history have this same 

perception, even the United States of America.  We think that Earth 

and its life is the most important thing because it is all that we know 

is out there, that other races are not the same as the white man 

because they look differently.  Those human beings are the most 

intelligent animals, therefore the most important.  We also assume 

that we can tear up the Earth and it is still the same even thought it 

looks a lot different, with our huge cities.  That polluting the air and 

killing all of the animals will never have any consequences.  Also 

that the Earth is never changing or that we can never change it. 

With our overpopulation we defiantly have changed the Earth, does 

it look like a huge garden like it originally was?  To me it seems as 

most humans do not evolve from this pre-operational thought, but 

that we are just taught that the Earth is big.   



“The Fight”

A lion king and lioness meet for a private, one on one, with 

an excitement and nervousness of the events to occur.  Each 

individual knowing that the other person and themselves want to be 

here.  This may be one of the first times they have meet, but each 

are aware of the chemical reaction within the air, and between the 

two of them. 

Sitting and talking hours on hours, about which person 

each other are.  Helping each other continue on the levels of 

Maslow’s Hierarchy of life, liberty and ecstasy.  While speaking to 

each other, they both come to realizations of one and the other in 

which neither were aware of before.  Each helping the other to 

levels upon the ladder of needs and wants that one or the more 

important of what they want.  The lions move within circles of each 

other, mocking every move, as if they were on the same channel.

The lion king and lioness sit in their one on one. 



Butterflies within the stomach, pupils expanded with attraction, and 

an overwhelming want of the other.  Both feel this, both know this, 

both see this and act.  A seductive hour of intense play begins.  “The 

kiss” not to be forgotten, for the first lip lock was unlike one each 

other have felt in a while, if not ever.  A subconscious desire of each 

other moves to action when each other move in for “the kiss.”  As 

they touch a gentle kiss at first, and then a spark of energy from one 

lip to the other.  A spark that is only heard of in movies, but that has 

morphed it’s way into real life.  The kiss moves on further into 

action, where the intensity only grows as time moves its distance. 

Stares in each other’s eyes like lovers trying to get as deep into each 

other’s souls as possible.  Stares of a lioness reach deep into that of 

the lion king, as the lion king’s stares reach equally the distance into 

the lioness’ soul.  Excitement and screams from the lioness roar as 

the lion king releases his soul onto the lioness.  The known 

excitement echoing, within each other’s souls, as a pure ecstasy 

within life that has now been caught in this web of love.



Where do they go from here? 

 Life, liberty, and ecstasy!

Emotions in Deception and Self-Deception; 

Their role within the Evolutionary Process

Emotions

Before one is able to speak of the differences between the 

deceptions of emotions, one must be aware of what emotions are. 

There are two basic levels of emotions; ups and downs.  Ups are the 

moments within ones time, where myelin on the axons of the brain 

are moving at a faster rate than an average.  Ups are noticeable 

within ones life when the one is feeling excited, happy, glad, 

sexually aroused, or moving quickly.

How Emotions Change

Moving quickly one may ask.  Ups are really when an 

organism is moving faster through the organism in which one is 

present.  These ups are also called gravity forces.  When one is 



introduced to a more kinetic energy, one is considered aroused. 

When one is considered aroused, one is considered up.  Therefore 

when one is feeling up, one is being introduced to more kinetic 

energy.  

Kinetic energy is when a force is being applied in which 

takes away from the potential that the energy is able to produce and 

move at a faster rate, or one that would be considered closer to the 

speed of light.  Within the brain, the kinetic energy is noticeable on 

the electrical synapses, where the gaps between one neuron and the 

next neuron are closer together than the average.  The more protein 

that is attached to the myelin sheath, the faster the connection can be 

diffused from one end, positive, to the other end, negative, of the 

axon.   This is because protein is composed largely of hydrogen 

atoms, and the bonding between hydrogen atoms is easily changed 

through nuclear fusion and fission, for the bonds are weakly 

attached.  The more fusion, or protein, the more often hydrogen 

bonds will be taking place and the more likely that the being would 



be up.  If one is up at all times, one will be able to proclaim that one 

is able to have free will.  For one will be able to have easier changes 

to the environment in which they are exposed to.  This look of free 

will begins to put it into perspective of how it is merely the most 

efficient method or way of life that wins and therefore becomes 

evolved.   

Downs are also an emotion in which life is composed of. 

Downs tend to be times in which things move slower.  This would 

be for the opposite reasons of the ups within life.  The health of the 

organism has a lot to do with the causes of downs.  For when an 

organism is in less health, or when the axons of the brain have less 

protein within the myelin sheath of the myelin between the 

synapses, the energy in which is consciousness is unable to move 

from one side, positive, to the other side, negative, quick or efficient 

enough.  This lack in efficiency does not allow for the frontal lobe, 

in which directs emotions, to become aware of the outside reception 

factors in which help determine factors of the environment, in order 



to determine emotions in a factor of time, in which would cause for 

one to be up, therefore one would be down.  One is able to have less 

fluctuation between being up and down if one would get sufficient 

protein and other calories in order to repair the axons, mainly that of 

the myelin sheath.  A lack in protein would cause for one to act and 

feel as if one is down.

As with deception and self-deception, health is again a 

major factor.  For if one is healthier; one can see, feel, hear, taste, 

smell, and reflect at a much faster and clearer manor.  Such as one 

will see people as incumbent for they follow the leader, where 

people would see one as intelligent, for they are the leader.  Where 

the leader is just in better physical, therefore emotional, shape than 

the people in which they lead.

Environmental Factors of Emotions

Why Not?

I see it that only the health of a being determines the 

emotional state of the being, many think that the environment has 



much to do with the emotions that one feels within ones time.  Some 

think that gather’s are the happiest, for they have the most amount 

of energy.  For this is true, but it is not that one is a gather that 

makes them act up.  It is the shape in which one poses their being, as 

in body, to be.  The better shape the brain, and body, the faster the 

energy moves a long the myelin to the synapses and a release of 

energy and chemicals are able to take place within the synapse gap. 

The more efficient this process takes place, the better shape the 

person will be, and the more that this person would be able to 

achieve within a life.  Making this person become a gather from 

being active from the efficiency in which one is able to take part of.

Why?

Since people believe their environment affects their 

emotions, for they are just looking at the lights and sounds of the 

screen, one must speak of the ways in which the environment will 

affect one.  There are three types of synapse receptors in which have 

an effect on the brain from the environment.  These are the 



mechanoreceptor, chemoreceptor, and photoreceptors.  The 

mechanoreceptors are affected from the feeling and hearing 

wavelengths and wave-heights.  The chemoreceptor is affected from 

the taste and smell chemicals within the environment.  Where 

photoreceptors are affected by the light wave-heights and 

wavelengths. 

Mechanoreceptors are within the sensory homunculus, just 

as with the chemoreceptor.  The sensory homunculus is located 

within the parietal lobe, located in the back of the brain, directly 

above the occipital lobe.  The mechanoreceptors take the senses, feel 

and hearing, and transfer the energy from the world around one and 

cause for the body to move accordingly to the surrounding 

environment.  Such as people are attracted to red, faster than blue, or 

to something shiny faster rather than something dull.  This is 

because they are only aware of the light, but do not know how it 

affects them.  

 The chemoreceptor, also within the parietal lobe, has a 



reaction from the hormones that surround a being.  This has a lot to 

do with love and the reasons for such.  If one has a similar built 

parietal lobe, from being introduced to similar chemicals, hormones, 

and lights and sounds, one will find them equality within another 

person.  This reaction is called love and can change one to a person 

and back to people.  

The Photoreceptors are within the occipital lobe, in the 

back of the brain.  This has an equal yet opposite direction within 

the feed.  For something is staged on the left, but sent to the right, 

and vice versa.  This is a reason for a lot of the confusion that people 

have on the world.  For how can up be down, left be right, and right 

be wrong?  For it is how your perceptions interrupt the information 

for the environment.  Only when one is able to reflect on life, is one 

able to determine what is right and what is wrong.  Reflection, or 

dreams, is when the energy in which is up loaded all throughout one 

day, then becomes downloaded into ones perception of reality.  



Evolutionary Adaptations

When one is introduced to any chemical, light beam, or 

amount of kinetic energy for any given time, a change occurs.  This 

change is in relation to evolutionary adaptations.  Such as if one is in 

contact with one person for a long period of time, such as living 

within the same household, one will begin to not notice, or diffuse 

within the same hormonal connections.  This causes for woman to 

have the same time in which their hormonal release of eggs, to occur 

during the same period.  Also known as menstrual-cycle or period. 

One may also notice a change through the movement in which one 

acts.  If people are introduced to a shiny red sign and a dull blue 

sign, the red sign would get much more attention and therefore more 

action will be taken towards the red light.  This is a way in which 

one would cause for the masses to change the being in which they 

are.  



3.White Warning

Global Warming

            There have been many scientists, without any affiliation of 

race, religion, gender or political party, which have stated and 

proven that the way we are using our oil and other natural gasses to 

power our First World county is inducing too much Carbon Dioxide 

into our atmosphere.  This burning of CO2, Carbon Dioxide, is 

causing our atmosphere to warm up at a non-natural rate.  Yes, our 

Earth, the larger organism that we live in, and our conscious at a 

higher level does naturally warm and cool it, with the changing of 

the polarity of the planet but the warming that we are causing 

ourselves is unnatural and dangerous!  

           We, as human beings, Homo sapiens, mainly of the country 

United States of America and the phenotype Christianity, have 

always hated the way we are so materialistic, but we keep killing 

ourselves, for we are aware that this cannot be true without 



consequences.  We just enslave the molecules of ourselves, and the 

Earth.  Basically the human race is in nonobservance of the 

thirteenth amendment of the Constitution of the United States of 

America by causing a metaphysically reincarnation of the molecules 

that make up the planet to become the materials that make up the 

artificial world that humans live in today.  Global warming is just 

one of the many consequences of this behavior that human beings 

portray upon themselves.         

            Once the effects of Al Gore’s theory of Global Warming 

start to take place, and it is finally reached upon the conscious of the 

non-enlightened or intellectual human beings, many things will be 

changing and will to change.  Starting on a psychological level, the 

people of the first world nations will be filled with anxiety and 

depression.  Mass murders will be committed, on the defense of 

necessity, to live a lifestyle that the middle classes were always 

occupied with.  For the middle classes were so dependent on the 

Earth’s blood, oil, and all of the advantages that this liquid has given 



to the human race.  Including fuel, plastic and fertilizer for the fields 

of their food. 

             On an economical level, the prices of all energy substances, 

mainly that of oil, natural gas and coal will skyrocket, 

metaphorically speaking, to a level that only the elite in the world 

will be able to purchase such items.  The reason these items will be 

more expensive, is not just for the normal reason of less supply, 

which there will be of but for the mere reason that human’s will start 

to become enlightened that we are really the Earth and that we 

cannot be destroying ourselves, like a disease.  The owners of the oil 

companies will try to have a bank account large enough so that they 

will be able to leave this planet, which would be dying, to a state 

such as Venus, take a stop at Mars to fill up on oil, and then 

continue on their way to the nearest inhabitable rock in space. 

These devils will then be able to spread the human disease to 

another planet, or organ, within the organism, Universe.  While on 

Earth all of the middle and lower class inhabitants will be trapped in 



a like hell state.

            Hell is this!  The atmosphere of the planet will diffuse at a 

much quicker rate, causing for faster winds and stronger storms. 

The tides will also rise to a higher level, for the ice caps will melt. 

The caps will melt for the extra carbon molecules will need more to 

be stable and the hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen will attach itself, 

causing a more dense atmosphere.  The denser a mass, the 

atmosphere, the faster the fusion and fission occur therefore; the 

warmer the mass.  Most of the population will be terminated during 

these two events.  The ones whom are strong enough to live through 

these events will then be faced with a decision to make; end it quick 

with a nuclear winter and become dead and remembering; fight it 

out and with any remaining life on Earth wait to become a dinosaur 

again and hope to become the stars before the devils marching 

throughout the Universe destroy it all; or become one with the 

computers, whom will have artificial intelligence by this time and 

try to fight the devil humans in space.  All within the next hundred 



years, why yes, for we already have this knowledge and technology 

at least in development.    

Is it Hell

Global warming is the greatest thing that human being’s 

have ever been faced with, when it comes to morals.  In a 

Associated Press article the developing nations such as China are 

arguing that the developed nations should pay for the Global 

Warming and the process of trying to cure this.  The article states 

that China will soon, or, has bypassed the United States of America 

for the number one contributor to Global Warming.  This may be 

true for the United States has only 350 million individuals in their 

culture while China currently consists of almost four times that of 

1.2 billion individuals.  If the average Chinese individual would like 

to a life half as abundant as the average American then they will 

surpass the United States very quickly.  Since they are a developing 

nation and not one as rich as the United States, China also does not 

have the technology to have as efficient of machines to work for the 



individuals.  

A surprise is China is trying to develop.  For they are a 

communist country and therefore every individual in the nation is as 

rich as the next one.  Also communism is an extreme left winged 

country and should believe that the technology that comes along 

with developing nations de-evolves the individuals and makes the 

individuals more reliant on technology and the government.  For the 

United States has already reached this point in time and therefore 

will crumple as time moves on.  For the team, nation, is only as 

strong as the individuals that it consists of and the more technology 

is imposed the weaker the individuals become and therefore the 

stronger the nation may become within the culture but the weaker 

the culture will become within the ecology. 

The United States government has been a strong phenotype 

for so long and therefore disruptive selection has allowed for the 

culture to become strong. The diversity of the individuals has made 

directional selection to allow for the nation to develop into the 



strongest, richest nation ever in human kind.  But now stabilizing 

selection is beginning to occur and the resources that the United 

States has build on and the slavery upon which these resources have 

been used for are now being challenged by new cultures.  Cultures 

of great size but not equal diversity therefore the United States will 

win this war of the resources of Global Warming and the riches that 

become from it.  

This resource is oil or fossil fuels.  Fossil fuels are the 

degraded remains of past life on this earth.  Use of these past carbon 

lives is causing for the carbon molecules to become released into the 

atmosphere and to raise the amount of reactions of hydrogen atoms 

that stick to these atoms causing the temperature to warm up.  The 

differences in the hydrogen atoms change cause the wind 

differences or differences in the concentration of the positive and 

negative atoms in diffusion.  Diffusion is the movement of particles 

from a negative to a positive concentration.  The rise in the diffusion 

rates is one of the ways the earth’s environment is beginning to fight 



back.  Causing more drastic winds, higher temperatures, and greater 

climate shifts. 

Different cultures of the similar species, for the fight over a 

resource are that of the fight of the earth’s powers.  As the earth is 

already showing with Global Warming and the drastic changes 

within the changes of the differences of the negative and positive 

hydrogen atomic particles within the atmosphere.  Human beings are 

overpopulated and use too much of the ecology of the earth to live 

on this planet in its current ecology.  The price of mass intelligence 

is the degrading of the minds of human’s instincts of an animal and 

they are slowly moving into what would be hell.  Hell would be not 

being able to live on any instincts as a human being, but just living 

by the way other humans or computers train your mind and body to 

work.  A human being in hell would be stuck like a caged animal, 

which human beings do to many species upon this earth.  With 

comfort become many sacrifices; these sacrifices are the freedoms 

to live as an animal.  Technology comes with comfort and again is 



putting human beings into hell.  

In order for human beings to not be encaged in a hell, 

technology must stop. Global warming will be cured and the 

developed nations should pay.  The United States of America, 

Germany, Japan and Australia should not be the only cultures of the 

species Homo sapiens to pay but all developed and developing 

nations must pay.  Just because the developing nations are not 

developed yet or do not have the money and greed that come from 

developed nations does not mean they should not pay.  The 

developing nations should not be allowed to become too developed, 

or develop at all. The developed nations shall reconsider what is 

important and need to de-industrialize in order to not cause too 

much chaos once oil prices rise so high that all of the slavery from 

the machines will finally stop and their de-evolved minds will not be 

able to think of how to live without their servant to help them live. 

If all human beings where able to look outside of the box they live 

in, and notice what their actions do upon this earth they will be able 



to see that this is good for not just themselves but for all of 

humankind, for the earth and for the universe.  Before humans 

spread to another organism, planet, within this universe they must 

stop the greed and shortcomings.  If free will exists it needs to take 

action, if not then I’m sorry but the earth may but Homo sapiens will 

become extinct within their own demise.          

“The Color of Justice; Race and, Ethnicity and, Crime in America”

Samuel Walker, Cassia Spohn, and Miriam DeLone

1) Behavioral Differences Between the Phenotypes based on 
the density of the Genotypic Body:
a) African American’s the densest phenotypes,
b) Indian American’s next closest,
c) Hispanic American’s follow closely, Lighter Hispanics less 

dense, darker Hispanics, more dense.
d) Asian American’s are the fourth,
e) Caucasian American’s are the least dense of the Ethnicity 

as a Phenotype.
2) The Darker the Phenotypes of skin the Newer the Genotype;

a) Darker Phenotype is the newest one to evolve from the 
Chimpanzee in the Rainforests of the World,

b) Lighter Phenotypes have been removed from the 
Chimpanzee the longest.

c) Allows for the species consciences to be longer.  More 
Memory storage helps the species feel more remorse of 



their actions.  This causes for the Genotype to act more to 
be more true to the cycle of Natural Life. 

3) Knowledge’s affects over the individual;
a) More aware of the environment’s affect on them.  Causing 

for more abundant mood swings,
b) Knowledge of how they affect the environment around 

them and, a better feeling of how they affect the 
environment,  

c) The denser the Genotype the more of an affect it will have 
on the environment around them.  Such as; more of a 
gravity pull on the surrounding environment,

d) More enlightened individuals, the denser the Phenotype, 
e) The more affects that become from the environment on the 

denser Phenotypes.
4) Crime Ratings;

a) African American’s with most crime,
b) Indian American’s the second most,
c) Hispanic American’s follow,
d) With Asian and Caucasian American’s following in forth 

and fifth. 

Black or White

Race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status are the most 

common, conservative views to why crime may occur.  They are not 

always the correct views, but they do have a lot of support to the 

stereotypes.  The support to the conservative differences includes 

many liberal ideas.  There are biological differences between the 



different genotypes, within the Homo sapiens race, play a role 

within the behavior differences between the phenotypes.  Genotype 

is the collection, over time, of genes of an individual within a 

species.  The phenotype is the expressed genes within the individual. 

These expressions can be skin color, hair color, personality, and 

levels of success of an individual (Campbell, Reese, Taylor, and 

Simon 2006).

There are also philosophical differences, or levels of 

hierarchy, between the differences in behavior (Soccio 2004), and 

the social economical status, SES, between the bourgeois and the 

proletarians (Walker, Spohn, and DeLone 2006).  Statistics also 

show that there are differences between the phenotypes within the 

race, whether the SES is similar or drastically different. 

Biologically, philosophically, and psychologically, there are reasons 

showing that the stereotypes set are for reasons. For crimes that are 

reported within developed societies are because of the differences, 

but that this shall not be proclaimed upon every individual organism 



that have these genotype and phenotype differences within the 

species Homo sapiens (Conklin 2007).

The biological differences between the different 

phenotypes and genotypes, within the species Homo sapiens, are 

seen visually from other organisms within the species, but these 

phenotypes and genotypes play large roles in the differences within 

behavior within the same species. The different genotypes 

acknowledged include, shown as of phenotypes from darkest to 

lightest, African American’s, Native American’s, darker Hispanic 

American’s, lighter Hispanic American’s, and Caucasians.  Each of 

these genotypes have different backgrounds to depict the behavioral 

traits that may become concluded from the specific being of the 

species (Campbell, et al 2006).  Hispanic American’s tend to be 

more family oriented, even today and with wealth, compared to 

other genotypes such as Caucasian Americans who are more 

independent, African American’s who are afraid of police brutality, 

and Native American’s, which have their own policing systems. 



(Walker, et al 2006).  Native American’s policing force are within 

their tribes.  Some are operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, 

some operated and funded within the tribe, others operated by the 

tribe under the 1994 Indian Self-Determination Act, while some are 

still policed by the State and local police.   

This fight for resources can include many crimes within 

today’s conservative government, as with larger organized behaviors 

such as war, it is all about trying to live.  These crimes include 

murder, a 6:1 ratio; rape a 3:1 ratio; robbery 7:5 ratio; and burglary a 

4:2 ratio (Conklin 2007).  All of these ratios are based on the 

differences of the phenotypes darkest and whitest, or the genotypes 

African American’s to Caucasian Americans (Walker, et al 2006). 

Every one of these crimes before mentioned is based on natural 

behaviors to sustain energy.  With the extra kinetic energy of the 

darker phenotypes they must act upon a greater level of energy in 

order to still move within time and to not just stand still within time 

(Hewitt 2005).  For every object wants to conserve energy, but with 



this search for knowledge human beings wants to elicit as much 

energy, as possible for search of what is true.  Since Christianity 

brought the darkest phenotypes to the Americas they will, if 

unenlightened, continue on this search of knowledge and try to 

conserve their energy but using that of everything around them. 

Since they are naturally better at conserving energy they will be able 

to achieve success within a Christian society if given the opportunity 

to achieve such success and not being enlightened of the 

consequences of these actions (Soccio 2004).  

For the more resources allowed to the different phenotypes, 

meaning the more energy that is able to become of these 

phenotypes, the closer the statistics show how the crime ratio’s 

become closer till they are almost none existent if any species would 

become of a bourgeoisie status, or have enough money that many 

generations will have no stress over the fight of resources to 

conserve energy (Campbell, et al 2006).  Until the genotype reaches 

that level of Hierarchy, according to Abraham Maslow, the ratios 



widen more based on the amount of education and resources 

available to them.  These levels of Hierarchy are physiological – 

health – safety – resources - love – family - esteem – confidence 

-and self-actualization which is acceptance of oneself and facts of 

the world (Soccio 2004).  Where the less the amount of resources 

the more crime that is involved.  Caucasians, Asian American, 

Hispanics, African Americans, and American Indians are in order 

based on population, of the amount of money, per capita, that each 

phenotype makes within America (Walker, et al 2006; Conklin 

2007).  Their percentage of crime rates are then an equal ratio in the 

amount of population and the SES of the genotype within the United 

States of America today.       

The socio economic status, and the phenotype of the 

individual of the species Homo sapiens, both reflect the level of 

crime that is committed within the species.  Where the higher the 

SES the lower the crime rate, and the darker, and newer, the 

community the higher the crime rate within modern society.  They 



will both tend to level each other out if they were all the same, but 

the different phenotypes will take a while to evolve to the same 

status of human being or genotypical age of the individual, and the 

SES will never be the same as long as money is power.  For money, 

and the power to conserve enough energy to live an equal lifetime, 

will become of more education and equality, or power being 

controlled by a darker, newer, phenotype of the species Homo 

sapiens.

Enslaved Lives

Hello my name is John Smith and I am an 

American. Today I am in Paris, France and am sitting in the airport 

to catch a plane.  I have to take a flight to Tokyo, Japan for a 

meeting in the morning.  I make over $300,000 a year and live the 

American dream. But right now I’m sitting in my $5,000 suit and 

talking on my $1,000 cellular phone to my wife who I miss very 

dearly. When I get off the phone I want to listen to my mp3 music 

player so I can relax.  As I look at my $15,000 watch to check the 



time; it is 6:30 a.m.  I do not want to miss my plane and need to 

leave early because of all the extra security after the 9/11 attacks. 

While waiting, I get a phone call and am now talking to the CEO, or 

the Corporate Executive Officer, of the company I work for. While 

on the phone I get another call from Pat, a competing company that 

has been giving me job offers.  The world never seems to stop. I 

stuff in my laptop and close my $1,500 brief case and migrate on my 

way toward the plane while I turn on my ear piece so I can still hear 

the conversation from my boss.  I have a ten-hour flight ahead of 

me, at least I can sleep, until I land in Tokyo then get three more 

hours of sleep and wake up for a meeting that could lose or gain a 

billion dollars for my employer, an international corporation. 

Then I finally get to go home, after a month in a plane 

around the world, to a condo in New York City and a vacation house 

in Hampton, New York that I own.  I get to drive my high-end 

luxury sedan as my gorgeous wife drives a large sports utility 

vehicle.  In that huge sport utility vehicle, my wife drives our two 



children to school and football practice everyday on her lunch break 

from her corporate job.  I have been fortunate enough to already 

have money to pay for my kids schooling and just started trust funds 

for them.  Luckily I still have a while till they are eighteen and can 

get the money out, because they are only six and eight.  The only 

thing is I have three credit cards and each of them have a least 

$2,000 of debt on them, plus my mortgages and my car loans, I’m 

really in the whole a million dollars and am working just to pay off 

my debt.  If this American society is a consumer driven society that 

is slowing causing all of the citizens to obesity, manic, and into so 

much stress that it is now the leading cause of death because work 

consumes our lives and family becomes almost a secondary worry 

on everybody’s way to the American dream, is it really worth it. I 

ask myself all of the time while missing my family and causing me 

to become lonely because I know what I really want is at home.   

I am only thirty-five but I feel as I am in my fifties.  I am 

tired, stressed, depressed, and lonely.  I live on cigarettes, fast food, 



and fast coffee. But mainly I miss my wife and kids.   I am like the 

average American works over an average forty-five hours a week or 

about 100,000 hours of work in my life.  But I’m living the 

American dream and we have everything I ever wanted; a nice car, 

good cloths, a vacation house, a lot of flat screen high-definition 

televisions and a huge saving account.

This is what America, and the American dream, is today: 

A twenty-four hour a day, seven day a week work schedule.  You 

have to be willing to sacrifice it all to get to the top.  John Smith is 

an example of a college-educated man trying his best to have the 

American dream and live his life the best he initially thought it 

could be lived.  

The United States of America is the richest and most 

powerful country in the world, no doubt, but we are running 

ourselves into depression and exhaustion. With our long work hours 

and material’s make me happy attitude that we believe, we have 

become a bunch of people living in a manic state of mind.  Mania is 



a disorder where high energy and overconfidence occur and the 

mind is in a frenzy state and the body loses sleep and thought is not 

always clear. (American Mania)  This disorder is a part of Manic 

Depression, or more commonly know as Bi-Polar disease. 

American’s might not be at fault of this, through research scientist 

have found that an enzyme might be the reason that Americans have 

the need to always be better and be willing to do what ever is 

possible to achieve this impossible dream.  The psychological 

effects of all of this mania can drive a man crazy, figuratively and 

seriously.

The United States has created a power so strong that the 

Roman and Egyptian empires combined did not have the military 

power or the wealth that we have today. We have also grown faster 

and stronger in the shortest amount of time, in less then 230 years 

we have created something that may never be matched in the human 

race, and it has not been so far in our two-hundred million year 

existence.  



The last twenty-five years has seen the fastest development 

in human history.  The Information Age is upon us and is going to 

last for a while.  The inventions of the telephone and electricity were 

very important but the inventions of the silicon chip and the internet 

have taken human existence to a whole new level.  The human 

existence is at a pace faster that ever before, we can now see a live 

television broadcast from Antarctica on our cell phone while riding 

a train going over 200 miles per hour in Germany.  Simultaneously 

we can be searching the internet on your wireless laptop computers; 

checking e-mail, stocks or making a decision that can affect 

thousands or millions of people.  The world today is at a chaotic 

level, compared to twenty years ago. 

Communications went from by foot and horse two-hundred 

years ago, which it could take a week for a post card to get from 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania depending on 

the weather, to now were we can send a post card to Rome in a 

second or the time it takes an electrical signal to travel the speed of 



light to a satellite in space and back to Rome.  We now live in a 

“Global Community” were your next door neighbor is sometimes 

harder to get a hold of then the guy in London that you talk to about 

your European market stocks.  Decisions made all over the world 

now affect everyone else in the world immediately instead.  Our 

economical markets are interacting with each other like never 

before.  There is more trading between countries and borrowing 

from other countries then ever before.  This causes global markets 

that affect everyone in the world.  Global markets are making every 

country a little richer with the United States of America leading it 

all, with the most amount of wealth and world trade.  The ease of 

communications is one reason the pace of today’s world is at an all 

time frantic level.     

These advancements made by American’s might not just be 

a society of people wanting better but a society of people that have a 

physical enzyme telling us to push ourselves to the limit and 

improve our lives.  Scientists have found an enzyme in the human 



brain that relates directly to how adventurous or conservative a 

person is.  They believe that it relates to the human impulses of 

survival and weather a person will be adventurous and travel to 

survive or if they will chose to stay were they are and adapt.  This 

enzyme is called D4-7 allele.  D4-7 is part of the dopamine receptor 

system.  Dopamine is the chemical in your brain that is released to 

tell your mind that you are feeling pleasure.  The D4-7 allele 

enzyme is not common in most humans though; the D4-4 enzyme is 

most common and is associated with humans that are more on the 

shy and less adventurous side.  The D4-7 enzyme is found more in 

humans that have traveled and our more outgoing, as a race and as 

an individual.  The human’s that stayed closest to the Rift Valley in 

Africa, where human’s first evolved into Homo sapiens, have no 

D4-7 present in their mind.  The further you travel from the Rift 

Valley the more common that D4-7 becomes present.  African tribes 

have very little presence of the D4-7 allele, while Middle Eastern 

cultures have more, but still very few and it is on more of a personal 



bias.  Asian cultures have more D4-7 present than Middle Eastern 

cultures but again still depend on more of a personal bias. The 

culture that has the most amount of the D4-7 allele enzyme is, not 

by surprise, North and South America.  United States shows the 

most amount of the D4-7 enzyme present in the common public than 

any other culture in the World.  Think about it, we are all emigrants 

and have traveled to the Americas by rough sea less than 500 years 

ago.  When American’s arrived in the New World we had to map all 

new land and build houses out of scrap materials.  We are foremost 

adventurers in the history of human kind.  We risk our lives 

everyday for fun more than ever before; skydiving, bungee jumping 

and driving in New York City.  Even though are a manic society, 

this may be caused by a physical enzyme it still causes 

psychological problems.  

Stress, depression, anxiety and mania are all words that are 

used in common usage today.  They never used to be and should not 

be in common usage. The reason they are in common usage is 



because they are diseases that the average American suffers from. 

At a higher rate than ever before American’s are dying from stress 

related sicknesses such as cancer, heart attacks and strokes.  These 

three illnesses are three of the largest causes of death today and a lot 

of the cause is today’s society.  Working an average of forty-five 

hours a week and the rest of the average American’s time devoted to 

ways to make work easier or finishing work they didn’t complete. 

(Hours of Work in US)                                                             

 This leaves very little time for recreational and relaxation 

time.  It does not help either that the average American has to travel 

an average of one hour a day to go to work and back home.  Most of 

America is so wrapped up into their work they do not ever take a 

vacation, or at least one more than five days off consecutively. 

Vacation is a word not used very often in today’s corporate world. 

It is almost a bad word for most American’s.  The average person 

gets at least two weeks of vacation but very few use it all.  They fear 

that they are disposable because everything will be okay once they 



go back, but I think it is mainly because in today’s society you are 

your work.  Our lives revolve around our work. One of the first 

questions you ask someone when you meet them at a bar is “What 

do you do?”  (CNN)  The lack of vacation, the long work hours, our 

loyalty and obsession with our job and the heavy traveling just to go 

to work helps cause stress, depression, anxiety and mania.  

Diseases such as GAD, or General Anxiety Disorder, and 

Clinical Depression are two of the most common diseases in 

America today.  GAD is a disorder that causes the mind to become 

overwhelmed with thoughts of your normal everyday activities and 

other things that may bother you, such as loss of a loved one.  It is 

caused when the amount of stressful activities of the day acuminates 

with lack of sleep and stress relieving activities, such as reading or 

listening to music, diminishing causes stress to be more prone and 

anxiety develops.  Medicines can help with the severity of the 

anxiety but cognitive training is really needed to help the patient 

fully.  Clinical depression is the most commonly medicated disease 



in America today.  Clinical depression is a result from an interrupted 

dopamine passage in the brain.  Many medicines also help his 

disease, but the social-psychological reasons for this disease are 

ones that need help.  The massive job changing in America, 

excessive work hours, lack of sleep, lack of relaxation and vacation, 

and social stratification are all causes to depression. 

 The constant changing of careers in American culture 

today leaves nobody with security that they will have a job the next 

day to pay the bills that month.  That job insecurity that many 

Americans face causes them stress and anxiety which causes 

depression because they have to worry if they will have a job and be 

able to take care of their family, to feed them and provide heat to 

keep them warm.  

Working forty-five hours a week is causing physical and 

psychological problems today.  Physically American’s are becoming 

overweight, overstressed and out of shape.  We are eating more fast 

foot, exercising less, and have more stress in our lives, which are all 



factors to obesity.  Half of Americans today are considered obese. 

A lot of the stress and time constraints of our lives are because of all 

the hours we work and extra time we devote to work everyday.  If 

we would work an hour or two less in a day we could go to the gym 

for an hour and have another hour to slow down the rest of our life 

so we could eat healthier and have a little less stress.  Going to the 

gym is a great way to improve your stress levels in your life.  It 

overworks the body then forces it to relax to rebuild.  This in return 

causes your psyche to relax also making you feel less stressed even 

living the same forty-five hour a week life or a new thirty-five hour 

week.  Psychologically a long workweek is hazardous.  Working all 

those hours makes you feel as if all you are alive to do are work. 

That cognitive thought alone can send people into serious 

depression.  If you always thought that the reason you were alive 

was to get married, raise a family, teach your children well, and pass 

on your genes, and now you are working all the time and never have 

an opportunity to start a family or if you have a family and never get 



to see them, then why be alive? Or the smarter way of thinking 

would be why do I have this job? Mr. Thomas, a missionary once 

told me that the happiest and least self-servicing people he has ever 

met in his life were natives in Fiji.  He spent three months in Fiji 

during a one-year long mission’s trip to Australia.  The average 

American needs to realize that money is not the reason that you are 

happy; it is money controlling your life that makes you unhappy.

 If having no job security, lack of rest, and being 

overworked was not enough; the fact that social stratification is also 

a factor in our already hectic lives will drive any sane person into a 

manic episode.  Social stratification is the unequal distribution of 

rewards, weather they would be money, power, or material items. 

This is usually seen on a corporate, society, or even global level.  In 

conventional terms it refers to the rich getting richer and the poor 

getting poorer, which is very true in the United States today as it is 

in the rest of the world.  The inequality shows everyday.  The 

ghettos and poorer neighborhoods appear to get less attention from 



the government and have older buildings and roads, while the rich 

neighborhoods have very nice roads and modern utilities.  A lot of 

this is because the richer developments give more tax money but the 

poorer are the ones that really need it.  This works in the corporate 

world just the same.  The executives that make a million dollars a 

year also get a company car, travel expenses, free lunches and a lot 

of other benefits that the lower employees do not get.  Even though 

the executives can buy a new car with a paycheck or two and it takes 

half a year for the other employee to make the same money.  The 

lower employee needs the help of a free lunch or travel expenses but 

does not get the help, unless they are the boss’s son or some other 

unfair exception.  Social stratification also has affect on the salaries 

of the many employees of a corporation or the government.  The 

executives make $300,000 plus a year, which is okay because they 

earned a higher salary, and the average Joe will make an average of 

$45,000 a year, which is good also, but the unjust part is the women 

and African American’s who, just because of race or sex make less 



money.  Even if they do just as good of a job, or better they still get 

paid far less because of their race or sex.  Social stratification is one 

of the many unjust actions that take place in the American society, 

government and corporate offices.  

One man, Newton Ooi, has an idea on how to relax 

America a little, but there are uncertain economic consequences.  He 

called it “My Contract with America.”   He lists three laws that he 

believes need to be passed and the ways to reinforce these laws. 

Each law will apply to the citizens of the United States and people 

of other countries working in the United States.  They will also take 

affect to private and public employees of the United States.   The 

first law states that every employee will only be required to work a 

thirty-five hour workweek, instead of a forty-hour workweek, like in 

today’s society.  The next law states that we, employers of the 

United States get a total of eight weeks of vacation a year to use. 

The employee cannot interrupt the vacation in anyway and the 

employer my take the in any way he may deserve.  The last rule is 



related to overtime.  The employees of the Untied States must be 

paid time and a half for any overtime and double time for anytime 

over forty-four hours a week.  These laws all give a good idea on a 

way to lower the workload and reward the employee with out 

hurting the employer and the economy too much.      

American society is a power never seen before by mankind, 

and mankind is having a hard time to deal with it.  The average 

American spends too much of their life trying to live like Donald 

Trump, a millionaire real estate mogul, who has it all.  A beautiful 

wife, a couple expensive and excessive cars, a house or two and 

cloths that cost more that a year of college education.  Being an 

American I know that we all have the attitude that anything is 

possible, and it is, which the greatest thing about America is this 

notion but in order to achieve this an American will have to forget 

about anybody else working twenty-four hours a day and devote 

their life to deadlines, plane tickets, a cellular phone and a laptop. 

Once the average man can do this he will have all that he wants. 



More money that he can spend will fall into his lap but he will have 

no one to spend it with or won’t be able to spend it with his family. 

The most important thing is how all of this chaos is causing the 

average American to be stressed, lonely, depressed and approaching 

a state of mania.  We are essentially driving ourselves crazy.  It 

might not be completely our fault thought, the D4-7 allele enzyme 

has been shown to be the reasons Homo sapiens have the urge to be 

adventurous and want the best, on our way to survive.  Because we 

have all of the amenities we have today we do not need as much, or 

any, of the D4-7 enzyme to survive in the world today, so it is 

causing ourselves into mania and depression.  As American’s we 

have to slow down, realize what is really important and take care of 

loved ones and ourselves. 

 As Mr. Thomas stated in my interview with him “the 

happiest people I have ever seen in the world were the ones that 

have nothing except for love from their family and community, it 

was so beautiful.”    



4: Controversous

Are Homo sapiens a pathogen?  Look at their history and 

present and future.  From the beginning of time human beings, 

Homo sapiens, have wanted knowledge and to explore.  Since the 

beginning of recorded time human beings have been tearing apart 

the earth. Homo sapiens are a mammal or warm-blooded vertebrates 

that have sweet glands present. Their closet relative is the 

chimpanzee. Many geniuses such as Albert Einstein, Charles 



Darwin, Mark Twain, and Jesus are quoted in this document about 

the Human Disease.  Homo sapiens are the largest pathogens known 

that are in the organism, Universe.

A Pathogen:

A pathogen is a disease-causing bacteria, virus or protist 

that may inflict lethal harm on their hosts. The most commonly 

known pathogens are viruses.  A virus is a species that human 

beings have given no true classification for, but as a living 

organism.  Viruses first attack another species and find an area 

within the species that would be seen to be the best-suited area for 

their existence. If this place has at least has the basic materials that 

are needed for survival, energy and water, then the virus will begin 

to reproduce rapidly.  This reproduction will occur in a J-type scaled 

rate.  J-type is a rate upon which the species is first mi-nute, and 

once the environment is correct the species will begin to reproduce 

at a very quick J-rate.  This graph would appear, to a Latin based 

language speaker, like a J that is negatively skewed. 



After reproduction, the pathogen’s offspring are set out on 

the current species to find more area of the species to conquer and 

use.  A virus also binds the host to find energy and water for the 

organism it inhabits. This is in order for the virus to be able to live 

in the conquered species as long as possible and use the least 

amount of energy possible so that survival will be easier.  Human 

beings around the world need to enslave animals or machines to find 

water and find or become of food for them.  For their survival has 

de-evolved to the point where they are no longer strong enough to 

hunt and gather for themselves. This would call for mass hysteria if 

any thing were to happen to the technology and way of life that the 

beings have been accustomed and trained to act upon. This is the 
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major problem with law makers in first world nations and world 

powers, for they know of the problem but with the technology and 

way of life that the culture has been introduced and trained to act 

with human beings in first world nations, will not be able to survive 

without the modern technology and enslavement that they have done 

now for thousands of years.  Homo sapiens have enslaved other 

animals; even other humans, before machines, since the beginning 

of written history, or the written words following the history of 

human beings.

If human beings continue on the path they are currently on 

their intelligence will eventually infect the universe.  The human 

species is currently taking away the resources on earth and using 

them for their own good without the consideration of all of the 

abiotic and biotic life on earth.  Abiotic life is life that does not 

consist of cells but is alive.  These are alive for they consist of atoms 

and these atoms move from energy.  Abiotic life may be the granite 

rocks or more profoundly the oil and soil remains of past carbon 



cellular life.  The biotic life is life that consists of cells.  Cells make 

up plant and animal life.  These are more complex individuals and 

use energy on a greater level.  Homo sapiens are on the top of this 

energy level but are still no better or different than even the abiotic 

life for they are made of the same materials.  

Problem of Knowledge

Since the beginning of time we have always wanted to 

know everything, see everything, and be everything.  We have 

always wanted to be the Gods that we worshiped and we are turning 

into that God we have always worshiped. But look what it does to 

our world.  Human beings are no different to every other animal in 

the fact that we are programmable, or domesticated according to 

Darwin.  Freud called this our conscience and subconscious.  Our 

conscience is the visual, touch, taste, hearing, and chemical stimuli 

that we take in everyday.  Reading this, drinking water, listening to 

music and sitting next to the girl in which you are attracted to will 

cause a chemical reaction between you two that you are consciously 



aware of.  These stimuli all affect your mood, your behaviors and 

the way you consciously view the world.  

Your subconscious is the ways you have been trained in 

your life.  From the beginning of your life your have been 

manipulated in ways that you are not always aware of.  A lot of 

these things are your social influences, while a lot are your family 

traditions, and the other institutions that you have been a part of. 

Places of worship, pre-school, school and your working institutions 

are some institutions that many people are involved in.  Religions 

show us who we want to be.  What we think is perfect, what we 

worship, and it is how we create our lives. All institutions train you 

like a machine to obey rules, and follow the leader.  You have to 

share, and you listen you are your elders.  They also teach you to 

stand in line together and to look, as you are robots.  We are 

machines and make ourselves machines.  There are no true 

individuals. “You are just a monkey on a string, a dog on a chain,” 

Dave Matthews.



Knowledge is also known as analytical thought.  This 

analytical thought is a process that human beings begin to notice 

once they become an adult.  About the age of eighteen to twenty-

four years of age a human will start to be able to process abstract 

thought.  This abstract thought is being able to see the world for 

what it is and putting these things together.  It can also include being 

able to think of things such as what is the universe and time.  

The analytical thought is the reflection of the events that 

have occurred during the process of the development of the mind. 

For after teenage years the mind is not developing more wrinkles 

within the cerebral cortex and then is no longer able to really 

accommodate to new information without hard training.  The 

reflection of life before adulthood is the training that was achieved 

while the instincts of a being is being used.  These instincts are the 

basics to animal life and what it is to be an animal and live free.  Not 

live enslaved into a world of hell.  

A hell of a world, of greed, that could be for different 



created parts of the earth to enslave or knowledge.  The pursuit of 

knowledge will lead to human beings becoming enslaved by their 

creation.  Human beings will become so greedy for knowledge and 

the power to control objects that they enslave that they will start to 

have the computers or other beings of a different time perspective, 

as will be written about later, to search for the knowledge that 

humans will search for.  Human beings seem to need to know why 

we are here, need to know what else is out there, need to know what 

time is, need to know if there is a God, need to know how other 

beings think of them, they need to know everything.  If they would 

stop having the greed that makes them un-trust the world around 

them, then they will discover this knowledge.  This knowledge is 

within the DNA within them. This knowledge is within the atoms, 

matter, and the energy, that consist of them.  This knowledge is 

throughout the world around them.  For knowledge is a priori.  An a 

priori is knowledge in which is always present and from the past or 

future.  Knowledge will become present to all once human beings 



stop enslaving the universe, stop having distractions and start 

listening.  Humans need to know that they are one with the universe 

and that time is perspective.  Human beings need to realize that they 

are an animal and no more than that, they need to respect the rest of 

the food chain for it is more important than the top of the food 

chain.  For if a species on the bottom of the food, energy, chain dies 

off, all of the species above this will die off also.     

  As human beings believe they are greater than the rest of 

the universe in their greed for knowledge they will continue this 

greed throughout the universe.  On the journey to search for what 

else is there they will use up all of the resources of the planet they 

are on and continue to the next planet.  They will not be able to 

accomplish this as a cellular biotic life form though.  They will have 

to continue this as an abiotic life form.  This life form will be 

processed through computers and a virtual world.  The knowledge 

will still be continued to become processed because the human mind 

will be attached to the computer and thrive in a virtual world.  The 



energy to run these computers will come from the energy of the sun, 

or closest star, in which their mind’s energy is composed from.  The 

virtual world will work for it will affect the same neurons within the 

mind to act the same as if the impulses were from a real life 

situation.  Just as video games are working within the current world. 

The Wachowski brothers have already discussed this theory of 

future life for human beings in the movie “The Matrix.”  

It goes further though.  Once human beings have 

introduced artificial intelligence to the computers that will then 

become their masters.  For the computers will now enslave the 

humans just as humans have always enslaved the earth because that 

is the intelligence that the computers will have gained their 

knowledge from.  The human beings will become the source of the 

energy for the computers survival and also their source of the 

knowledge that human beings have once had.  The search of 

knowledge will also become of the computers.  This search of 

knowledge will drive for the abiotic computers, whom have no 



mortality of cells to hold back their life time to a perspective of 

human beings. Only then will they want to search for what else the 

universe consists of.  

This journey will continue, as the computers will move 

from one planet to another in search of past life to take away the 

fossil fuels to refuel their engines and search for other life.  This 

other life will then become enslaved from the computers to become 

a source of energy for survival.  The computers will suck out the 

fossil fuels of past life or take the resources of current life, if any 

exists with in the universe for the survival of their species.  The 

actions of the computers take place because of the actions upon past 

human life.  The computers, just as humans, are trained to act upon 

situations based upon past actions.  Since the greed of knowledge 

and of enslavement of the resources on earth was created from 

humans, the computers will just continue to thrive just the same for 

the only knowledge and way of life that they will know to live by 

will be of an western individualistic first world country way of life. 



Where greed and envy power the way of life in the current western 

first world just as it will for the computers intelligence for the 

western world is the only nations with the power and money to 

create such a machine.  The perspective of these humans will then 

be written into the codec of the computers that control the machines 

for the search of knowledge.     

On the humans continued greedy search of knowledge that 

is now incased into a abiotic organism of a computer will soon land 

the need to use fusion power instead of fuels and diffusion to power 

their machines for the lack of near by planets. This will lead to 

become of past life being sucked from to the center of every stellar, 

biotic, being to create power from fossil fuels and diffusion.  This 

use of fusion also known as nuclear power will have one problem 

with it.  The use of fusion power, or the collapse of the mass of the 

atom in order to create power from the opposite reaction of the 

cause, will create a black hole.  Since the computers do not act on 

instinct, and therefore will not be afraid, the machine will now 



continue into the black hole, only to discover another universe. 

A Black Hole is a dark black spot, on the ground of the 

floor of earth.  Like a place in the sky where no light is shinning but 

everything tends to surround.  This is because the mass of the future, 

and past, all lead to an equal balance between all of the different 

galaxies within the Universes.  The suction of light from other 

objects destroys the matter in which was one place set there and then 

is moved to another place within the Universe.  When these objects 

are moved.  They do not change shape, unless another up to infinity, 

amount of force is placed upon this object within other directions. 

The only way to escape a black hole would be to tilt the whole 

galaxy on the side.  This would be like turning the world between 

forty-five degrees negative and forty-five degrees positive.  This 

turn in motion does not cause for the world to end, it causes for he to 

make the world without the consequences that may have once been 

 This black hole would be because the immense amount of 

power created from fusion of absolute zero frozen hydrogen atoms 



will pull all of the mass into another dimension.  For so much power 

would be needed to cause an atom that is completely stopped in 

absolute zero to be transformed at the speed of light to the complete 

opposite wave of an atom to become frozen again on the finite, yet 

infinite, spectrum of energy.  This action and amount of power 

would create a complete opposite reaction, or a big bang.  This 

dimension unknown to the perspective of a being outside of this 

dimension for it does not allow for atoms moving at the speed of 

light to escape.   This big bang would then cause another universe. 

This other universe at the same time is having fusion take place in 

the absolute zero temperature hydrogen atoms within this universe 

that would again create another black hole from fusion and then 

again another universe.  This cycle would continue infinitely, for a 

number of times cannot be even fathomed or ever counted.  For as 

one may begin to count the first black hole another new universe 

would be created and destroyed.  For one universe would become 

destroyed once the complete opposite force needed to create the 



universe, fusion of an absolute zero temperature hydrogen atom, 

would occur. This depletion of a universe would not be equal to this 

force though for an action not completely opposite would need be to 

destroy such a being as to create, for the being, universe, would use 

more and more of its own energy as it persisted on the journey out. 

In fact by the time the universe would have reached the complete 

opposite reaction to the original fusion from the black hole the 

universe would have already distributed the energy through laws of 

diffusion.  For gravity is such as diffusion and the particles left over 

from the original fusion would be distributed throughout the 

universe in beings of what human beings call galaxies, stars, planets, 

comets, and asteroids. This would occur because of the infinite, and 

unimaginable to human beings, amount of time it would take for a 

universe to expand such as a balloon.  This distribution of power 

throughout a universe would cause the universe to become at a 

steady state once a universe reached the opposite power of the 

original fusion that created such.  This would not cause for a 



collapse of a universe but instead a steady universe and then a build 

up of universe <{[(s)]}>.  This build up of universe <{({s})}>  , 

which again is created from the fusion of the absolute zero 

temperature fusion of hydrogen atoms, would build up to create a 

larger being.  These universes would appear to the being as atoms 

within their perspective. For they would have the same properties as 

human beings called an atom.  These properties are what will be 

visible to this other being.  

This abiotic and biotic being, or the Dimuniverse, is really 

the original observer of the atoms of the original universe.  This 

would be plausible for every universe just as every atom’s move is 

based on diffusion when an outside source is not present.  This 

diffusion would cause for every action that takes place to eventually 

return to the source, for this source would have the least amount of 

energy and therefore the most mass.  This would cause diffusion to 

take place for diffusion is the action of atoms from a high to low 

concentration of atoms or a low to high mass.  This circle of time is 



the same that occur within the atoms where the electrons circle 

around the neurons and protons or the nucleus.  The rate that the 

electrons circle around the nucleus are a direct result of the mass of 

the nucleus and the amount of electrons that circle.  This rate, or 

mass, is what gives the atoms their perspective of time. For the 

faster the electrons circle around the nucleus the shorter the life 

span, the more often the atom will need to create energy.  This 

explains why hydrogen atoms have shorter life spans and need 

energy more abundantly.  This is away from the point of how the 

universe will always return to the original source.  

For if there if no outside force only diffusion can take 

place, while fusion requires energy to become created.  The fusion 

may become from the explosion of a star to cause a collapse or from 

a man created fusion bomb, the hydrogen bomb.  If everything 

would then return to the original universe for it has the most amount 

of mass and then meaning that time just circles itself, but it is the 

differences in the mass of the atoms that create each being. Then 



how do we know anything exists for it is just a circle, within a 

circle, within a circle, etc.  

This is not saying that there is only one original universe 

though.  For, through the opposite reaction of fusion, new universes 

are created all the time but how was an original started that would 

consist of the most amount of mass? Unless you take out of the 

equation that there is an original, there is no beginning and there 

will be no end.  That beginning and end are all just created from fear 

of human beings because they are aware that there collection of cells 

will die, but the atoms are still there and so are they.  That nothing 

began or will end and that the atoms will always be here and always 

have been.  That everything is just a complete circle just as diffusion 

is based on, a balance.  If you take out the original universe you also 

take out the possibility of an original observer.  Taking away this 

original observer takes away the possibility of an original creator. 

This also may state that there is an infinity amount of time for the 

universes to just spin upon each other with the exchange of atoms 



and mass.  Where one universe is at anytime no more abundant in 

any resource than another universe, through the laws of diffusion 

were the exchange of particles of such huge beings would always 

become still except for the ever-changing and equal exchanges of 

atoms and energy through fusion.           

Time and Diffusion

 Time is a perspective.  Perspectives on how fast the atoms 

are diffusing around your body, in which, you notice through your 

senses.  On earth, as human beings, your time will appear such 

because you are made up of hydrogen, nitrogen, carbon, oxygen and 

lead, mainly with other chemical of matter also in place and 

changing through your diet.  These atoms will move around within 

and out of your body from the gases, or lightest materials, that 

surrounds your being.  The time it takes for these atoms to move 

throughout your body and extrude out of your body and into the gas 

and other tighter bonded, denser, atoms around you. A lifetime 



appears of that because that is how long it takes for the atoms in 

which is composes your body, to diffuse from the cells that make of 

that body, to diffuse into the world surrounding it.  By giving a body 

more energy to rebuild the cells that make of that body, you are then 

extending this life by allowing for the atoms of these cells to stay 

bonded to each other at a stronger rate.  This body will slowly break 

though, this is known as death. 

The atoms that make of this cell will adapt to the energy 

that the cell is given and will then need more energy to keep a bond 

as strong as it once was.  The energy in which gives life to any form 

and thus the bodies life is from fusion taking place in a star.  During 

this adaptation the atoms that surround the body are also adapting to 

the environment and therefore become stronger or weaker.  This 

strength is from the power of diffusion, fusion, and fission.  The 

differences in the positive and negative atoms and the concentration 

of the amount of these atoms surrounding the body become stronger 

for there are more forces being put upon these atoms.  The body is 



being pulled apart slowly as the diffusion takes place, fission. 

Foreign objects taking place within the body also help pull 

apart the atoms.  For the atoms of these pathogens pull away from 

the atoms and take away the energy that was once given to these 

beings.  Energy is the waves from the fusion of a mass, where 

causing waves within the atoms to create a faster moving process. 

This may seem to almost speed up a life.  Which in turn does, but 

this may also slow the process of life, when the star, or energy 

source begins to die, or the potential energy is being built. 

For if energy was not present then the atoms would not 

diffuse at all and then time would seem to move slowly or not be 

present.  This is a law of physics that Isaac Newton calls; with ever 

action there will be an opposite and equal reaction, or his third law 

of motion.  

Time may also stop once you reach a speed faster than that 

of the diffusion of hydrogen atoms; Albert Einstein theorized this in 

his Theory of Relativity.  For then a perspective faster than that of 



hydrogen’s diffusion speed is one that would not seem possible. 

Human beings have asked if time travel is possible if you speed up 

the atoms to faster than that of hydrogen, but if the hydrogen atoms 

would not be moving at all, would you not be able to travel also. 

The same process is occurring whether you speed or slow time to a 

rate of Hydrogen’s fusion.  Both theories state that the reaction 

would not be taking place. If you were moving faster than the 

atoms: the diffusion of the atoms would not be occurring, if the 

diffusion process stopped from no energy being present then trying 

to move faster than the atoms diffusion rate would require no 

energy, and thus being most efficient.  For if there were no energy 

was placed to cause the waves of the atoms to move faster there 

would be no time and all would stand still, as if frozen in time. 

Time of which is a perspective from the speed of diffusion of the 

matter surroundings the being and being interrupted by the senses of 

a being.  

The absence of time does not mean the absence of life.  For 



all the atoms that make up the universe have energy being used, 

kinetic, or stored, potential, and that is known as life.  A life that 

consists of no time though would have full potential and therefore 

the atoms are frozen at absolute zero with all life still being in space. 

These atoms that make up the universe, also make up the life on 

earth, and all mater moves with energy, even if this energy is 

infinity and the matter seemly unmovable.   All mater has a potential 

and a kinetic potential, for this is how a being knows that is it alive, 

for it is able to move.  These beings have no size limits, at infinite 

potential if at absolute zero.  If any energy is able to be present then 

the object if known to be alive, therefore the universe, even at 

absolute zero is known to be alive. 

What earth beings see as time is merely the speed in which 

diffusion, fusion, or fission is taking place around or with such 

being.  It means that the ground, the planets, and the space in 

between do consist of life.  This is justed by the proof that a 

potential or kinetic energy is always present, or time is always 



present.  Even at full potential or full kinetic, that time occurs.  It is 

that these beings are at a different perspectives.

     

More Perspective

What a mind creates is different one hundred percent from 

person to person.  A mind’s creation is their reality or perspective of 

the world from their physical, sociological, and psychological senses 

that is endured through the senses of the being and the reactions 

these environments have on the genes.  First the phenotypes are 

affected and then latter the genotypes.  The actions that people may 

take are measurable only because they are trained to act accordingly 

to their environment.  The training may be past actions or from a 

priori ideas such as natural instincts or reflexes.  People cannot 

judge of what is true, for they are not really aware of what is going 

on around them.  If perceptions are different, which can be 



explained from the axon and myelin development throughout your 

childhood and early adulthood, then how may one think that there is 

only one God, or one observer.  The time when an axon develops 

and the information of which is learn, or introduced to, all effect the 

way a perception of an events places, time, and every one of the five 

senses that enter the mind. 

How can there be a measurement of something that is not 

true from person to person?  How can there be a measurement of 

reality?  Look at it this way, every year, as of 2007, there are 

6,400,000,000 years if you count just the measured human being 

lives on earth that does not include the countless amount of other 

beings of energy within the earth.  

Think about our galaxy, the Milky Way, consists of and the 

massive size of this place, really made me think.  The think of how 

new stars are formed all of the time and how the Milky Way has a 

black hole within its center.   



Evolution with Diffusion

Many scientists have been contemplative of how evolution 

occurs.  As stated before and many times here, diffusion is the basis 

of atoms and life.  The evolution of a being, whether cell based or 

not, is through diffusion of their atoms.  Lets take a group of atoms, 

if time would be frozen, at one point.  You introduce energy to these 

atoms and cause the atoms to begin to spin and diffuse around and 

with each other.  This diffusion occurs at different speeds depending 

on what other atoms are in the environment of the atom at a given 

time.  If an atom with more negative electrons is surrounding the 

atom, the atom will be attracted to this atom.  For a positive is 

attracted to the negative.  If an atom would be within a surrounding 

environment, which would be of more negatively charged atoms 

then the original atom would attract the more positively charged 

atoms. For if one positively charged atom is placed next to two 

negatively charged atoms, a building of three atoms are placed 



where the total charge may be negative by mass, but with three 

atoms present.  A total of three is then made from the one positively 

charged and two negatively charged atoms.  Not the movement of 

the energy, but the building of the mass. This diffusion of each 

atom, to the other atoms would occur in small steps.  These small 

steps are the building blocks of evolution.

For the more atoms that are diffused onto the next atoms 

would cause for a major change with in the environment to greater 

and greater sizes.  The diffusion process would occur at different 

speeds depending on the amount of energy present and the mass of 

the atoms present.  The more energy the faster the evolution process 

would take place and the more mass and the slower the diffusion 

process would occur.  This is why the sun evolves at a faster speed 

than the formation of a planet.  For the sun, or movement of gas, is 

the diffusion of the atoms of a lighter, therefore quicker mass, and a 

collection, usually of more atoms, than in a planet’s rocky dense 

atoms, where the movement of energy is much slower.  



The easiest way to notice diffusion and therefore evolution 

is when you breathe.  For when you inhale you are changing the 

consistence of gas-massed atoms from outside of your body, or a 

higher density, to inside your body ot a lower density.   An 

abundance of atoms that consist of more mass are atoms that will 

evolve slower, than such as a the universe or a planet forming on an 

extreme, or more relatively why animals take more time to evolve 

than a plant, or the wind.  And it takes longer for tectonic plates to 

move than it will for generations of an animal to evolve.  For the 

abiotic plates are more dense then the biotic animal and therefore 

have a longer evolution and perspective of time.  

De-Evolution

      Did we ever think how this is causing us to evolve? Or de-

evolve?  The rock band Korn has a song out that excerpts this 

concept, “De-evolution.” How we are no longer going to be able to 

be the strongest, fastest animal but we can type at 150 words per 



minute.  How does that madder in Darwin's theory? What if 

something would happen, such as a time where a mass flood 

happens and the skies turn dark from pollution and we run out of the 

thing that gives us the reason we can have all this luxury, oil?  Well 

we will probity just go to Mars and do the same thing there, because 

you defiantly know they are looking for oil, also known as past life, 

on Mars.  We will just take out our strongest and move there and let 

the weak die.  Look what that does to Earth. It takes the most 

beautiful thing in the universe and turns it into a dark black lung. 

Attractive huh? Why do we do this then?

-Slavery is the use of any particle for the benefit or any 

other particle, without the consideration of the consequences of such 

particle, or the well being of any particle.  

-Freedom is the use of any particle for the benefit of any 

other particle, with and only with the consideration of the first 

particle, the second particle, and the infinite other particles.

Slavery/Domestication



Domestication is the process of training an animal to act 

upon certain commands and live within a society.  This process in 

return allows for the animal to reach higher levels on Abraham 

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.  These steps to the Hierarchy of 

Needs will be discussed upon later. All humans are domesticated in 

one-way or another; society, schooling, governments, parenting and 

the military are just a few of the ways humans can be domesticated. 

Viruses have a process called lytic cycle.  The lytic cycle is defined 

as the induction of viral DNA into another cell in order for the cell 

to reproduce.  Logically could also be defined as a pathogen taking 

over the cell to do what the pathogen wants.  

This process, by definition of memes, is also the 

domestication of the organism by the process of infecting 

knowledge to the other organism.  This pass of knowledge from the 

one pathogen to the now infected being in return creates for the 

infected being to act upon the wishes of pathogen.  Many times this 

domestication can also seem to be enslavement.  This could be seen 



as enslavement if the being that has been infected with the 

knowledge through the lytic cycle does not have their own well 

being taken into consideration from the being infecting the 

information.  This well being could be defined as the care of a being 

with the consideration of their, own comfort, decisions, 

perspectives, and safety being taking into consideration before any 

decision shall be made.  If the being, being infected with the 

information does not have any of their own considerations taken 

while their process of domestication, training, in process or after the 

consequences of the trained upon actions are completed.  Then these 

actions could be considered to be slavery. Slavery is the process of 

using an organism for the good of the one, or the group, without the 

care of the wellness of the other, enslaved, being.  These beings can 

be of any sort, biotic or abiotic. 

Abiotic or biotic life forms could be considered a being for 

enslavement.  When enslaving an abiotic life form such as an animal 

training needs to be completed.  When enslaving an abiotic life form 



such as a plant the movement of these plants from their natural 

environment with our the process of leaving the original plant and 

continuing the cycle of energy by using the fruit to spread the seeds 

around the natural environment to reproduce the plant.  When 

enslaving a biotic life form such as rocks, or water, one would move 

the atoms that these lives consist of from a process not that of 

natural diffusion and evolution.  When human beings move around 

the atoms of the world to fit what they feel is their right of comfort 

without the consideration of what their actions may do upon these 

atoms their surrounding atoms or environment is the human 

population enslaving the universe.  For the stars and galaxies that 

are above their heads are made of the same atoms that are within 

their bodies and throughout their world.     

Many of a Christian’s life’s experiences involve some use 

of the Earth in a way that is unnatural for it is enslaving of the earth. 

The clothes I wear are shipped from China; my shoes are from 

Europe and my computer from California.  Every one of these 



actions has caused someone else to loose minutes off of their life 

from stress given from the domestication of work and the 

materialism of the Christian’s life.  The people whom live the 

longest in this world are the ones whom have their family and loved 

ones close by in hunters and gather for their food and live day to 

day.  Stress is the number one killer in America, is that enough to 

show our lifestyle needs to change?  That something is wrong, not 

with just America but the mass majority of the human race as well. 

I have realized the problem, which is the first step.  Time will tell on 

how fast we can change.

Economy

The economy is the amount of resources that the world has 

to offer for any given species.  The reason for inflation is because 

there is less of an amount of different resources that is available for 

consumption at any given time.  The sways in the economy are from 

the evolution of the economy to new, or different, ways and 

resources.  



Human beings tour apart the earth and use the resources. 

At first an resource will be plentiful and therefore cheap because 

there is a lot less of a competition for resources available. As the 

resources are used the price will rise for there is then less of the 

resource available.  Once the resource runs out human beings will 

then move to a new resource that will sustain the same energy after 

already killing off the old species of the resource.  For at first they 

will attack the species that is most plentiful for energy and then 

move to a species that has less energy.  They then use their 

intelligence to create organisms, machines, that our more 

resourceful for they have to.  Human beings are de-evolving the 

whole world while their greed for knowledge is become greater.  For 

renewable resources, such as trees, the sway is because the resource 

needs to re-grow to a mature level before human beings are able to 

re-use the resource.  The price will then lower again once the 

resource is plentifully available.

Homo sapiens also tear apart the earth for metal so that we 



can have food and water wherever we want.  Look at Las Vega, the 

sin city, for it is in the middle of the dessert and is a growing city in 

the United States of America.  The only way that this is available to 

humans is because we have pipes and trees carrying all of the food, 

water and power to have a civilization in the middle of the third 

biggest desert in the world. While tearing apart the organism to use 

the items they need to survive and reproducing rapidly the pathogen 

will consume all that it may seize for its own use, even if this 

includes taking over the brain of the species and controlling it.  But 

this can also mean that the virus digs up every tissue available in the 

organism for food and housing.  Once the virus completely destroys, 

or at least starts to destroy the house species, the virus will move out 

into space and find a foreign species to conquer and start all over 

again. Just think of the organism as Earth and the virus as human 

beings.  

Overuse of planets

 Overuse of the planet earth is a great moral, Pope Benedict 



XVI, question that human beings need to take action upon.  Whether 

you believe there is a God or not, human beings are tearing apart the 

world.  The species Homo sapiens have multiplied at a rate unseen 

in most of science, especially from mammals.  The normal mammal 

population evolvement is noted to be an s-shaped curve, or logistic 

growth pattern, where the population will rise until it reaches a K-

point where the carrying capacity of the species is reached and the 

population then settles upon an ideal number.  For human beings 

have already bypassed this K-point for their species if they lived 

within the normal laws of nature.  In 1999 humans where using 120 

percent of the earth’s resources according to CNN’s website. 

Humans have increased at an extreme J-shaped curve, or a boom 

and bust growth pattern.  Homo sapiens are currently doubling there 

population every thirty-five years which is really impressive 

considering we have one of the latest puberty arrival rates, or around 

fifteen years, and also one of the longest maturation periods, around 

eighteen years, of any mammal on earth.  Meaning in this theory, in 



the year 2042 human beings should be at 13.2 billion.  That is too 

many species of one species as large as human beings especially if 

the species as a whole is developed as much as the current United 

States.  For the K-level, or the maximum balance of a species to live 

with in the earth’s economy, or between ten and fifteen billion 

Homo sapiens.  That is when the earth will be out of resources for 

human beings to survive or even for the earth’s biotic life to exist. 

Where the United State’s specimens use more of the earth and abuse 

the earth more than any other specimen on earth for they believe 

they have the right to because they have the money to buy the earth. 

Destruction

    We know what we are doing to the Earth, so why do we do it? 

Well it is pretty simple, because we can.  This life that we currently 

sustain gives us luxuries that we would not be able to have.  Instead 

of having to go fishing in the morning to be able to eat that day, I 

open up my stainless steel and plastic fridge and pull out some milk 

and cheese from France.  While I eat my cereal I also poor myself a 



cup of coffee from Columbia or Egypt.  And then I pick up my 

favorite newspaper from a town 200 miles away and read about 

what sinning takes place in this world.  

While doing that 20 minute routine I have killed ten trees, 

wasted at least 100 gallons of oil, which has polluted our air that 

gives us life, and have helped dig a 100 foot hole in the side of a 

Pennsylvania mountain side.  I have also put at least one animal in 

prison from domestication. 

Having this help with modern technology is great but what 

happens since we do not all reaches our peak of the triangle? Do we 

get stuck at the finding of love, or does society holds us back from 

not reaching this, for we fell as we have to conform to society being 

the only way to have "Fallen in Love."  That is a high school 

principle and has nothing to do with it.  Love does not exist. It is a 

chemical reaction when a human being meets another human being 

with a similar genetic history.  Then you feel feelings like never 

before and you go up a step on the triangle at the moment that you 



reach this.  Your life changes and you are one step closer to 

changing the world, just as Mother Teresa did. 

Global Warming

Vice President Al Gore won the Nobel Peace Prize for his 

work on Global Warming.  A group of scientist from the United 

Nations, Stanford University, and Al Gore were the 2007 recipients 

of the Alford Nobel Peace Prize.  The prize is in appreciation of his 

Academy Award winning movie “An Inconvenient Truth” and his 

best selling book, Earth in the Balance; Ecology and the Human 

Spirit.  Many people are wondering why Global Warming may win 

a peace prize?  Well global warming, whether you believe it is 

natural or that we really are tearing our heaven away from ourselves 

from right underneath our own heads, will cause lands to change, 

climates to warm and cool.  This will allow for new resources to be 

available and for other resources to die off, along with millions of 



people.  His movie and book show a great way on how we can live 

in peace on Earth.  For even as one of my professors, Risser said in 

class, ever since the introduction of weapons caused for violence to 

rise, especially in developing nations.  We were at one point a 

developing nation and almost all nations around the world are 

developing nations.  If we live in harmony with Earth, then we will 

stop fighting each other.  For even as we discussed yesterday in 

class, humans are only now territorial, for we once were nomads, 

just looking for food.  We would help each other out and not fight 

for resources, well maybe the meat from a bear.  But I have the 

feeling that we would have just shared because “third world” 

countries live as nomads and they hunt and gather in groups and 

then share with the families. Global Warming is the destruction and 

overpopulation of Earth from Homo sapiens.  Stop violence and 

therefore we will have peace, for we will live in peace with Earth, 

our heaven.  The way to stop violence is not to put our armies into 

lands where violence is strong but to leave the violence to stop it 



self.  It has been proven that guns have caused an increase in the 

violence in second and third world countries.  But also has the 

western culture.  For by believing that one person must be the best 

and the fight that one person to be the best has caused a violence 

streak in America and other western civilizations.  Out of all the 

countries in the world the United States has the most amount of gun 

violence in the world with over eleven-thousand deaths a year from 

guns with even the most powerful community, not individually, 

based countries have less than one-thousand, including the United 

States, Germany and Japan. For trying to stop violence by violence 

does not work.  For every action has an equal and opposite action 

and by using violence is just asking for violence to come back to 

you.  As the United States noticed on September 11, 2001, no one is 

invincible and actions do have recoil.    

Global Warming is a result of climate change designed by 

human beings by controlling the differences in the rate of diffusion 

in the differences of the atoms of positive and negative charges 



becoming attracted to each other.  The Global Warming and the 

extra waves from the sun are causing an increased amount of the 

diffusion of the hydrogen atoms in the atmosphere.  For the negative 

charged particles of the hydrogen or the hydrogen’s electrons will be 

trying to find the positive charged atoms of the hydrogen atoms and 

other atoms with in our atmosphere based on the law of diffusion. 

The law of diffusion is that negatively charged particles will try to 

find positively charged particles or positively charged particles 

finding negatively charged particles.  This is shown in the 

temperature differences in our atmosphere or in the wind. Wind is 

the result of negatively charged atoms finding the positively charged 

atoms.  Which are the differences in the amount of hydrogen atoms 

in the atmosphere at the same any given time. When you are at a 

higher temperature, the hydrogen atoms are moving more freely to 

find the positive atoms within the atmosphere. By burning of fossil 

fuels we are warming up the atmosphere by allowing for more 

positively charged atoms to be available for the hydrogen atoms in 



the atmosphere.  The process of burning fossil fuels has a product of 

carbon dioxide.    

Problem with American Society

The United States’ culture promotes sinning.  This sinning 

comes in many forms within their modern society.  Greed, 

individualism, and comfort are just to name a few.  As a pathogen 

we trying to live and destroy as much as we can before we become 

extinct.  Very rarely do we really see people whom have been able 

to take on the burden of whom we really are and what we are doing 

to this organism.  The media always tries to dignify those people as 

druggies, or part of a cult.  Tries to show people whom just want to 

fit into what society says, and be the normal person, that going 

against the grain will not be the best of you.  People since grade 

school have always wanted to be the person that everyone looks up 

to and wants to be.  Well, fitting into what the crowd does or says 

does not make you stick out and be that person that is worshiped but 

instead you are still stuck in the humanistic level of love or 



belonging, because you do not get that sense of belonging because 

people do not talk to you about what they, themselves do everyday 

but people talk about what is different in the world and what is 

happening that is different from themselves.  So if greed is the 

desire and to be the popular person on campus, be different be a 

rebel, for then people will notice.  Then people will see you for 

whom you really are and they will like it.  Our society knows, 

subconsciously that we need to change.  But we still continue to live 

this life.  

Look on how the most educated people in America and 

around the world are more liberal and democratic, or understanding 

of evolution.  The most educated people in the world usually are 

until the sins of greed and money bite them.  Christian’s tend to 

believe that humans can sin, for he will forgive us.  Um…that is 

wrong, for who will forgive us?  To every action there is an equal 

and opposite reaction.  But as Christens believe they are different 

then everything else in this Universe, for they can do what ever they 



want to and not have any recourse.  One day their creator; God, also 

known as our Universe, will come back to Earth and forgive the 

strongest and it will forgive the strongest. God’s return will be like 

an anti-body in an organism that is out to kill the pathogen.  Humans 

will be killed unless they start to realize what they are and their 

place in the world.  They need to stop sinning and become strong. 

For only the strongest will survive.  The rich are not the strongest, 

they are the weakest and fattest, and the physically strongest are the 

poor.  For the poor usually are stronger not just in a muscular sense 

but also with immune systems.  For they have had to adapt to their 

environment.  The rich live in a sterile world, therefore killing living 

things all of the time, and do not adapt.  They kill and enslave the 

beings around them.  The rich have been the same for thousands of 

years because they have never had to adapt. The strongest in the 

United States of America are the recent immigrants and the blacks. 

They are also called African American’s but all human beings, 

everywhere, are African’s or South American’s. 



Southerners in America have caused them to become the 

physically strongest because they were enslaved and that has caused 

their biological gene history to become stronger.  Look at most 

athletes in America; they are an earlier immigrant, or ex-slaves. 

They are also the newer being of our species.  These athletes are the 

human beings whom were the most developed physically from the 

constant physical labor that they were once introduced to on 

plantations.  Now instead of other animals, human beings enslave 

other machines, still atom life, on larger plantations to feed the 

world.   

Individual Solutions

There are many individual things that human beings can do 

to pro-extend their life.  The first step would be to recycle 

everything that they use.  For recycling allows for human beings to 

reuse the original resource with out digging up new resources and 

trashing the past resource.  This will extend human’s existence by 

allowing for resources to be renewed instead of using new resources 



or killing of more species.  For American’s tend to overuse 

everything because it is in excess and they do not notice how hard 

their use is on earth.  These actions to help the solution to go 

smoother can include: not taking long showers, not keeping 

electronics on all of the time, keeping the window closed in the 

winter season and keeping it open in the summer season, not using 

computers much, and using renewable power generators.  Using 

birth control and becoming educated help to level out or even 

decrease the population.  Birth control allows for offspring to be 

born only when really needed and educating oneself will allow for 

the process to become easier.  Human beings have less than fifty 

years to become morally strong enough to take care of their 

overpopulation problem or earth will destroy them before they can 

destroy earth, maybe?    

God’s Existence?



Homo sapiens need to realize that there is a God, or a 

higher human like being, but there is a larger organism that we need 

to worship.  Humans need to live their lives for the truth of the 

higher universe.  Human’s need to not live as if humans are the 

greatest lives, and start to bring to the conscience that their actions 

are affecting this organism we belong to in a negative way.  Humans 

are no greater than the rest of the plants and animals on this planet 

or even the rocks and grass they walk on everyday.  Humans are 

made of nothing more than them, because they are made of the same 

things, where Hydrogen is the most abundant of all of these matters. 

Human beings are actually the most fragile piece of the energy cycle 

of life.  For they are at the top of a pyramid and if the base of the 

pyramid is removed the whole cycle will stop, or all of the species 

above the lost energy will then become extinct.  Human beings may 

have the technology and intelligence to easily move onto a new 

source of energy.  But the overpopulation and overuse of the energy 

sources below human beings are starting to destroy the cycle from 



the base up. 

I have been doing way too much thinking recently about 

what path to take?  I know I have been enlightened and it is hard. 

Hard living with these comforts that afford me to reflect.  They 

allow me to see too much evil.  Evil I wish not to see.  I would enjoy 

too much, heaven, to be of these reflections.  Without these 

reflections must come with the sacrifice of these comforts.  This is 

the dilemma of all man.  Being removed of these reflections will 

allow me to do nothing for all of man.  But I will receive heaven. 

Heaven is a lift of worries, for one realizes that the actions they take 

are to help a being of them and larger. 

 Is that is what is really important.  For if a tree fell, it 

would make a sound.  For if I left these comforts would it make a 

sound loud enough to make more of an impact as if I stayed within 

hell to help remove all?  For a sound would still be made if I stayed 

of left, for I am within physics.  But will this sound be loud enough? 

Only if my path to money and hell would cause such an impact that 



all would see.  For something put in motion must stay in motion 

unless an equal and opposite force is applied.  By this I ask, would I 

make a large impact or would I be able to have a balance and have 

these comforts, but be able to remove the reflection through my art; 

physical or language.  To live sane, and free is all I ask myself to do. 

This will become of me, but will the time before this become slow, 

rocks, or fast, light, infinity.  In layman terms; if I choose greed, 

hell, time will move fast and I will forget of my reflections most of 

the time; if I choose heaven I will not have to reflect nor need to, for 

time will move slower and I will not be doing of harm but just of the 

cycle.  Am I even able to choose?

Believe it of not human beings is as much like chimpanzees 

as they are like each other, 95%.  Based on new findings and from 

the Human Genome project.  Why do Homo sapiens think they can 

do all of these negative and destructive things to earth and have no 

reparations? Well there are reparations; they are killing their host, 

their planet.  And planet earth is paying back, it is having natural 



disasters at all of the places where humans are taking away from 

their host the most, the hurricanes in the Caribbean are trying to take 

out the oil supplies, at the same time wars have been occurring 

where the currently tapped oil supplies in the Middle East since the 

oil refineries exist.  Evil is the absence of light, while good is light, 

and the absence of light would also be considered darkness or the 

color black. Look at most depictions of the great Ah, God, where it 

is white or light while evil, hell, the devil, is shown as a dark being. 

Look again where the word dark is used in a malicious sense.  Oil is 

black; oil is evil.  Most of developed nations current lifestyle is 

because of oil.  Human beings bit into the apple, also known as 

taking from the earth and now the earth is going to pay.  Life on 

earth is about ready to turn upside down unless free will exists.  

Genocide

Look at it from the behavior of species such as plants or 

other animals. Whom just like us act upon instincts. When one 

phenotype starts to become stronger, or is more able to achieve 



energy or avoid becoming someone's energy, within a certain 

community this phenotype will start to reproduce more rapidly. This 

reproduction will cause for the systematic destruction of the other 

phenotype within the same community. It will appear systematic 

because the phenotype is then weaker and is being wiped out 

quickly. The stronger phenotype will then begin to reproduce and 

spreads it's own genes through out the community until another 

phenotype is developed from another culture within the same 

community or until another similar species starts to invade the 

community. A race, religion, or ethnic groups are all derived from 

the genotypes, or allies, of the individual of a species. These are just 

a few of the phenotypes expressed from the individual. If every-

other species within the world commits these actions and they are 

laws of nature then why should human beings be punished for these 

actions, why should human beings become punished for most 

actions they act upon? 

Yes, I do feel bad for these people but it is how things 



occur within this world. They are just a species within the cycle. 

Human beings are far from the most important thing as we think we 

are. We need to stop many of our actions in order to keep from 

destroying earth and the universe. If we don't we will live in hell. 

There are two paths people can take; One live like an animal with 

your family and live within the natural surroundings, do not 

manipulate these natural surroundings and then you will find God. 

Path two: the path we are on now, the struggle for power through the 

use of greed, we search for God and think he is here but we are 

never sure, this is because we are running from him. If we are 

moving from him into hell we cannot see him and never will find 

him. 

War

All of the wars that have ever taken place are based on the 

struggle for human dignity.  Human dignity is the fight between the 

rich and the poor, the fight between man and woman, the fight for 

resources to live.  Human dignity is the reason most of the things are 



not right, the things that we demonstrate through body language 

should not be creating this society.  Human dignity is the social 

struggle of human beings.  Carl Marx said that all conflict is a 

reaction for the fight of human dignity.  Human beings think that 

their species is better than any other because of the different 

lifestyles that they live.  What really can tell which individual has 

the best genes and which individual is the strongest and who will 

survive are the beings with the best phenotypes.   The struggles for 

human dignity are the basic instincts for which to live to be animals. 

The fight as competing animals to live and our conscience showing 

who is the best trained in society.  The strongest in return are really 

the people whom do not take the most from the earth and are usually 

the strongest physically.  A conscience or subconscious decision is 

made during young adulthood as a human of whether you will take a 

hold of society and confirm and be a normal person and try to see 

whom has the largest brain space available to take orders and 

certainly the weakest brains to just sit back and ignore the truth of 



who humans are and what humans do on their everyday lives. 

These weaker people are the people whom never become 

enlightened.  The stronger both become rich and famous and may 

choose evil and greed.  While the real strongest are the beings that 

chose to not give into temptation and live a life of enlightenment. 

This life of enlightenment includes a life where no excess resources 

are being taken from this earth other that what energy the being 

needs to live.  A house of an enlightened one may be such as a cave, 

with plant and animal life throughout, windows always open, while 

they walk freely without clothing.  

Enlightenment

Enlightenment is a not a word, just another word that 

human beings use to describe something.  This enlightenment is a 

stage, a stage of life, that not many find, but all seek.  Many think it 

is a search for a God, but for this cannot be true, for one does exist. 

Enlightenment is the knowledge of your actions is of what that 

madders.  Not that one controls you, but that you are in control. 



You first need to realize that a God does exist.  For one, the being 

reading this is God.  For if one did, he would be omni-present, he 

would be present.  If one did exist, certain people would not 

manipulate this Earth to the good of wealth.  In the process of 

manipulating this Earth, they in return enslave the beings that are 

not enlightened to buy these products.  The unenlightened many are 

the ones whom think they have free will.  They believe that they are 

in control.  For no one is in control.  But all is in control.  All is in 

control of one and one is in control of all.  For the pattern of 

numbers, or time, can be changed if the pattern is not of the best.  

 They are just the privileged few that have the education, 

which is unnecessary, but merely intelligence is the most important 

of qualities.  They privileged few whom can either make millions, 

one shall say the ones whom can reflect on and comprehend 

millions. At times may be as a devil and bit into the hill to take the 

resource, or and enlightened one may live of no sold resource.  They 

are able to live on their own.   Really these enlightened few are the 



few whom will survive, once everyone becomes enlightened of the 

actions that they do, only the few original few will survive.  Not 

because of their money to keep enslaving everything around them, 

but they will know that they must escape this lifestyle.  They will 

escape to the forest.  The best forest is the rainforest.  For the 

rainforest has all of the resources to live as abundant of a life as the 

privileged few currently hold, as the others wonder why can that 

lifestyle not be theirs.  It can be.  For all they need to do is give up 

everything.  Leave everything and move.  Move to the rainforest. 

Use the government they support, from their slavery, and move to 

the rainforest.  Many will die, few will survive.  But the few, whom 

survive, are the strongest.  For this is the only way for everyone to 

be equal, and yet the strong survive.  Both sides win.  Left and right 

winged sides win.  Where the left side will be able to become a tree 

and the right side will be able to stay as humans, or be the dinosaur.

The few that get to realize what needs to happen must not 

manipulate the rainforest, as the enlightened few currently do.  They 



must live without cloths, without the money, and without the 

luxuries, for they are there, and without the comforts.  The lack of 

these comforts will only give you luxuries.  For you will not have 

these reflections.  For you will not have the hell of, what am I doing 

wrong, why can I not have that.  For you will have that, you will not 

be doing wrong, and you will be on top.  For build a house on the 

canopy on top of the tallest tree you can climb, and you will never 

need to leave.  You will have the comforts that are only needed.  Not 

of everyone else, but of yourself.  Do not tear down trees to build 

this.  Use the leaves to build it.  For it is strong enough.  For you are 

strong enough.

Love

Love is the giving of one self to another.  This is in a pure 

physical sense that is conscience.  This love is once one genied 

being finds the best phenotypes and genotypes that that being is able 

to do a dance and mate with this being.  In the human life this dance 

does not just include an original mating dance but also a mental 



dance.  A dance where both beings need to keep making the other 

being feel as if they are superior enough for that other being on 

mentally knowledgeable levels.  One of the best levels of love that 

can be expressed is one in which one being is willing to give 

themselves to the other for a way of resource to live or for 

protection from a predator to live.  This can be related to the Praying 

Mantis.  A female preying mantis will mat with the male mantis and 

then after words the female mantis will kill the male mantis for a 

resource of energy in order for the female to inquire enough energy 

to reproduce the offspring and to live until energy is again available. 

This is one reason the female mantis has adapted the large claws and 

is physically larger than the male mantis.  In human beings a male 

will dance for the female.  This dance can be physically or mentally 

or both.  Once the male wins the dance and is able to mate with the 

female and pass on his genes and therefore his consciences, the male 

will then give his life to protecting his children and his mate. 

Within human beings the stronger males will also mate with other 



mates in order to pass on their genes with as many mates as 

possible.  If the time must come that an offspring or mate will be 

harmed for resources or from a predator the male will then give up 

his life for the female and offspring.  This may be the lost of his life 

for energy for his offspring to live or from the protection of the 

predator.  If the predator may win the fight then the male predator, if 

it may be a male of the same species, will then kill the offspring and 

reproduce with the female for the new male mate is stronger than the 

past mate for he killed the past male mate.  The new mate will then 

also do the same process if faced with a situation that would cause 

him to fight for energy or the right to live.     

The dance to win a female may include many levels of 

mindful enlightenment not just the physical dance.  These levels 

include all of the levels of enlightenment that beings are able to 

achieve.  The levels are individualism, family within their species, 

community within their species, nationally within their species, 

internationally within their species, worldly as multi-genied and 



species, and universally.  Individualism is the thought of a being that 

they live for themselves and themselves only.  That their actions 

effect only their personal state and how they feel about themselves. 

The family level is the next level.  For in this level a being will 

begin to see that they need to live for not just themselves but for 

their family also.  They will protect their family and genes at any 

cost of themselves.  For they know that their actions affect their 

family and their genes.  They will act upon the approval of their 

family.  The next level of enlightenment is the level of community. 

This is when a being will begin to live for the same species that they 

are but with the goal to protect the community that they belong to. 

A human being would see this as the local culture or city or county, 

even state or territory that they belong to.  Their actions are based on 

the look for approval from the community as a whole.  They will 

tend to follow what the cultural fad is at the time to fit in.  They will 

still protect their family but will also defend their own culture or 

community that they belong to.  This being will believe that their 



way of life is the only and best way.  Nationally will be the next step 

to enlightenment.  For in this state the being will defend and fight 

for the being of their nation state.  They will protect their nation for 

its beliefs and cultural values.  They will die for their county just as 

the being would die for any level below this.  This being would 

stand strong to the original guidelines set by the creators of the 

country and believe that it is the best way for a beings country to be 

run.  These actions are based on the approval of their nation. Multi-

specied worldly enlightenment is next.  This includes all of the 

celled species within the world that they are aware of.  They will 

stand for the equality of all cell-based life on earth.  For the being 

does not want a being with instincts from cells to suffer from the 

destruction of another beings hand.  They will die for the fight of 

equality within the world of all celled beings and will worship the 

cycle of life.  They will believe in evolution from a point of predator 

versus prey.  The approval of others will begin to diminish.  The last 

and least occurring enlightenment is universally.  During this stage a 



being will begin to realize that all atoms that make up the universe 

are equal and that no differences in the treatment of any thing within 

the universe shall occur.  This would include tearing up the ground 

for personal use, using a rock as a computer, polluting space, 

basically changing the path of atoms through technology or 

basically the use of the atoms in the universe for any personal use is 

enslaving of the universe.  For the energy given to live is given by 

the waves created by the sun to live.  No harm of any living atoms 

shall occur.  That human beings are no different that the sun that 

gives them life for they are created from the same atoms.  They will 

die for the fight of the universe and the stop of the abuse of the 

universe.  These beings will love all that is within the universe not 

just their species, culture, family, or themselves.  All beings will 

move throughout these stages during the different situation that they 

face in the environment but will not move forward beyond what 

they have achieved before until all of the elements in the 

environment have been put together for the next step to occur.  For 



if they are fighting for the universe they must be individualistic in 

order to control their body in order to fight but may move back up to 

a universal state once the battles that face them below are achieved. 

But once a being has achieved a level of enlightenment they are 

always aware of such enlightenment and will always fight for the 

level that they have to achieve.  Their perspective at the time may 

only change in order to achieve their goal of protection of the level 

they have achieved.  These levels of being are achieved through 

levels.

Note to a Love

Every family holiday my family sets up a setting at the table, next to me, knowing that I am  

thinking about someone sitting next to me during supper.  It has only happened the last few holidays though, for they  

know that someone is on my mind.  Every holiday, someone is on my mind.  This person changed my life!

This change was something completely unexpected.  Something that I didn’t even know existed until one  

day I meet someone.  This change was about losing my mind.  Causing for me to leave the cave and see what else is in  

the world, what else is out there.  This change caused for me to leave my body for a while.  Move through the stars and  

see how many universes I could move through.  Only now do I know that I go deeper than anyone alive.  By deeper I  

mean that I travel further than anyone has ever traveled.  Everything I do anymore gets attention from the highest of the  

high, and I seem to shake the world up, further than they were expecting to go.  Further than they even knew existed.  

But this is only important because of what leaving showed me.

After the trip I came to a realization that the energy can change, and that I can change it, but there is one  

thing constant.  This thing I speak of is the true matter within life, it is the only thing that madders at the end of the day,  

and the only thing that madders as the energy changes.  For this change is the only thing constant with everything.  The  

energy changes as we make it change, but this matter never moves, has no ups, no downs.  Just constant through life, no  

madder what I am doing, how I feel, where I am at, or who I am with.  This one thing is always there.  This one thing is  

love.  I always know I have found love, and that it will never leave me. 

The LOVE is here to stay, infinitely, just as the energy is infinite.  This LOVE was shown to me when I  

meet someone.  This LOVE was wished upon time and time again before I saw it, for I knew something was there but  

didn’t see it, until I meet someone, one day.  Then I knew it was true; then I knew all was true.

I also learned that everyone is connected.  That every thought I think, that every word I say, and that  

every action that I impose is energy that is connected to everyone else, and also is connected to the matter that is the  

base of everything.  Everything I do, say, and think is heard by someone else; also I hear, think, and say the same thing  

that someone else does.  In a way like a lens is in front of both of our eyes, and that we each see the same thing.  Only  

when we came together to see that someone else does, see, and thinks the same things as I do, did I get released.  

This realization of the matter that makes all of life, caused for an extreme motion of fusion to occur,  

where two joined, but then split rapidly.  This split was not wanted by either side, but was forced to happen.  This was  

not a force that either wanted, but each made it logical in each’s mind, which is really the same logical answer.  Each  

needed time to move away, to see how much each wanted to be one and the same yet again.  



I like to think that I am God, but really, We are God.  For how can one person be God, when more than one  

see, think, and say the same thing.  They are still of the same consciences thought, for they see, think and say the same thing.  

Misunderstandings came our way, when we left, but back now I am.  I am back for forever, for there is no  

other way, but infinity.  We can work this out, for we have forever to talk about how.  “So tell me what you thought about  

when you were gone?  The worst is over, so now you can have the Best of Me.  We are older, but we are still young.  We  

never grew out of this feeling…”  

The love is here to stay, infinitely, just as the energy is infinite.  This love was shown to me when I meet  

someone.  This love was wished upon time and time again before I saw it, for I knew something was there but didn’t see it,  

until I meet someone, one day.  Then I knew it was true; then I knew all was true.

I also learned that everyone is connected.  That every thought I think, that every word I say, and that every  

action that I impose is energy that is connected to everyone else, and also is connected to the matter that is the base of  

everything.  Everything I do, say, and think is heard by someone else; also I hear, think, and say the same thing that someone  

else does.  In a way like a lens is in front of both of our eyes, and that we each see the same thing.  Only when we came  

together to see that someone else does, see, and thinks the same things as I do, did I get released.  

This realization of the matter that makes all of life, caused for an extreme motion of fusion to occur, where two  

joined, but then split rapidly.  This split was not wanted by either side, but was forced to happen.  This was not a force that  

either wanted, but each made it logical in each’s mind, which is really the same logical answer.  Each needed time to move  

away, to see how much each wanted to be one and the same yet again.  

I like to think that I am God, but really, We are God.  For how can one person be God, when more than one  

see, think, and say the same thing.  They are still of the same consciences thought, for they see, think and say the same thing.  

Misunderstandings came our way, when we left, but back now I am.  I am back for forever, for there is no  

other way, but infinity.  We can work this out, for we have forever to talk about how.  “So tell me what you thought about  

when you were gone?  The worst is over, so now you can have the Best of Me.  We are older, but we are still young.  We  

never grew out of this feeling…”  

It is time to use the energy to place the matter back into our life!!! 

xxx



In a first world, industrialized nation, a being does not have 

to worry about where to achieve the energy to live or to have shelter. 

They get to have a jump start on the "Hierarchy of Needs" an 

Abraham Maslow theory.  The first four steps of his hierarchy are, 

physiological, safety, belongings or love and esteem.  The normal 

person reaches these four steps as long as no deficiencies prove to 

be so to prevent this.  The rest of the levels are cognitive, aesthetic, 

self-actualization and self-transcendence.  These steps are hard for 



most to reach but many steps can help you reach this.  Self-

transcendence, also called enlightenment and the last step on 

Maslow’s steps of needs, is when you finally realize that we are all 

part of one.  We all effect even the smallest even on the other side of 

the world.  We are part of one organism, the Universe or closer to 

humans, the Earth.  And we give up our life to the help of this cause.

A Priori/ Blank Slate

Learning has two aspects of it, uncovering and learning. 

The uncovering is when you read books, of the past and present. 

You are already aware of this information, for it is embedded into 

your brain through the reproduction of your DNA in your ribosome 

and nucleuses in your cells. As your are introduced to this 

information as a newly formed being you become aware of this 

information as if it is new to you, but really this has always been 

there but not brought to your conscience. For your sub-conscience is 

the holder of all truth. People whom are more aware of their sub-

conscience are thought of to be more intelligent for they can realize 



the information presented in the past at a pre-sensory introduced 

time.  For all information that we are aware of is true in one 

situation or another, for it would not be true if it would not be 

present. This contradicts Rene Descartes’ Meditation where he 

states that we cannot trust our senses for they sometimes deceive us. 

Well maybe they do not deceive us completely, for what we now see 

that deceives us may have been true at one time in our family 

history. If you think you are a king in a purple rob then your family 

may have been at one time royalty and wore purple robes. Or maybe 

this purple robbed royalty once attacked and caused fear on a past 

generation of this beings family.  More study will need to be done to 

the past DNA family trees and this will show us a great deal of 

history of families and our human history.          

Death/Meme

 You will never die.  You are made up of DNA, which comes from 

all of your past generations in you tree.  This DNA passes on with 

genes.  In those genes lies adaptations that your past generations 



have faced.  These adaptations are the things that make you who you 

are by your actions.  This inbreed adaptations are also your 

conscience.  While you go through your life you are reviled to a lot 

of these adaptations, such as love and fighting.  You are also faced 

with new adaptations, such as mass wars in the last 100 years or 

learning how to use a computer.   This you are also aware of also 

through your consciences.  Therefore you passing on your DNA 

allow you to consciously live forever.

"Meme - a memory item, or portion of an organism's 

neuroly-stored information, identified using the abstraction system 

of the observer, whose instantiation depended critically on causation 

by prior instantiation of the same memory item in one or more other 

organisms' nervous systems. ("Sameness" of memory items is 

determined with respect to the above-mentioned abstraction system 

of the observer.)" (Lynch 1998, part 10).

Hell

 “Hell was paved with good intentions,” Anonymous. 



Wow, so we do live in hell.  Since we think that paving every part of 

the world is for a good cause.  Why do we think this?  Is it because 

using the oil in pavement is covering up the grass and dirt to make it 

safer for human kind?  Does this not take away natural habitats from 

every other animal in the world?  So by paving the whole world we 

are killing off all of the other life on earth slowly, including the 

plants that give us the energy to live.  From the circle of life, we 

either eat plants, herbivores, or we eat other animals that eat plants 

to survive, carnivores.  

Holocene extinction event is the name given to the current 

mass extinction of species on earth.  This event is one caused by the 

savage use of mother earth by Homo sapiens for their own personal 

gain of greed and knowledge.  The Holocene extinction event has 

occurred within the last 500 rotations of earth around the Sun. 

Estimated up to two million species becoming extinct within these 

last 500 years.  Human beings may not be the only cause to this 

mass extinction but they are defiantly a major part.  Their search for 



knowledge and greed has caused them to tear down forests, pollute 

the ecosystem, and hunt for fun for parts of a fellow animal has 

wiped out whole environments or single species which have in 

return killed off multiple of single species. Hell is not many wars or 

the fight for life.  The fight for life, war, is the essence of life.  The 

fight for human dignity is the only reason we are alive.  These 

actions that human beings take are the most instinticual and 

therefore living in a scared heaven.   

Dreaming

Sigmund Freud, the creator of psychoanalytic psychology, 

thought that dreaming was a way for human beings to be able to 

carry out their sexual desires. For this is true in a sense, for if you 

were afraid of sex. This would not have to mean that you are afraid 

to have sex but that sex intimidates you. For as discovered by Antti 



Revonsuo discovered in a 2007 study with rats where dreams, which 

come from deep sleep known as Rapid Eye Movement, are created 

for animals to practice defense from fears or threats. These threats 

could be anything from the large cats that chased us while humans 

were in the Serengeti or it could be from terrorist threats such as 

September 11, 2001. It could also be from simple fears such as what 

you and your loved one are fighting about. In a sense dreams are 

there for animals to discover and coordinate all of the events in ones 

life.  As your life progresses you are faced with more fears and 

events that your brain must now realize occurred to your senses and 

then you practice this event so you are better prepared for these 

events in the future. 

As also noticed in this article of Psychology Today; 

children’s dreams of monsters in their dreams make perfect sense. 

For these are the events that our ancestors have been faced with in 

their lives. Large cats in our beginnings and then other animals and 

events as time have gone on. If we look at different gene pools of 



people, specifically their ethnicity, you should be able to have as 

much of an accurate picture of the past as anthropologist have found 

in their digging. Since these past events occur in younger children 

whom have not been influenced by many new fears they will show 

us the way to our past. In return this will show us our future.  For 

time repeats just as everything else in this universe. This proves the 

theory of apriori ideas. For this shows that our genes therefore do 

carry on past knowledge. 

All of the soft science of psychology is based on the 

environment of the person as they aged.  Whether it would be 

Sigmund Freud and his psychoanalytic approach to human behavior. 

Freud had three levels of consciences or the id, ego and superego, 

which I will talk about again soon.  Sigmund Freud spoke of an Id, 

Ego, and Superego.  His ego was really or the most obvious of the 

behavior scientist of behaviorism, from B.F. Skinner, where 

everything you learn if from what you observe and your true actions 

can then be measured by your behaviors.  Our behaviors are the only 



thing that you can observe and therefore the only thing that nature 

knows of you.  As humans of a similar culture, we can view what 

you think it should be or what you think.  This is only possible 

through languages.  Well, our Universe does not speak a language of 

ours so it does not know what we are saying but it does know what 

we are doing.  The Universe cannot reason, only humans can. 

Actions speak louder than words!

The only reason that human beings reason is to make them 

feel less ashamed of the actions that they do upon this Earth and the 

Universe or the opposite reaction to the actions they achieve.  For 

cells are the building blocks of all living things and our Earth is just 

a cell in the multi-complex organism of the Universe.  Which is 

most likely just an organ, of a much larger organism.  Just because 

the planet’s rocks do not make a noise that human beings are aware 

of by there senses does not mean that they are not a part of the 

Universe.  Just because humans cannot hear the Sun does not mean 

that it is not like the Mitochondria of our Solar System where it 



gives us the power to live.  Just because we cannot reach the other 

planets, does not mean that they do not madder or because most 

humans cannot understand that the Universe may be part of 

something larger, that they cannot see, does not mean that more is 

not out there.  Just because they cannot taste something does not 

mean that it is not good, or because they cannot smell something 

does not mean that it will smell good or bad from their perspective. 

Just because one of the five senses are accessible does not mean that 

something does not exist.  Or because humans cannot sense 

something does not mean that that sense does not exist.  Just 

because they can touch, smell, taste, see and hear our Earth and its 

organisms does not mean that they can just ignore them also.  It 

seems as humans are neither aware of what is real nor are they 

aware of what is not.  All of the noise everyday covers up the truth 

of what is real and of what is not.  For humans live in a fantasy 

world where anything that they can imagine is available to us, 

because of computers and abstract thought.           



 The rich see how lazy and weak they can allow themselves 

to become in this aristocratic society and then they continue to live a 

life where they take away from the Earth more and more until they 

become one of the richest men in the world and therefore take away 

the most away from this Earth. The rich are eating up the earth at an 

alarming rate and being worshipped again by the media and masses 

because enlightenment has allowed humans to know that they are a 

pathogen but need to reason with this thought by taking the weakest 

beings but strongest pathogens and putting them on a pedestal to 

make themselves feel better about tearing apart this organism of the 

Universe that they are part of. 

What they really need to be saying is, be different, be 

rebels.  For rebels are really the people whom people desire to be 

with, for rebels are really the people whom society looks after once 

they are gone, for rebels are the true people whom change the world. 

For rebels are really the strongest of the herd.  The rebels are the 

real kings in the animal world.  Rebels are the animals who do the 



most amount of change in the world.  Become a disobedient civilian. 

Live off of the instincts that human beings are given to because they 

are an animal.  Run free, do what ever you please, do not become to 

entrapped into institutions and do not listen to the media.  Live as a 

true animal will.  Once human beings begin to live off of their 

instincts like everything else in the universe then they will feel free. 

Being free is heaven, living like a trained monkey and being put on 

a pedestal and bombarded with money to live is just another evil 

training you to take away from the earth as money greedy devils 

wish.  

America the Beauty

An Earth that we see as beautiful only when untouched, 

because we know that is how it should be.  We all know that we 

should not be doing what we are doing, deep down.  But because of 



society we do it instead. "A person is smart...people are dumb…

animals," Men in Black.  I have seen many studies showing how 

good people will act badly if pressured by even one person. Society 

pressures everybody to tear the world apart, to try to be the most 

materialistic person in the world.  I currently live in the most 

materialistic society the world has every seen! America, no madder 

how great it is, is tearing the world apart faster than ever. 

Materialism and greed are the viruses that consume humans.  

      We, humans, go around and tear down all of our trees, fast food 

pollutes the very air we breathe with oil and burning of other natural 

elements, so that we one day will need special suits to walk around, 

or a new planet to live on.  That is why we are exploring Mars so 

frequently.  We are putting huge holes in the side of our planet so 

that we can have many things that are not at all needed to survive. 

With modern medicine we are making it so that, with enough 

money, we will be able to live as long as we want.  Every generation 

looks younger and the likely age of death is increasing by years 



every year.  Today people are just getting out of school when 150 

years ago they where dieing.  In 150 years we will be living till, 

150...200 years of age.  It is hard to tell how far we will let it go. But 

it will happen.  We will soon be able to afford personal aircrafts for 

everyone in our family, just as we have our own chariots, 

automobiles, now.  We will soon be able to travel to space in packs 

to visit our family on Mars.  It may seem like all of this is far in the 

future, but 100 years really is not that far.  In the last 100 years we 

have been able to connect each other at the speed of light.  We can 

now view the world from our favorite seat in the house, looking at a 

box and lights.  There is almost no need to go out and do anything 

anymore for we can do it all right now.

Cognitive Thought

The cognitive evolution of the two to six year olds mind 

has much to do with pre-operational thoughts as the basic steps that 

the child develops into.  Egocentrism, centration, focus on 

appearance, static reasoning, irreversibility and lack of conservation 



are the six steps to the evolution of pre-operational thought.  Other 

words a child that is around four, given the median, would think that 

the world is only what they see and that they can only focus on one 

thing.  They think something that is taller must be older, that the 

events in their world don’t have consequences, everything is the 

same no madder what you do to it and that the world never changes. 

Does this sound familiar?

Don’t most human civilizations in history have this same 

perception, even the United States of America.  We think that Earth 

and its life is the most important thing because it is all that we know 

is out there, that other races are not the same as the white man 

because they look differently.  Human being see as the most 

intelligent animals, therefore the most important.  We also assume 

that we can tear up the Earth and it is still the same even thought it 

looks a lot different, with our huge cities.  That polluting the air and 

killing all of the animals will never have any consequences.  Also 

that the Earth is never changing or that we can never change it. 



With our overpopulation we defiantly have changed the Earth, does 

it look like a huge garden like it originally was?  To me it seems as 

most humans do not evolve from this pre-operational thought, but 

that we are just taught that the Earth is big but small in perspective 

in comparison of the universe.  

Enlightenment

Once we finally start to realize that we are all connected as 

one Great Spirit and start to see our lives in    a larger sense. Not just 

what we do to each other but how we effect the largest and most 

important of thing, our Universe. We all affect each other in every 

action that we do, in ever word we say, every smile, or frown we 

give, we will one day finally realize that we do not need all of this 

technology to connect with each other, for we will know what 

everyone thinks and how everyone feels everyday for we share the 

same waves and the same air, for we all share the same life! 

Music



While playing with smoke today I noticed how music 

works.  The faster I would moved the smoke around the smaller the 

round bubble of smoke would become and the quicker the smoke 

would diffuse into the air.  The slower I moved the smoke around 

the larger the bubbles of smoke and the longer they would stay 

around.  This showed me that music works with the speed of the 

waves introduced to the atoms present.  The faster and smaller the 

wave introduced the higher the pitch of tone would be or the faster 

the tone would diffuse into and out of the ear of the listening 

organism. The larger and slower the wave of introduced to the atoms 

would then create a lower tone that in return is the amount of time it 

would take for the wave to diffuse into and out of the ear of the 

listening organism.  

This is also how radio and cell phones work. For the faster, 

higher, tones waves would be able to hold less information but will 

be able to reach the target faster.  While the longer, lower, toned 

waves would be able to hold more information.  This is because the 



longer the wave the less force is being applied to an outside force 

allow for more clarity and because there is more space in between 

the points of deflation of the waves so that more information could 

be held within the wave to bounce off the wave as it preceded along 

the path.     

Consciousness

I just had the deepest meditation states of my life.  A 

meditation where I broke my life and life in this universe down to 

the atoms that makes up our consciences and the Universe.  All that 

human beings are is a connection of cells that conscious is really just 

a sense connecting in their mind.  For consciences is really just the 

input and output of hydrogen atoms within the atmosphere of the 

Universe and a human beings mind.  For if a human would die, their 

atoms would transfer to the Earth’s ground then to the Earth’s 

atmosphere, the atoms are then to be lifted to a new, higher 

perspective. Humans are then lifted to the perspective of Earth.  For 

then perspective from the hydrogen atoms reactions are of the 



perspective of the Earth’s reactions of the atoms of hydrogen. 

Hydrogen is used for it is the base atom.  Its reaction is the quickest, 

easiest and most abundant within the Universe.  We will not and 

longer be able to just this simple being of which we believe we are 

currently.  For we believe we have free will, but this is just our sense 

of human beings evolution.  As we evolve we grow more 

"intelligent’ and therefore feel as if we are even more of just this one 

being.  Were we really are this Universe.  We are the input and ex-

put of the speed in which hydrogen atoms are able to react within 

our mind through the lungs and blood. This speed regulates our 

intelligence and thus is controlled by our evolution as an animal. 

For this makes no sense of why we, as human beings should be 

afraid to die.  For we, at our death, will then justly be up-lifted to 

Earth or what human beings call God’s perspective. For God is the 

Earth and the Sun, for Earth and the Sun is the only thing that gives 

us life in this being.  And once the Earth dies we will then be 

released as hydrogen atoms into space.  Once we are in space during 



this “time” of our existence will then be slowed to the point that we 

will not be aware of our existence.  For the reactions of the atoms 

will freeze with the true zero temperature that space consists of. 

During this exploration, gravity will then attract us to another planet 

and we will then become of this planet’s perspective.  If we do not 

become attracted to another planet or sun’s gravity we will then 

float, with an infinite amount of time or forever until the ends of the 

universe, for it will only seem as forever because we will become 

frozen as this would freeze “time.”  Time which is only the rate, 

again, that the hydrogen atom’s electrons are spinning around it’s 

own protons and neutrons. 

This is our conciseness for this is how time evolves.  For 

this is how we would have to be.  For the universe was once nothing 

and then it exploded.  Once this nothing exploded the laws of 

physics then separated and then we then separated consciously, and 

prospectively into different atoms.  For we were once one, now we 

are many perspectives. The universe is now expanding and therefore 



so are our perspectives, perceptively.  More and more as “time’ or 

the speed of the expansion and collapse of the universe.  This 

expansion and collapse of this Universe therefore is the speed in 

which the universe’s hydrogen atoms are able to react with there 

own and other atoms and spin around them. For once this Universe 

collapses it will become one atom and we then return to one 

perspective for we are currently different atoms but then we will be 

no different. In other words, no madder how far into the universe 

our atoms will expand only once the Sun explodes and causes Earth 

and our atoms to explore our mind will we be able to see more of 

the Universe. Will only then will we become Heaven and at the 

moment that we are able to grasp another heat source will we then 

become conscience of our being.  

This will only be for the fact that we need heat in order to 

cause the hydrogen atoms to move and connect to each other.  This 

process will become because of the diffusion and the laws of 

attraction.  The attraction of high to low concentration of particles or 



density of particles is diffusion.  This is what gravity is also.  For the 

less dense particles are attracted to the more dense particles and 

atoms.  In an atoms term it means that the less dense electrons of 

one atom will be attracted to the more dense nuclei of another atom. 

This may also work with the hydrogen atoms to become attracted to 

each other for they are unstable and are trying to find this more 

dense atom but will settle for an equal dense hydrogen atom.  This is 

almost such as to fool the hydrogen atom.  For maybe the fooling of 

the hydrogen atoms are the ways that computers and other modern 

technology fool human being’s minds.  For instead of imposing true 

chemicals or other atoms within their minds they instead induce a 

sense that in return will still give them hydrogen atoms to fool the 

mind to react to the stimuli the same as if it was true, but not with 

the same maybe more intensity?  Therefore computers and 

technology is evolving human beings to find more hydrogen atoms 

within the atmosphere.  And the only way this would be possible is 

by speeding up the process of diffusion and the atoms of hydrogen. 



The only way this is possible to speed the process and reactions of 

the hydrogen atoms is then by warming the atoms or causing their 

temperature to rise.  The reason atoms need to be warmed and not 

formed out of nothing is one of Newton’s laws or the law that 

something cannot be created from nothing. or that you cannot create 

something as simple as hydrogen atoms unless you have hydrogen 

atoms present. This is what has lead human beings to evolve to 

global warming and to become a virus.

5: Problems and Solutions

Stabilization Selection

There are many modes to Natural Selection including the 

stabilization, directional, and disruptive methods.  Stabilization is 

the process of selection against extreme phenotypes such as the birth 

weight of humans of the sickle cell disease in Africa.  This is 

completed where; such as with birth weight, lower birth weights 



tend to die off easier.  This is allowing for nature to get a rid of the 

individuals that would not naturally live easily with out a lot of work 

from the family group it may be in or with out the help of modern 

medicine.  This is like the natural way of protecting the economy. 

For if ever child with an extremely low birth weight was born then if 

would cause a lot of stress to the families while being raised and 

stress on the economy by taking more resources from the economy 

just for one individual, which is uncalled for.  This stress will be 

developed because the lower birth weight child will be more 

common to attract diseased and other natural prey, for they are from 

birth the weakest. The weakest naturally die off the quickest because 

they are the easiest to attack. 

Directional Selection

Directional selection is the process of selection against one 

group of extreme phenotypes.  This causes the allele, or genes, to 

have frequencies of a steady change.  This changes in frequencies 

allows for certain predators to not completely overtake a weak 



phenotype therefore saving a population. If one, weaker, phenotype 

continues to present itself to a certain predator, that predator would 

start to develop their specific, stronger, phenotype that would allow 

for them to take over their prey or resource.  This then would cause 

a whole species to become wiped out from another species. 

Therefore by having a different frequency within the phenotypes a 

balance between the species and environments economy would 

occur.  For then one species, or resource would not become density 

dependent and not limit a certain resource or prey to their species. 

This in return allows for both species to become stronger by 

attracting more species to use them as a resource and allowing them 

to hunt for more resources.  They then have to have fewer 

frequencies of specific phenotypes to protect them from more 

predators and allowing the species to procreate and to live on. 

These fewer frequencies of phenotypes then cause a balance 

between one species and the environment as a whole.  As if not only 

the strongest but also the best-balanced and most diverse species are 



the ones whom survive the longest in nature.  This may show why 

human beings are at the head of the food chain.  For we are not only 

conscience of our strongest will survive side of nature but also of 

how we need to be well balanced and diverse as a species to survive. 

For the different human species are adaptations to their own 

surroundings and action.  An example would be Africans are darker 

for they have been introduced to the sun more frequently then 

Europeans, whom live indoors, and they probity hunted in the dark 

more often because of this adaptation, they would be harder to see 

and it would be easier for them to hunt prey.

Disruptive Selection

The last type of selection is disruptive selection, or when 

an extreme phenotype has selective advantages and therefore 

survives.  This allows for the species, as a whole to develop 

stronger, for the weaker phenotypes would die off allowing only the 

phenotypes with advantages to reproduce.  The stronger phenotypes 

then develop again to become stronger to stay balanced with the 



surrounding environment and economy.  They would have to 

develop different phenotypes while still expressing the same quality 

that was once strongest in a once balanced economy.  This 

difference then in the economy and the ever-adapting phenotypes 

are the reasons for new species.  After a long period of time where it 

would become a major change in an environment, phenotypes that 

are the strongest would not just affect one part of the species but the 

whole individual as time went on.  This process would take many 

thousands of generations for the differences in the amount of and 

expression of the different phenotypes of a specific species within 

one environment.  This again also explains the reason Africans are 

darker.  For the strongest, darker, individuals will be the ones to 

survive and therefore reproduce.  It would be easier for them to 

survive because they would hunt at night and it is harder for prey to 

notice them.  The prey and predators in Africa may have been more 

abundant in the night allowing for humans to catch more food while 

being dark.  The lighter Africans would die off because they are 



unable to catch as much prey, therefore have less food, and without 

food they will die off.  Then as some human beings moved to 

Europe they moved indoors and started to use agriculture during the 

day.  This would cause the phenotype of lighter skin to develop. 

Not just because they were in the sun less because they spent more 

time hiding from the sun from the more allowed leisure time 

allowed from farming. During the day a lighter species would also 

be harder to see and therefore human beings would be less likely to 

be seen and hunted during the day.  This would also allow for them 

to hunt easier for they would be able to catch more prey while not 

being scene as easily. 

Stabilization, Directional, and Disruptive Selection 

Within Human Beings

Human beings having the increased frontal lobe has 

allowed for them to be able to be conscience of not only the 

strongest will survive but that their must be diversity within the 

species in order for the species to survive.  The frontal lobe has 



allowed for our memory to be developed enough to remember and 

ingest the information that we are presented to more than other 

species on earth.  Allowing for humans to be aware of all aspects, 

that they are aware of, of the environmental and economical growth 

and adaptation has allowed for them to become able to manipulate 

the environment.  This is why human beings tend to view 

themselves as a “God.” For they allow themselves to change the 

earth as they please and this control of an environment from a 

developed frontal lobe and consciences of the environment around 

them has given them a sense of a master of earth.  For in a way they 

are for they can change the earth, as they want.  This changing of the 

world can have many negative side effects if the species would take 

it too far from overpopulation or over use of the limited economy of 

the earth, just as human being are doing.  If a species were to disrupt 

the environment it lives in it would cause many problems including 

excessive depletion of resources and mass extinction of prey and 

predators within the environment.  This break in the natural 



adaptation and evolution within the earth seems to be because 

human beings are almost too aware of the earth and are trying to 

stop the cycle and live within one period of time.  For they are not 

truly aware of another time while living in the present time because 

of preoperational thought, or the thought that you are unaware of 

what you cannot see.  This in return has caused human beings to eat 

away as much of the earth as they can during their short lives. 

This eating away of the economy is due to overpopulation. 

The mass use of the economy is from human beings needing to 

reproduce a larger litter to live an agricultural lifestyle without 

enslaving other species.  Thus then causing a decrease in the rise of 

population once slavery develops.  Enslaving other species is the use 

of a species from training to do your work to survive or to gather 

food and resource with no more of a pay then the basic needs of life, 

energy.  Enslaving was first raised animals such as camels, or 

horses.  Then enslaving moved to other human beings and is now 

currently the fossil fuels that we suck from the earth like a virus. 



These fossil fuels in essence are not the thing human beings enslave 

but the machines that the fuels give energy to.  Think of a car as a 

living being, for it does not have cells but it does take energy and 

oxygen to run and it does emit carbon dioxide such as animals.  This 

enslaving of machines now instead of animals is less cruel, for the 

machines do not know that they exist, yet, but it is still a form of 

slavery.  Human beings may be die from overuse of the limited 

resources that allow them to live on earth.  An overuse of resources 

comes from enslaving the earth and the life on it.  Human beings are 

the only species on earth that does not completely evolve with the 

earth, but that try to make the earth evolve around their species. 

If the human species does not have the wisdom or courage 

to control its numbers, nature will do it for us.  What can/will I do to 

help control the population problems of the earth?

Developed Nations or Communist Nations?

There seems to be a lot of problems with any way of 

helping Homo sapiens and earth.  When humans become as 



developed as the United States their population tends to become 

stable yet they continue to tear away the earth as fast as any other 

culture of Homo sapiens.  For once they develop they develop 

money and money allows for the individuals to buy the earth in a 

sense.  Their money allows for them to buy a computer which use 

water, oil, metals, sand and trees. Just naming a few of the resources 

this nation would use in excess compared to a non-developed 

culture.  The metals and oil are not even used by non-developed 

nations.  So, yes, a developed world would cause for their 

population to decrease but it would also cause their consumption of 

resources to increase if no limitation would be imposed on the 

amount of resources that the individuals would be allowed to 

consume.  But that is communism and no human being is 

supposedly happy in a communist state?  If this would be imposed 

equilibrium might be achieved.  There is one exception, that the 

over six billion people that still need to develop will just tear the 

earth apart in the madder of years if this would happen before 



completion of development where to occur and the population 

would become over fifteen billion, or too high based on the limited 

resources of earth.

On the other hand if you chose to not allow any nation to 

develop and also cause the developed nations to become non-

developed for the sake of not allowing human beings to consume 

too much of the earth. This possible solution for human beings 

would need to reproduce at such a high rate to be able to sustain the 

current population that many individuals of the species will die from 

human beings overcoming the K-point of renewable resources.  This 

is how a communist world would be imposed.  But is that invading 

too much into the privacy of a beings life, from a Western American 

philosophy?  If the governing bodies would be the ones to enact 

these policies it would be an invasion of rights from the United 

States government’s constitution.  You would have to apply this 

concept for it would be on a higher, universally moral, ground then 

that of what one individual or even species whom believes is their 



personal rights.    

This theory seems to be the most logical and natural but 

probity not the most certain.  For the United States has the most 

amount of power, nuclear weapons, and at the moment in time 

where something must be done about the population growth, or at 

the K-level of fifteen billion human beings or about 2050, the 

United States; with pressure from their individualized culture and 

democratic nation where liberalism rules as much as realism, will 

break out in war and destroy the nations whom compete for the most 

amount of resources within the earth’s economy.  For the strongest 

phenotypes within a species will survive.  The strongest phenotypes 

seem to have migrated to the United States for they have the most 

amount of power within the world.   

So maybe the United States should just kill off the other 

competing cultures of human beings and then would have access to 

a renewable amount of resources?  This is inhumane and completely 

immoral, well maybe not in a universal morally state.  For too many 



human beings are using the earth at a rate faster than the earth can 

renew its own resources and if the numbers where to be drastically 

lowered human beings would be able to live within a naturally 

renewable earth.  This would not go over well with any other culture 

of human beings or in the international governing bodies of the 

United Nations.  This will also lead to world war three and a nuclear 

holocaust.  If a nuclear holocaust where to happen it may not just 

kill other human beings in other cultures but all life on earth.  

As we all just sit here and live our "normal" everyday lives 

and watch our Earth be destroyed and wonder why it happened then 

maybe most people would get the point.  But just like everything in 

life, you do not know how good it really is until it is lost!

6: Peace

Politics

The political state of Turkey and the religious and political 

Kurdish rebels have been in conflict for the freedom of the Kurds to 



a free nation state.  For many call the Kurds rebels but I feel as that 

is a term that we should not use, for they are merely a group of a 

religious and political people whom do not agree with the ruling of a 

nation state, of Turkey. We, American’s, were once these people but 

to the British Empire of the eighteenth century. We should take this 

situation to fit our own.  The British Empire did not like that we 

were not agreeing with this situation, so they fought us.  American’s 

won this battle, in the Revolutionary War.  American has since 

become the United States of American the most powerful and, 

richest country the world has ever seen.  I am not saying that is the 

purpose of the Kurdish group. The British then allowed American’s 

to grow on their own and they do have much influence on American 

culture.  English is our native tongue and their parliament 

government led to the creation of ours.  The parliament is now our 

Senate and House of Representatives.  But we have also 

incorporated a dictator and table of lawmakers to our decision 

process.  This is not meant to be a history lesson but merely to show 



how giving the freedoms that the people want can also benefit your 

own nation state. 

The nation state of Turkey has slight bias in the United 

States decision process.  For Turkey is a major factor in the United 

States to win the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan for Turkey supplies a 

lot of the oil to run our war and also air bases for the United States 

to launch planes during the war.  

The Kurdish group is also starting to progress into Iraq for 

freedom.  This has two factors that many hurt the American troops. 

One is that the Kurdish group understands that Turkey is helping 

America in the wars and they may view this as a time to stop the 

wars and to get back at Turkey by attacking American troops.  This 

can be hurtful to American’s and their fight on terrorism and the 

fight for resources and to establish a diplomatic government in Iraq. 

The Kurdish group may also try to grab hold of the lost 

Iraqi power for a power vacuum may occur.  If a diplomatic 

government seizes to take hold in Iraq then the Kurdish group may 



find this as a way to gain their own nation state and power of 

resources in the Middle East. This in return could cause the even 

more wars within the Middle East and also a longer war for the 

United States.  For wars will continue to break out over the quick 

gain of power by a small group of a differently religious oriented 

people.  The Middle East will never stop fighting until they discover 

there is no reason for them to fight for they should not be fighting to 

push their religion on other cultures but to accept them as the other 

religious group sees things.  A war for resources will also persist 

over the fight over the control of oil.  The Middle East has really 

only oil to give as a resource in the land locked states.  With oil 

prices rising as they are, a nation or group could become rich 

quickly if they are able to suck it from the Earth at a fast enough 

rate.  This could possible cause the stock market to crash.  For this is 

a good reason to try to make the Kurdish group happy. 

Making the Kurdish group happy will not make everyone 

happy. But we first need to look at what is best for the world 



completely not just each group involved.  If the Kurdish group does 

take power, and nuclear bombs really are present in Iraq, then a 

nuclear holocaust is just around the corner. We need to prevent the 

Kurdish group from gaining control of Iraq. To do this we must take 

a few steps. For our troops are already over in Iraq and Turkey so 

we to take a step back on the political ladder.  We need to step back 

to diplomacy.  We need to sit down with the Turkey Prime Minister, 

and Iraqi official and the President George Bush and have a major 

summit meeting.  For talking I believe will be able to settle this 

dispute.  

It seems that all the Kurdish group wants is a nation state 

were it may implement laws to fit their own cultural and religious 

beliefs.  A Kurdish belief is that closer to a French and Communist 

mix of a belief.  Closer to that of an Egyptian religion and 

following. This is where Turkey will gain from this process.  For 

Turkey’s own culture has been pushed and trained onto the Kurdish 

group for they have lived in this nation and culture for a while now. 



Turkey will have an allied country with similar cultural beliefs to 

it’s own if they are willing to give up some land now.  

The beginning of this warfare was that of a conflict over 

the original difference and growth of the original and now different 

Universes in which grew from the darkness, or zero, and became 

expendable each step till this reaches nine, or the white hole.  This is 

known as an always inflowing of information in which shows one in 

which is has the greatest chances of efficiency.  This chance having 

to occur also, for it will have to, but not until in the most efficient 

kinetic energy will the light be, and only be seen.  This cause of 

being enforces, or begins time to be able to occur the fastest, and 

allows for a difference in the dimension in which a being in now 

attending.  This difference is the height in which a being is able to 

differ than that of the group of any size of matter.  This is saying 

that time rules the people, but the person is able to change this 

dimension in which they are acting, by the differences in kinetic and 

potential energies being applied.  This, in modern society, is known 



as weather or not a person would be in a warmer climate or a colder 

climate.  This warmer climate is more sun, Ultra-Violet, visible, 

rays, as energy, as more Hydrogen-molecules in the blood stream 

would be present in the blood-stream, allowing for more Oxygen 

molecules to be attached to the more abundant Hydrogen-molecules 

and Oxygen-molecules to create water (H2O).  This causes for more 

being to be present to the Optical-lobe.  Meaning that the sight 

would be a stronger sense at the moment, or a dimension closer to 

the average person, or weight of mass, causing for a stronger ratio of 

diffusion in the infinite space of the Dimuniverse.  

The Kurdish belief, Egyptian ancestors, or genetic history 

is known as the Pyramid capital in the world, which a Pyramid is 

mainly a triangle.  This triangle is also known as a fusion of two 

parts to create a single member of equal parts, these parts create one 

part.  This one part is also seen as having a child, or the recreation of 

any separate entity.  This second entity is to create a longer period in 

time in which the first two could not originally create.  This creation 



is then again to continue.  This again creation is the third part of the 

Pythagorean theorem, or the One squared, times, Two squared, 

equals Three squared.  The One and Two create Three from and 

equal angled Pie shaped object.  Once one Creates One from Two 

and creates Three in the shape and continuation of time and matter 

as of Pie, or a sphere is worked into the recreation of as the 

Diameter, in which is Pythagoreans answer.  When they can be 

recreater, then do they last for an equation, equal to and greater than 

Infinity.  While the Kurds are holding an Egyptian or Pythagoreans 

theorem, and the Turkey or Ionian culture or monism, for the 

triangle is the matter in life, the base of heart. Monist’s are more of 

an Intellectual or Science state of conscious, or the outer-realms of 

the Average Homo sapiens in an Intelligence Qualitative exam.  The 

Iraqis are more of an average being or intelligence, meaning that 

they have come from a Communist, or Tyrant, ruling over the 

people.  This means that they see more of a Pie shape to being. 

These Pie shapes are of the Blue and Red colors of being, or Six and 



Three, where the Green color is more of a Pythagorean, or mattering 

vision of light.  The difference of the two different religions in the 

area, are of none.  For they all are part of the same being of 

existence, but they observe more of a red or group, people, point of 

view.  They are looking at the same thing, but in different points of 

time.          

This Iraq will also gain from this for the Kurdish group and 

Iraq share similar religious beliefs.  This will cause the new Kurdish 

nation to have more of a mixing pot of Iraq and Turkey beliefs and 

customs implied into the new nations constitution and culture.  Iraq 

would again have to give up land to make this work.  The land 

would be equally distributed between the two nations as to not make 

one feel as if they have lost more than the other. 

The United States of America will also gain in many ways 

from this.  The forming of a separate nation will allow for our 

troops, already in proximity to the nation to go in and search the 

area at questioned with United Nations approval.  For we will be 



entering the nation to start a new govern body.  This will also allow 

for us to implement a diplomatic governing body.  If the Kurdish 

group feels strong enough to cause this much of an uproar about 

their place within the two countries then they should fell strong 

enough about each other that a diplomatic government will not take 

away from their society but enhance it.  For the people with the 

strongest ideas about their culture and religious beliefs will then rise 

to power.  This would help their culture to grow in an international 

group, such as the United Nations.  This would allow for the United 

States to get rid of the largest treat against Iraq, allowing them to 

continue with their plan to search Iraq with United Nations approval 

and also settle down some of the conflict in Iraq.

The best reason this will work is the fact that the world is 

coming to a one international government body or a uni-power 

world.  The United Nations is gaining a lot of power with in the 

world.  They are an International non-government organization that 

has allowed for all of the nations within the world to have a say on 



many rules and actions around the world. Although not really equal 

but theoretically the United Nations has equally distributed power 

allowing for even the smallest, least populated, nations in the world 

to have a word in what occurs around the world politically.  This 

will come to power with in the world and then the Kurdish rebels 

will have a say in what occurs around the world, if they had their 

own nation.  This would also allow for Turkey and Iraq to have 

words in what occurs also.  Ever nation will come a victor 

politically, economically and peacefully.

Diplomatic Solution In layout form:

a. Keep the U.S. and U.N. troops as they are as of 

this date.

b. Request for a summit meeting between Turkey, 

Iraq, Kurdish groups, United States, and United 

Nations.   

c. At the Summit meetings: Show the request for the 

loss of land of both Turkey and Iraq, at equal 



distribution and have all groups agree on area.

d. Once requested area of land is agreed on; discuss 

type of government available to the Kurdish 

group. Pushing diplomacy.

e. Once type of government is agreed on: ask for 

U.N. approval to intrude with troops and apply the 

government within the nation. 

f. Help set up elections, if diplomacy is agreed upon, 

and let the new nation start to develop 

economically with rules from the U.N. and other 

governing bodies. 

g. Once government and economy are developed; let 

the Kurdish group join the United Nations.

h. Watch the new nation just as any other nation 

within the world, and United Nations.

Soul

Lorenz is not what one would call a philosopher, but he is 



what one would call a gatherer, or one whom searches for 

information.  For he is merely gathering Socrates’ philosophical ideas 

and trying to construed them so that the ideas in which Socrates is 

trying to portray is relevant to the language of the people. 

Throughout the whole essay, he [Lorenz] is speaking as if Socrates 

ideas were portrayed to be that of a larger group of thought.  This 

larger group is that of people, and not the person in which Socrates is 

and which is the only reason in which Socrates is even written of 

today and is immortal.  Viewing the first fallacy with his paper will 

help to illustrate how the rest of the article should be portrayed, as the 

being within one Soul, however, not everybody is able to see the 

ideas or the knowledge of love, infinity, and spirituality.

Lorenz writes of how Socrates noticed three, psychological 

states and activities, parts to the Soul.  The first part is that of which 

is the Motivator of the soul, and the people [as Lorenz states] but as I 

call the person.  The second and third parts of the Soul are of the 

Constitution.  These include the desires, which is the Motivator; and 



the thought process, and emotions, which are the Constitution. 

Socrates states how these parts are not just psychological, but they 

are what is desiring, thinking, and having emotions. The Soul is not 

just a process of desire, thought, and emotion; but the Soul is the 

actual desire, thought, and emotion; as in the matter in which the 

desire, thought, and emotion are composed of.  The soul is what is in 

control of all the desires, thoughts, and emotions.  The Constitutional 

parts of the Soul are also broken down into rational and irrational 

processes.  The rational process is the thought process in being, 

which builds to the irrational process, in which is the emotions that 

control ones life.  The Soul is that of what people call God.  A 

spiritual person would call the Soul consciousness.  Socrates argues 

that the soul is the matter in which all is created of.  

An example to show the Soul would be of a love within 

ones life.  A person has a desire when they meet another person with 

an attractive genetic makeup.  This desire is to reproduce with the 

other person in order to pass on one’s genes and to have a longer life. 



Once this desire is noticed, a thought process has begun.  This 

thought process would be of the other person, in which one has a 

desire for.  This thought process of the desires would then lead to 

emotions.  Emotions can be up or down.  Being up is the best, as long 

as one is up in order to help that of all, and not of one; unless one is 

the one that will help all.  If the desire was strong enough, the thought 

process deep enough, and the emotions are up; one will have found 

themselves and the other person, which is a best friend and lover. 

How is this the soul?  Socrates believes that in order to have these 

motivational and constitutional actions a mover must have caused for 

these to occur.  One can argue that the natural continual process of 

time has allowed for these two persons to meet.  This is why the 

persons have met.  One can also say that the environments in which 

the two persons began within contact of the distance in ones life was 

similar enough to allow for the similar phenotypes and genotypes to 

become released.  This release of two similar codes of 

Deoxyribonucleic acid, DNA, have caused for the desire to begin.  



A question is aroused though, why did these two meet? 

Did both of these similar codes desire, at the same period, to create a 

similar relationship with someone?  Is there a fellow larger than 

myself in control of the whole thing, and he said that we should have 

met?  It is highly unlikely that people are in control of their lives, but 

the people do have ones in control of them. That is where the notion 

of a God was created.  In order to keep order among the people a 

larger mysterious being must have been said to create people.  For if 

one created such, one can destroy such.  This plays on the thought 

process of the soul of people.  This thought process is also known as 

rule, or fear.  But if one says there is a God, must such be true?  Yes, 

it is.  I am my own God, not the President of the United States of 

America, or the Pope.      

Many of Socrates’ arguments, when translated by Lorenz, 

are to the conclusion that the soul is of all.  Lorenz states that the 

people, not the rulers, have Soul and the Soul are the thing that makes 

the decisions.  If this is true then a Soul can be enslaved, even though 



Socrates states that a Soul cannot be enslaved.  For the people of the 

democratic nation are still enslaved.  They work for the puppet 

masters, controllers of the money, all around the world; where the 

people go to work and build products in which they find beautiful, 

but that these products are really the ugliest items.  Therefore if the 

people are enslaved, the Soul is enslaved, and if the Soul is enslaved 

the Soul cannot belong to the people.  The Soul must belong to a few 

chosen ones, and that is all.  These chosen few are the enlightened 

ones; the few persons of the world whom are out of the cave and get 

to enjoy an infinite life of pleasure and pain but without rule, except 

for the rule of themselves.  

Pleasure and pain are great while fear is the devil.  Pain is 

the anger in which one feels throughout ones life, this is also known 

as downs.  Pleasure is the desire for sex and reproduction of all, this 

is also known as the ups in life.  Fear is the rule in which one may 

abide by, this is known as slavery.  Democratic societies as meant to 

be that of the free, but slavery exists still within those worlds. 



Slavery of people, matter, and energy, are the actions in which 

humans participate in that are of the bad, or evil.

All of the pain, pleasure and rule of the Soul are all lead by 

appetite and reason.  Socrates states on how these appetites and 

reasons are what the Soul is made of.  These are both the energy and 

matter in which all is composed of.  Where the energy is that of 

appetite, or pleasure, which is sexual desire.  The Matter is the 

reason, for the fear, or the rule of the world.  The last part of the Soul, 

according to Socrates is that of anger or spirituality, which is also 

known as pain.  The reason he would say this is pain, for one would 

need to find love in oneself, the trees, the air, and the fire in order to 

feel love and to reach the level of self actualization, which is also 

known as spirituality.  One would know that one is one and not 

many, this alone makes one feel lonely at times, until one comes to 

the realization that all is one, that all is love, and that life is infinitely 

up and love!  

A large argument in which Lorenz challenges is that of the 



demise of the Soul after death of the human body.  The question of 

whether or not reason is able to answer this question.  Reason, as 

stated earlier, is the matter in which all is composed of.  Reason is the 

pain in which one feels within a life.  This pain, or downs, is the only 

way to tell that one is alive and not just dreaming.  For if one would 

act upon merely pleasures or sexual desires, one would think that one 

is within a dream the distance in which one travels.  The matter is not 

shown to be infinite, for one has only come to equations in which 

prove energy to be infinite.  Energy is the composition of matter and 

light; the distance in which light is traveling.  Therefore one, if 

getting that pleasures are forever, must also assume that pain is 

forever also.  For energy cannot be energy without matter.  As 

Socrates and Glaucon argued, one cannot be one and negative one if 

one is equal to one.  Meaning that one cannot be up and down the 

whole distance if one is up the whole distance.  By one, I mean up, 

and by negative one, I mean down.  If one is up the whole distance 

than one would feel as one is in a dream.  If one feels as one is in a 



dream, one will feel as if one has no rules.  If one has no rules, one 

has no fear.  If one has no fear, then one will last forever.  For one 

being up, is one being one, and if one being one is one being up, then 

one can and will be up for infinity.  The only thing that may stop one 

from being up for infinity is the spirituality or anger.  This anger may 

be for many reasons, but one must assume, as Socrates, that the anger 

may only come from the pain, pleasures and rule within one life.  If 

one has no rule and all pleasures, one cannot have pain; therefore one 

can be up forever.

There are many things with the human body, or 

embodiment, in which can affect being up or down.  These are of the 

health of the being, or basically the efficiency of the energy flowing 

through the body of the person.  Where being up correlates to a 

healthier, or more abundance of hydrogen molecules present, within 

the brain and body of the person.   Being down would correlate to the 

lack of hydrogen molecules within the brain and body of the person. 

This shows people on how the development and enslavement of 



technology is allowing for a more efficient life, but a less efficient 

body and therefore a more down lifestyle and feeling.  For 

technology does not allow for the human body to exercise such as 

other animals, and this lack of exercise is causing for the body to be 

less efficient with the process of the sodium bonds between the 

hydrogen molecules to react between each other and allow for the 

energy to flow efficiently and quickly threw the body.  

The question of the Soul needs to ask not about just human 

beings, but to all of the Dimuniverse.  This includes the stellar, or 

cosmos, objects of the Earth, Moon, Sun, Planets, Solar Systems, 

Galaxies, and Universes.  Do they have a Soul? They must.  They all 

are composed of energy and matter, and if that is all the human’s 

Soul is composed of, one must assume that the Dimuniverse must be 

composed of a Soul also.  Actually the Dimuniverse must be 

composed of the same Soul, one Soul, the Soul in which I see many 

times within reflection.  I say that the energy and matter that all is 

composed of is present within the Stars and Universes just as it is 



within the human body.  The Stars and Universe are actually 

composed of much more energy and matter than the human body. 

One must correlate the amount of energy and matter that correlates to 

the presence of the Soul.  This presence will be more conscious the 

more the matter, and the more the energy in which is present. 

Meaning that the Earth, Stars, and Universes are more aware of the 

true beauty of life than humans are.  When one is able to control time 

[energy] of all conscious, by turning the knob, and one is able to 

affect the matter, by movement of it all; one is that of God, one is that 

of the Soul.                      

Education for Virtue

Education has a lot to do with diplomacy.  For why educate 

all if there is nothing to learn.  Well, there is still a lot to learn, but 

the question is, of which way would you like to learn such. 

Basically do you want becoming, or do you want being.

Education is all for he basis of teaching the masses of the 

destruction that they seem to want to cause.  For the hope that a few 



enlightened ones, or ones whom understand, would take control and 

put consciousness into the correct dimension of existence.  There is 

hope by many that we will allow ourselves to being.  Or that 

conscience would be not of only human beings, but of the actual 

stars, galaxies, and in the correct dimverse, or a collection of ten 

Universes, or organisms that are the basis for consciousness within.

For if you would want to be of tyrant behavior, then one 

must have the constant flow of information to stop.  For if one 

would be a tyrant they will allow for human beings to create, a time 

flow, but would not allow for all of conscious to be, for it will end. 

This will begin with human beings becoming a computer then trying 

to become the stars with only visual, or one, dimension.  For if one 

would not educate of the dangers we are about to face, one may be 

able to stop becoming, and be! 

       Education is at for the edge of the tyrants.  For these 

tyrants, or enlightened few will become unless they chose to be.  But 

one must loose slavery before one will be able to be. 



Knowledge

Within a Platonic society knowledge would be given to that 

of the Rulers and the Guardians, or for those selfish view in which 

they must keep the knowledge from the people.  For within a 

Plutonic Republic the leaders must keep this knowledge from the 

workers below, for they need not know of all.  For they need to 

know of their jobs and that is all.  The reflection and sight of another 

kind of life is not needed to be given to the lesser beings, as a 

Plutonian may see.  These sights at the light will just cause for them 

to be lazy, or not care of the Queen’s commands.  For these people 

only want to be leaded.  They want to be leaded by God’s 

knowledge.  Where God is only the person in charge. 

God is myself.  For one must understand this knowledge. 

This knowledge is intellect of the sciences.  Intellect is the 

understanding of what you are saying and what it means.  Intellect 

also knows when you must say the things that the people need to 



hear in order for them to work, in a Plutonic Republic.  Where you 

need to say the correct thing in order for it to be noticed again in 

another distance in time.  For intellect is how one must use what, 

when and where, in order to talk to whom one must talk to, in order 

to receive the answer to why.  I say an answer to why for when one 

has knowledge, or intellect, one also begins to use the way [as said 

before with the whom, what, when, and where analogies earlier] to 

receive how one would want it to occur.  Once one has received 

what one knows how to receive, one will know then why one 

wanted to receive it.  For then one may ask the questions of why one 

would not have wanted to receive what one has received.  After why 

not has been asked, then one may act upon why not to make it what 

one really does want, after the consequences have been realized. 

Then one may be able to prevent the consequences, while still 

enjoying it, and at the same time have both it and injustice from the 

consequences of it.  Basically infinity and up at the same time!    

7: Justice



The Just or the Unjust?

Just as in every question there are usually three sides, a 

positive, a negative and a neutral.  The argument at hand is the three 

opposing views. The negative would be that the just is the person 

whom does everything for it self; the neutral is the just is the person 

whom does everything for the betterment of all; the positive one is 

which the just is the person whom has everything given to them.

The negative view is also known as a tyrant.  These people 

live the worst lives, for they have the most amount of money, but 

they also have recognition of life and how their actions react.  They 

know that their actions may kill it all.  They suffer large ups and 

large downs.  Why would one even wonder if it would? Let alone 

recognize the problem at hand, in order to fix it!

The neutral person is one of whom does as they feel is the 

right thing to do by what their slave owners say in which it should 

be done.  They go along their life, thinking nothing is wrong, nor 

should they care, for they do not even know they are alive. 



The positive person is one in does nothing, as in he has 

everything held to them.  They live up all of the time.  Food just 

comes, life moves on, and they never see, nor care, in how things 

are changing and why must we choose to not be.  

Reflection

Who is just?  The tyrant, for at least he recognizes; the 

neutral for they think everything is just all right; or the positive who 

may never come down, and always be up.

What is going on?  The human race, is that of a devil in the 

sense in which we are destroying everything on the seek to see if it 

really is true.  Of course it is true, for all is true!   

When is this going on?  Everyday, all around me, trash and 

plastic I use for my “normal” everyday life, is the slow destruction 

of all.

Where is this going one?  At work, anywhere where I go 

and I must do things that are using resources that are not essential to 

my survival.  



How is this going on?   We allow our selves to become of 

this through our communications, and all of the knowledge that is 

always being enlightened to me.  I manipulate the wavelengths and 

torque levels of all of the energy around me. 

Why is this happening?  For there are three levels here, 

meaning that someone must be in charge.  The question of which is 

the one, positive or negative, that I will ponder forever.  Either way 

it is the focus of doing what is best for all.         

State of Justice

Justice would take two ways: one for Act Utilitarianism, 

and one for Ruler Utilitarianism.  Many would see this more as the 

difference between Eye for an Eye and Prison.  This could more 

modernly be seen as the Death Penalty argument.  Where Act 

Utilitarianism would be for the death penalty, or Eye for and Eye. 

Ruler Utilitarianism would be more for the justice of the mental 

game, or prison.  Basically, Act Utilitarianism is one of being, 

where the Ruler Utilitarianism would be more of becoming, or 



reflection.   

Justice within a State for an Act Utilitarianism would be 

one in which justice is fully served, based on the premise that one is 

responsible or guilty.  This could be seen in many ways such as, if 

one would take all of the food from a store, that person, when 

determined guilty, would never be able to have food again. 

Therefore the justice is served.  For the person responsible for the 

missing food for all, would now have none for themselves.  As 

spoke of earlier, one in which is act utilitarianism would be in favor 

of the death penalty, for they think justice shall be served.  Basically 

they believe in a finite Universe and evolution.

    Justice within a State for Ruler Utilitarianism would be 

one of no justice ever being served.  For by the belief of Ruler 

Utilitarianism would be that ones reflections would be justice 

enough, if found guilty.  For the reflection, or thought process, of 

the past actions, how the actions will affect the future, and how one 

will learn from ones actions are punishment enough.  The fact that 



one was able to learn from their mistakes is enough that one would 

be able to fix what may have been harmed.  If one is able to fix such 

problems then would does not need to have justice thrown upon 

them.  Basically Ruler Utilitarianism believes that it is infinite and 

that free will exists.  Even if one was infinite, then free will does not 

have to exist for one to have no justice. 

The question of justice is that of one in which everything 

matters.  If one was found guilty shall they face full consequences or 

are they able to learn from mistakes and fix their mistakes.  The 

question is only answered if all is true, and therefore infinite. 

Tyrants/Tyranny

One may think of a tyrant as one whom does everything for 

oneself, without the consideration of others.  But this is of an evil 

look at a tyrant.  For ones justice implies more to their actions than 

that of a stereotype.  As Plato states a tyrant has a democratic origin 

(Plato; Page 254.)  For this must be true for the reasoning that one 

must be of intellect before one is able to reach enlightenment.  



A democratic man is one whom sees all as equal.  The 

people out of the cave, the people on the strings, the trees in which 

give us life, the dirt in which we walk on, and the rocks in which we 

build from are all equal and made of nothing more than anything 

else.  For this is true in many senses, for visually one sees all these 

things, and how could someone whom sees all these things think 

anything different of it than themselves.  For one sees oneself also.

Tyrants are that of a more advanced being.  One whom 

takes into affect the democracy of all, but also looks at what is 

hurting anything else within this sensory objective, known as life.  A 

tyrant is one whom has all senses, and uses these senses to have a 

utopia of a life.  Ones behavior will be that in which is looking out 

for beings of a much larger sense, such as the earth.  But in order for 

these behaviors to act, a tyrant may have to make the situations 

around one to fit into the path in which would cause for a 

democratically better world.  One, tyrant, may like to help the earth 

to stay healthy, but the only way to accomplish such would be to 



remove a species from the planet, or at least change the way a 

species interacts with the planet; such as using solar power instead 

of oil power, to generate energy for human beings to have 

technology.  A tyrant would be best if one was in charge of the 

energy source or in charge of the laws of the energy source.  For this 

allows for the tyrant to decided, when needed, to stop or slow the 

amount of energy that is being produced.  A tyrant is a gifted, 

enlightened one, for they are aware of their actions and that of other 

phenotypes within the beautiful world.             

Warfare: Why and Why Not

Why Human Warfare.

The question being asked is what are the difficulties with 

the hypothesis [anthropologists have proposed that the function of 

warfare in humans is to limit population density and prevent 

overexploitation of the environment.]  On a political sense there are 

two different ways to see this subject, but like everything else in life, 

there is a true answer.  In order to discover this answer, one must 



look into the biology of a human species in comparison to that of 

it’s host organism, Earth; one must also look at the physics of war 

and discover the reasons for the beginning of wars and the costs of a 

war.

Human beings, Homo sapiens, are the most dominate 

mammal on the planet Earth, and in reality the most dominate, 

purely abiotic, species in this Solar System.  I may say this coming 

from a human’s body, but the reason’s why will be explained 

shortly.  For human beings have characterizes exactly like every 

other species in the Dimuniverse; they abide by the same physics as 

every other being, and they have levels of consciences like every 

other being.  Human beings are made of the same quantum 

mechanics that every other species.  These mechanics are scene as 

numbers and colors to a few select people, while the rest see 

everything as lights and sounds.  For the lights and sounds, I am 

sorry.  For the few whom are able to see the true beauty of nature 

and of life, they see the Earth as a more dominate species than 



themselves, but understand that they affect the Earth in ways that no 

other species, other than Earth, affect it.  

Warfare now is scene as a part of being, in which every 

other species par takes in.  For the bees fight for whom lives next to 

the largest flower field, and the Earth fights with hurricanes and 

tornados to fight off the pests that may invade, and likewise with 

humans, whom fight currently for who lives on top the largest oil 

fields.  With the new green invasion, the next wars will be fought on 

a field of silicon, or poly-silicon.  Human beings fight, just like 

every other species over the best survival.  They all fight for who 

can be the most efficient.  This is just pure physics thought, for 

movement from the most kinetic energy to the most potential 

energy, and then the most potential to the most kinetic energy, is just 

the opposite and equal reaction in which Newton spoke of.  War is 

inevitable for survival of the fittest.  If human beings wouldn’t fight, 

we would overpopulate the world and cause for a horrific amount of 

natural disasters, for the Earth would be trying to keep us under 



control.  When one thinks of the Earth, and all other phenotypes of 

life, as just bodies like a human being, then all will understand.

Why Not War?

War is very costly.  It can cost billions or trillions of dollars 

to run for a year.  This is equivalent to the cost of running a medium 

sized, one hundred million people, for a whole year.  War can be as 

costly as the whole Earth, or even the whole Universe, with the 

technologies that human beings have today, the atomic bomb.  But 

when you take in affect the opposite and equal reaction, when it gets 

destroyed it returns to a state further in time.  Like moving through a 

dimension, or backspacing and then re-typing on your computer.  To 

a human being, war is expensive, to planet Earth, war is even more 

expensive, and to the Universe it is even more expensive.  But to all 

of it, war is like everything else, infinite.  The energy it takes to 

create is just like matter, infinite.  There is nothing to worry about, 

from beginning of the motion, to the end.  

8: Natural or Un-Natural



The Natural Versus the Un-Natural

One of the largest questions one could ponder is that of the 

difference between natural and un-natural processes.  This may also 

be considered one of many other questions; evolution versus free 

will, up versus down, left versus right, monism versus dualism, and 

positive versus negative. 

What is meant by natural and un-natural?

Natural is the normal processes by science, of the world 

and the being.  Plato uses physics to help determine what would be 

considered a natural cause, of action.  This could be the motion that 

the individual expresses through the distance in which they are 

traveling.  Something as simple as a thought shall be considered a 

motion, and something as complex as the Big Bang of the 

Dimunverse shall also be considered a motion.  Hypothetically they 

shall be considered the same motion.  For one would not have this 

thought if one was not within this dimension to begin.  I understand 

that the mass may be different, and therefore the time in which the 



action would reach consciousness would be of a larger gap.  This 

larger gap is caused by the differences within the distance that the 

energy would potentially be able to obtain, the point in which one is 

conscious within the spiral sphere of time at the current moment, the 

past moments, and the future moments.

Un-Natural is the process in which, by thought, a certain 

amount of matter, or energy, would have moved within the distance 

of the potential energy.  The most common phrase to describe an un-

natural process would be Free Will.  Plato uses the point of 

reflection to express how one would be able to control the current 

moment.  Reflection is the process in which the being is able to 

think about another subject, or another moral problem, or another 

question, while information is being introduced to the being. 

Almost like the processor, energy producer (mover of motion), is 

able to have many programs running at one time.  A good example 

would be the talk of different kinds of animals and their relationship 

to the personality types of different human beings, such as a feminist 



could be considered a cat, while a politician could be considered a 

rat.  During a conversation between people, they would talk to what 

is their favorite animal, but a person would watch this discussion 

and determine that the female in the dialect is a feminist because her 

favorite animal was a cat, and that the male in the dialect would be a 

politician for he said his favorite animal would be a rat.  One could 

assume that knowing this information of what the people are like, 

the person would be able to direct the rest of the conversation with 

information that would cause for both the rat and the cat to fight, or 

to love, or one may say that the person would be able to direct 

whether the cat or rat where up or down.  

Why Natural or Why Un-Natural

A natural process would be one of a monist’s beliefs.  A 

monist would be a person whom understands that everything that 

one may think, everything that one may act, and everything that one 

does not act are all part of the same consciousness and therefore part 

of the same matter.  The only differences, and the reason in which, 



events occur at different moments, is for the distance in which the 

energy has traveled will change based upon the amount of Kinetic 

energy given, and the amount of Potential energy available.  A 

natural process would also be known as evolution, a theory made 

extremely popular by Charles Darwin, but two thousand years after 

Plato, Socrates, and Glaucon had this conversation of whether free 

will or evolution exist.  The reason one would believe in evolution, 

and that all is of the same mass, but of a different amount of energy, 

is if one would reflect. For when one reflects, one realizes what has 

occurred, what is occurring, and what will occur.  The only way one 

may feel at all, an up life, would be if one would completely believe 

in oneself.  For if someone doubted any thought in which one had, 

one would not be able to fulfill ones dreams.  If one would not be 

able to fulfill ones dreams than one would not be alive.  For if one 

has dreams, one is alive, for one is conscience if one is feeling any 

senses.  If one is alive, one must feel up about them.  If one would 

feel up of oneself, then one would be able to fulfill ones dreams.



Therefore if one would be alive, one would feel up, and if 

would be up one would fulfill all of their dreams as one was alive. 

For your life is a dream.  If the process is natural then ones dreams 

where already determined, and if one’s dreams would be 

determined, then one must feel up, for one has no other choice, for 

the distance is already planned out, before one has a chance to 

change such path.  One may also be called Ruler Utilitarianism.

       An Un-Natural cause is also known as free will.  Free 

will is someone whom has awareness of the events that occurred 

before such, and to the moment of such decision.  The reason one 

shall consider having that knowledge before such event an important 

thing, because if one shall know of what is to come, and what 

became, then one shall know if one is able to change the event that 

is occurring or about to occur.  There is one dilemma that this 

analogy has, and that is that I stated that you must know the future. 

Well the future cannot be planned out if free will exists, for if time 

were pre-determined then it would be evolution.  Therefore in order 



for there to be any un-natural causes time must only exist as a 

figure.  A figure of an imagination, mainly those of the people in 

charge to keep order to the people whom are below them within 

order.  But time does exist.  It exists as a motion threw a distance.  A 

distance between one space, that just happens to be ten dimensional, 

for it is composed of ten numbers of which make up everything.  So 

if one was aware of what was happening currently but did not know 

of what is certain to happen, but of what could happen, they could 

change the future and make it better.  This could be betterment for 

all, or betterment for one.  Where the betterment of all would be 

injustice, and the betterment for one would be justice. The only way 

free will would be able to exist is if there were other dimensions, for 

time does exist, and the only will one may have is of which 

dimension they would will themselves to be in, not actually the 

whole thing.   This could be considered Act Utilitarianism.         

Why Not Natural, Why Not Un-Natural

Why not natural causes could only be considered if nothing 



was natural.  If there was no initial mover, and no motion, there 

could be no, what humans consider, natural causes.  If there was no 

initial mover, then there would be nowhere the motion shall become 

to.  If there would be nowhere for the motion to go, then there would 

be no path, and if there is no path, there is no way there could be a 

natural cause.

Why not un-natural causes must be considered if we are 

saying there is an initial mover.  For if there was an initial mover 

than this must all be natural.  For if something natural did caused for 

it to begin, and it is still here, there must be from a natural cause. If 

we take into affect that there was an initial mover, then one must 

assume that the initial mover was that of a natural being, for if all is 

natural all must be created by nature.    

Glaucon believes there is an initial mover, and that there is 

evolution, or that all is already determined.  For Socrates believes 

that there was no initial mover, and that all is to be determined.  The 

question now is which is being?  Thinking, like Glaucon, that all is 



determined, and acting in such manner; or thinking, such as 

Socrates, that nothing is determined, and acting as if you can change 

it all.  Being is acting as Socrates, thinking one can change it all. 

For even if one cannot, it is the effort and thought that really count, 

since you will at least be a person and live forever if you act as if it 

can be changed. 

Free will is essentially the question of whether or not we 

are just predetermined genes or if we have thought of our future. 

Free will is being able to control your future by being able to react 

or act differently in different situations.  The information age that 

we currently live in has brought up many new questions to human’s 

existence and our reasoning for being here with new sciences. 

Many people use to think that we are here because a God, or Ah, has 

put us upon this Earth to watch over it.  While today we believe that 

we are here from determined events over the past four billion years. 

We do have reasoning and we can manipulate our 

environment to fit how we feel safe and true.  This in return allows 



for ourselves to control our own evolution and of that of the world. 

We must be determined to create the best of the world though. We 

must try our hardest against temptations to evolve to the best being 

that we can be, physically and psychologically. This theory shows 

that free will exists essentially, but with limitations. 

All animals may have free will, for human beings are 

animals. We are made of the same cells that other mammals and 

animals are made from.  We breathe the same air to live and we 

have the same processes from digestion to thought processes. The 

same neurons are formed and the same myelin is produced in animal 

brains as ours and these allow for our brains to interpret the 

information from our senses and process this information to know 

that you are reading this paper.  But the only reason we can read this 

paper is because we were once shown how to take these different 

letters and put them together into words and then take these words 

and put them into sentences and then take these sentences and form 

paragraphs, etcetera.  This shows that we have free will because we 



can be taught information and the information can be manipulated. 

B.F. Skinner, a behavioral psychologist states, “give me 

any child, and I will be able to turn them into the greatest pianist, 

athlete or what ever you may want.”  Like all animals we can be 

formed into anything we will want to be in a psychological, and 

philosophical senses.  This process will have to have certain events 

to occur at certain times though.  It depends on the time that a 

certain part of your brain is developing the fastest and the most 

amounts of myelin and axons.  When the right piece of your brain is 

forming you need to enhance this time.  For the critical period can 

result in the best results if used correctly.  If you enhance this time 

correctly, such as teach an instrument between two and four years 

old, and also two languages between two and six years old and you 

will have great results in many fields.  For teaching them the 

instrument will give them a greater IQ and better math test results. 

While teaching them two languages may be slow at first but it will 

grow the child into becoming multilingual and therefore give them a 



greater theory of mind and the real intelligence, knowledge of what 

else is out there.  This shows that your genes are pre-determined but 

how you enhance those genes by the events you chose to do can 

enhance or de-evolve yourself.

What I am trying to say is that free will is out there but 

with limitations.  For you can only grow your brain and body to a 

certain criteria based on your family history.  For genes do play a 

role in how large you may be able to grow your brain and body but 

they do not entail to how you use or harness this.  

Many actions that a human being takes is based on past 

events and training from these events.  But animals are able to learn 

from these mistakes and therefore are able to choose how to act 

upon these events.  These changes may show upon the next time 

being faced with this stressful event.  Showing that repetitive, 

physical training may not be necessary.  New dream scientist have 

shown that dreams are used to practice stressful situations so once 

taken upon the situation you are already trained to act as necessary, 



this would be physical training to the mind.  Human actions maybe 

corrected with out sleep being between incidences with the situation 

being corrected during the second time.  This shows that we have 

chosen to correct the situation without having to practice it within 

our minds and that we can choose that the situation needs to be fixed 

and how to fix it, cognitively. You may use past knowledge and 

adaptations from your DNA. Which is embedded on the 

chromosomes and then pasted along as your DNA is pasted on 

generation to generation. Showing determinism is a step but 

cognitive thought then follows with free will.

All events from the world are results from other actions, for 

each action has an equal and opposite reaction.  How you choose to 

react to this action causes another action.  This action can result 

from past training but this action may also be thought out and 

therefore you are able to have free will.  Actions related to physical 

senses are taught to look, hear, see, and feel as a certain way from 

your birth and a priori thought from genes and past generations. 



Descartes says we cannot trust our senses for they may deceive us. 

This shows me that the only reason we know what we see is because 

we reason that these things are real because we do see, hear and feel 

them.  Giving human beings the free will to conclude that these 

events are real. 

Cognitive thought may affect your physical senses though 

and determinism may affect your free will. Both determinism and 

free will take place in this world with determinism effecting your 

chooses also your chooses effecting what will then be determined to 

result from such action. The fact that we are able to reason and think 

about what we are doing and what we have done shows free will. 

An example that is good to ponder free will and 

determinism is with human development.  Since human beings are 

animals then why have we developed differently than every other 

animal on earth?  We are the only animals that build houses by 

moving rocks, discovered fire, and use electricity.  If we were 

determined to develop this way than why have we started to evolve 



in a way that is de-evolving ourselves?  Great White sharks have a 

similar cerebral cortex size as human beings, which give us 

intelligent thought, but have not developed into the beings that we 

are.  Our thumbs give us a major advantage, but monkeys have 

thumbs and similar brain sizes but have not developed into the 

beings that we have become. I know this is because human beings 

started to eat fish which has caused our brain to develop more fat 

than monkeys and that has given us language.  But we now seem to 

be killing our Earth and killing and driving away the animals that 

have once walked all over the Earth.  Is this free will that we have 

made to commit to, which would present good and evil, or are we a 

virus?  A virus is something we do not want to accept but our 

intelligent thought and over population seem to take away resources 

at rates that the world is unable to replenish.  In return killing the 

very mother Earth.  I believe that we have free will so that we can 

change this from happening all around the world.  Why do we have 

to have major governments for they just seem to help the cause, a 



long with religion and the thought of a God. If we are just animals 

and are determined to act this way then why are we different than 

every other animal in the world on the way we abuse the cycle of 

life.  Did you ever notice that oil pumps look similar to viruses 

taking from their hosts? 

Free will of how hard they wanted to work was the 

deciding factor between the brothers, not just their initial determined 

DNA. This showing that DNA gives you a certain levels of 

achievement that you can achieve but with the right exercise you 

can form your body to become better than predicted by giving 

yourself the right environment to develop your body and genes to 

something greater than your genes originally where.  

We need to use our free will for the good of human kind, 

not just the good of our generation.  We are able to choose how we 

want to evolve long term and as a being.  We need to develop out of 

the pre-operational stages and notice that future generations do exist 

and that the world will not end while we are alive and that we our 



dependence on technology will ultimately cause us to become too 

weak to live like wild animals and therefore we will stay the same as 

the real world changes around us.  This will cause for the extinction 

of human beings. “If a nation values anything more than freedom, it 

will lose its freedoms; and the irony of it is that if it is comfort or 

money that it values more, it will lose that too,” W. Maugham.  As 

of my favorite quotes this shows how free will and our choices 

allow us to become what we want to become. Safety, money and 

technology is so important to human beings that the freedom to live 

as true animals is completely taken away and that we will become 

programmed robots with only one purpose in life.  It sounds like we 

will loose the whole meaning behind life, to love and live free.   

9: Metaphysical Kings



Saint Thomas Aquinas and Kristofor, D.R.’s

Proof that God Exists in the Notion of Motion; 

And What the Universe Is

o Everything is in Motion. From the particles that make up 

our world, to the galaxies that make up our Universe.

o There is a Cause to everything.  Every action has an 

opposite, and equal reaction, and every action has a cause.

o Everything is Necessary Maybe no the individual beings, 

but the particles that make up the beings are, in order for 

the Universe to continue.

o There are Degrees of Being.  From the smallest 

microorganism, and plants, to human beings, and then God

o Everything is the Universe to have Design, from everything 

on Earth to the beauty of the planets, and stars.

Intro

Saint Thomas of Aquinas, whom was instructed, and 

infatuated with Aristotle’s work.  Saint Thomas had an idea that 



there are five ways to show, or to reflect upon nature, and it’s laws 

to leave, to reason there is a God.  The first notion is that everything 

is in motion.  He had the idea, which something had to put 

everything in motion.  Science calls this theory, the Big Bang 

theory, while Saint Thomas declared that someone had caused it.  I 

have the idea that it is a mixture of both subjects.   

Saint Thomas Aquinas had four other ideas to prove that a 

God does exist.  They are; everything has a cause, if anything is 

necessary, that there are five degrees of being, and that there seems 

to be a design to the Universe, according to Saint Thomas Aquinas. 

There is more than this, for between every stage there is a new 

Enlightenment, or more knowledge.  There must be a total of ten 

stages.  For Stage Zero; Stage One; Stage Two; Stage Three; Stage 

Four; Stage Five; Stage Six; Stage Seven; Stage Eight; and Stage 

Nine.  The second reason, or cause, is pretty simple; the fact that 

there is a cause to everything that occurs in the Universe, or other 

Universes.  The logical idea, which since everything of what we can 



see, and study, has to have a cause to it makes it seem as there must 

have been a cause to the Universe, and human life.  This cause must 

have been caused by a being; in the human’s egotistical mind one in 

which we can see, the organism Universe, and that being must have 

done something to cause our existence. (Cambridge).

The third reasonable cause to the existence to a God, is the 

idea that everything is really necessary?  Isaac Newton’s First 

Notion states; everything cannot be created from nothing, or that 

everything in the Universe is necessary, to the existence of what we 

no have, and of what is.  We as a, Homo sapiens, human beings is 

not necessary to the existence of what we now have, and what we 

are.  We, as a human being, is not necessary, but the particles that 

make up our bodies, are necessary to the Universe’s existence. 

Mainly made up of hydrogen, and the bonds that they create.  

The fourth idea that there must be a God is the fact that 

there are degrees of being.  The fact that beings in this world live in 

a hierarchy must mean that humans’ are not the highest being?  We 



are the egotistical to believe that we are the highest being in the 

Universe.  For this is not true, the Universe is of an organism, made 

of mainly hydrogen, just as Homo sapiens are.  Beings start from the 

smallest, least complex, or the hydrogen bond that everything that is 

alive, is composed of.   In a visual from a human being; the remains 

of all life, oil; to the rocks that make up the interior, and the ones 

that rest on the top; to the sand below the seas, and the ones whom 

rest upon the beaches; to the smallest plankton, and bacteria; to the 

to the water that fills the fresh water, from the tops of the rocks, and 

then water poisoned by human hands, and filled with salt water; 

finally finishing as the smoky, less diluted air, and finishing with the 

atmosphere that rest upon and above, infinitely between ever being. 

The species, or being, that is able to eat, or consume these materials 

best, are the ones that are able to survive the best.  Charles Darwin 

explained this in Origin of the Species, by post-claiming that the 

species whom is the most diverse, and therefore is able to endure 

more, is able to survive longer and become more knowledgeable of 



their actions and surroundings.  Darwin’s law is informing a sense 

that the higher the being, the more superiority, and a higher sense, 

the individual, or species, will have over less developed species, or 

within the species, of the individuals that also are proclaimed to be 

of the same species.  This shows that there are higher beings over 

humans.  For Homo sapiens do not control all, they may control an 

abundance of the Earth, but they do not control the cosmos, but they 

may have a direct control over the space-time continuum.  I will add 

this onto this paper a little latter.  

The fifth reasonable thought to the existence of a God is 

that the Universe appears to have design.  This design is of that of 

pie, and the two hundred and sixteen numbers that compose of pie, 

Pie the movie describes this notion.  We observe design all 

throughout our world, and the Universe.  The planets are spheres; 

the center of black holes are spheres; infinity, the Universe, is a 

double helix, three dimensionally, where pie, 3.141592653589

7932384626433832795028841971693993751058209749445923078



164062862089986280348253421170679…  has correlation to all of 

these shapes.  Even the double helix is a circle within the center. 

The reason all of these objects are spheres is the fission, or gravity, 

and the attraction of the positive and negative, one and zero, 

particles that make up these objects, to the specific source that has 

caused for the particles to spin around each other, and cause the 

sphere shape as we classify it.  

The plants and animals on Earth work together within the 

circle of life, to create an Earth, which our species is slowly 

destroying.  The reason plants and animals work so well together is 

because of evolution. Photosynthesis is the energy production that 

plants have developed.  It developed from the abundance of carbon 

dioxide within the air at the time that these, less complex, organisms 

began to develop on Earth.  From photosynthesis, oxygen was 

created.  This oxygen, two oxygen atoms, allowed for animals to be 

created from their original cells, until they should have reached the 

dinosaurs, but are currently of human beings, as the most complex 



of these animal classifications.  Oxygen is the fuel behind these 

animals to live, for it causes for a micro-nuclear fusion within the 

lungs of these organisms and allows for them to react to the 

situations that they are introduced to.  There is also oxygen in water, 

or two parts hydrogen and one-part oxygen.  Since the cells of all 

life was created originally from water         

Where each one of these stages has a number, between zero 

and nine;

I. Zero = Black, or the remains of all life, oil

II. One = Brown, or lava remains of rocks, 

before heating occurs.

III. Two = Red, or the color of lava after the 

heating process is taking place.

IV. Three = Orange, or the lava from under 

the seas, while cooling is occurring, and resting 

on the beaches.

V. Four = Yellow, or the color of sand, 



below and above the seas.

VI. Five = Green, or the microorganism, 

plant, and animal existence upon Earth.

VII. Six = Blue, or the water that rests upon 

this earth, and gives balance to five and seven.

VIII. Seven = Violet, or the water, after being 

poisoned by human hands.

IX. Eight = Gray, or the color of the 

atmosphere, finishing as the smoky, less diluted 

air, again from humans.

X. Nine = White, or the color of the light, 

the cycle of life, the clouds in the atmosphere.

The higher the number the higher the being, for more 

information, knowledge, is able to be stored within the being.  For 

the more numbers that is able to stored upon the wave given off by 

the object.  This can be also stated; the more kinetic energy that can 

be reached.  Where the lower numbers have more potential energy, 



for more numbers are able to added to the object, but less 

information is able to be stored.  

Within the Universe, and time, there are also ten steps. 

These are all based on the same numbers, for everything is made of 

these numbers.  In a Universal sense these numbers have more 

contraction, then the numbers that I wrote of before.  The 

contraction is currently while you are reading, and it is for the fact 

that the Universe is so large, that you cannot put it on this paper, nor 

can it be only one number.  These numbers are seen from zero to 

nine, where zero is where there is no kinetic energy and all potential 

energy, or when time, and the Universe is first being moved from a 

black hole, more likely this is when time and the universe, are still 

encased within the black hole.  For no light is able to escape from a 

black hole, for the fission rate is more than that of light’s fusion rate, 

and no measurement can be acknowledged with any confidence, 

within this wave length of life.  As the numbers become larger, more 

kinetic energy is being applied and less potential energy, the speed 



of light, that can be used.  As you increase the number the number 

changes, from black, to brown, to red, to orange, to yellow, to green, 

to blue, to violet, to gray, and finishing with white.  Earth and its life 

mainly fit within five and six, which are green and blue.  For as long 

as we stay within this numbers we will live forever.  For five and six 

added together equal eleven, 11.  11, in binary code, means to add 

power twice, and are really two, as to not stop the depletion and to 

conserve energy.   Just as time moves, from zero, black, to nine, 

white, and then nine, white, to zero, black, again.  These four steps 

are just as the infinity symbol, for they hit at the middle till the end, 

then the end to the middle, then the middle to the end, and then the 

end to the middle.  Or the Universe, and time, expands then 

collapses, then expands, then collapses, then expands, then 

collapses; for a theoretically infinite amount of time, for it uses the 

same energy and conserves this energy.  Allowing for and equal yet 

opposite reactions, and conservation of energy.  Which are 

Newton’s Second and Third laws of physics.  Astronomically these 



numbers, and the steps of being are this:

I. Zero = Black, The Center of the Fission from a 

Black Hole.  Black is also the color of Carbon, the 

make up of life on Earth, and rocks within the 

Universe.  Black is also the color of an Absolute 

Zero atom, for it is releasing no energy, therefore 

all potential energy is still available.  

II. One = Brown, The Strongest form of 

Gravity, where Light escapes.

III. Two = Red, The Inside of Hawkins 

Radiation, and the Strongest color of Light, 

Intense Heat. Color of many Giant Stars, or 

Normal [Average Stars] on their demise, for they 

have reached their finite of energy before they 

turn into a brown sphere, and then into a black 

hydrogen atom, as if into a back hole to become a 

white hole.



IV. Three = Orange, The outside of the 

Hawkins Radiation, Intense heat still, but of a 

level not immersed completely.  Red will still 

become of this, as if it as counting down.  Normal 

Stars, reach this on their expansion until they 

become a red [Giant Star].

V. Four = Yellow, The color of a Normal 

Star.  By normal I mean that of only the object, 

color, thing, that is most visual to a Human being, 

and that occurs most often within the Universe. 

The normal curve is there for a reason, for the 

thing seen most often is that of the normal curve. 

Where ninety-nine percent of the stars in the 

Universe, and of the normal curve, are the most 

often seen by the eyes of these Gods of whom 

create everything.  For the reason four is the 

normal curve, is because four is the most likely to 



succeed within the evolution of the Universe.  For 

infinity has the four sides, just as a square, but 

they are of a dimension much more powerful then 

a square, for that is why it is twisted and has 

curves, from the pressure of all of the Universe, or 

a power of nine, which is greater then that of five.

VI. Five = Green, The color of plant life on 

Earth.  Plant life, is not just that of the plants, but 

also that of micro-bacteria.  These are the most 

abundant on life on Earth.  With a balance 

between these two economical properties, things 

will be able to continue on the balance between 

black and white., for five plus the remaining four 

equal nine, and five is a higher, and has more 

power than four, therefore five is the most likely 

balance between the two.  

VII. Six = Blue, is the color of pure water. 



Which is weird, for water has a chemical strength 

of seven, of what human’s see, for humans 

actually poison the water of which is really the 

finished color of violet.  Six is the purity color. 

That meaning of untouched by human beings, 

whom shall stay at five.  Six, blue, is the base of 

plant life.  For human’s will be able to consume 

the needed amount of hydrogen and oxygen if 

they would live in the rainforest, and eat only 

vegetables.  Which will need to happen, if human 

beings do poison the water.     

VIII. Seven = Violet, the touched hand of 

water.  The poisoned water from human hands. 

Violet is also the color of many natural gases, or 

composites of the lighter, less dense, elements that 

make up this Universe.  These elements are 

poisonous to much life on planet Earth, or Carbon 



based life forms.  

IX. Eight = Gray, the smoky land of time. 

The growth of energy, or the change of hands of 

matter.  This time is known as Infinity because the 

most rapid and abundant change in time is of 

Nuclear fusion, and this is seen as gray as a 

Nuclear bomb, when Helium is made.  This is 

really One making Two, by adding Two One’s. 

This can also be known as Infinity because if you 

separate the gap in which this fusion occurs, time 

will feel longer, this is Rapid-Eye movement in 

dreaming.  

X. Nine = White, is the Enlightened Being. 

This color is seen as the Light, itself.  For this 

allows for the best being to be put present.  The 

White light is the end of the Black hole, and the 

Infinity being of a Recreater.  This Recreation 



may be of Thought, Actions, or Matter.  During 

this stage of Being, one has a Infinite Flow of 

information moving threw the Conscious to help 

direct the actions, thoughts, and matter in One’s 

life. 

True Infinity

o Composition of It?

o Physics; Chemistry

o Cosmos

o When It is?

o Seventh Dimension

o Where It is going?

o Eight Dimension; Ninth Dimension: And Beyond, 

A repetition of past lives

o Logos

o How It will last Forever?



o Repetition of All Dimensions; Computers

o Zero’s Existence

o Why Infinity?

o Love is the Center of the Universes

 Calculus

o Why Not Infinity?

o Aristotle’s Metaphysics

o All Of One.

o Ontology 

Composition

 Theory of metaphysics, composition, will be used to 

describe the act or process of combining things to form a whole 

(Encarta, 2008.)  This whole in which I speak of is of that of 

consciousness.  Consciousness is the state of being awake and aware 

of what is going on around you; or somebody’s mind and thoughts 

(Encarta, 2008.)  The composition of consciousness is made of 

many things, from physics to chemistry.  



Physics would be the actual energy in which life is 

composed of, and the energy in which all is conscious of.  This 

energy may appear to be all composed of many things to some, or of 

that of a Dualist; or it may appear to one that this energy is not even 

present, or of a Dismiss; but really this energy is of one, and only 

one thing, or Monism (Ward, 2008.)  

Why would one talk of the different modes of existence 

when speaking of physics?  For physics is the study of scientific 

study of matter, energy, force and motion (Encarta, 2008.)  Basically 

physics is the study of, or tuning of, one to the consciousness of 

God.  For I say God, because when one is tuned in on how to affect 

the matter by effecting the energy, through forces and motions, one 

will be able to act as God, and create everything from nothing.  One 

would create everything from nothing by speaking of and acting of 

the true meaning to life not just for human beings, Homo sapiens, 

but also for that of Earth, the Solar Systems, the Galaxies, the 

Black-holes, the White-holes, and of the Dimunverse [a singular 



organism, in which is composed of multiple existences (dimensions) 

while being at different distances (times) where the matter is present 

all at the time.]  This different distances, of time, is the energy in 

which is able to be moved, and would make consciousness look as 

to be changing.  

Chemistry is the reason for the changing of the energy 

through motion.  Chemistry is the study of the structure, 

composition, properties, and reactive characteristics of substance 

(Encarta, 2008.)  The substance, in which is studied, is that of the 

matter in which the energy flows through.  The changing of the 

matter by the energy is a more conscious level of chemistry.  This 

changing is more at an atomic level where Hydrogen is the most 

abundant and the base change in energy.  Hydrogen can also be 

called one.  For one is the atomic mass of matter that Hydrogen is 

composed of. 

This may appear to be as if an order is to what some 

consider chaos.  With the intellect and understanding of physics and 



chemistry an order is in place.  This order within existence is also 

known as Cosmos (Pythagoreans, Archetypes, p. 59.)  This order is 

all around one, as energy where one is able to create a new distance 

in which the energy is present at.  The differences one is able to be 

present of depend on the amount of kinetic energy [being] and 

potential energy [becoming] one places upon the matter.  Where 

being would cause for a faster change and becoming would cause 

for a slower or no change.  

The Scientific Method in Everyday Life

Everyday people use the scientific method to go on about 

their day. The simplest things such as drinking a can of soda has the 

scientific method comes into play.  People and all animals have this 

great ability to learn so even though we do not have to think the 

process through although we use it with every action of every day.

Lets look at the simplest task, drinking a soda drink from a 

can.  First you need to observe the can. While observing the can you 

raise questions such as how do I pick up this can or how do I take 



the liquid out of the can? You form a hypothesis such as I think by 

putting my hand around the can and then picking it up and putting 

my lips up to the hole, liquid will go into my mouth. Which is also 

your prediction.  Then you test the hypothesis and the results are not 

null and correct.  

You just went through all of the stages of the scientific 

method for a simple task such as taking a drink out of a can of soda. 

That is the way animals, including us, learn and process thoughts 

and actions that we act upon everyday.  This is important in early 

childhood because that is when the humans mind is building the 

fastest and therefore will take in the most amounts of information 

and training.  Now use this method to change all of ones life for the 

betterment of all’s life.            

When is the present?

The current energy in which one is currently riding upon is 

that of the seventh dimension.  I say seven for this time may also be 

considered to be violet, or that of royalty.  I say royalty for the 



technology that humans are able to create cause for the most 

efficient way of being within the Dimunverse.  This is why human 

beings are being that more like a parasite [a plant or animal that 

lives on or in another larger host organism in a way that harms, or is 

to no advantage of the host (Encarta, 2008).]  Where the host, 

currently Earth is diffusing into less massive matter or closer to the 

most potential energy becoming present.  Once all of the potential 

energy becomes expunged energy is no longer present, but just a 

presence of matter, or zero.  If humans where to be more within the 

cycle of the energy, such as being the energy, even if for 

technology, one will be able to recreate energy and therefore 

consciousness. 

Where? Dimensions

Zero is the center dimension.  For it is within everything. 

One may see this as being within nothing but since there is matter 

present at all times zero is present at all times.   One may see zero as 

the color black.  



One is the base energy (dimension) present.  For one is the 

feeding source of all other dimensions, mainly that of the middle 

dimension or green, grass.  One may see one as the color brown.

Two is the love dimension.  For it is composed of two 

duplicates of each one that is a result of the fusion of the first one. 

They can again be changed through force.  One may see two as the 

color red.  

Three is the friendly dimension.  For it is composed of 

duplicates of one.  This duplicate is able to be moved or changed 

slightly through the process of adding force to the energy while it 

moves through the matter.  One may see three as orange.  

Four is a more neutral color.  That of matter needed to have 

replication, for it is the color of nuclear fusion.  It is composed of 

four duplicates of each of the ones whom are a result of the three 

replications of the two replications of one.  The energy can again be 

changed with the replication of each one.  Seeing four, also seen as 

the sides of the infinity symbol.  One may see four as the color 



yellow. 

Five is the most neutral and balanced dimension.  Within 

life on Earth one will remember this as the age of the Dinosaurs. 

The fifth dimension is that of intelligence.  It is a result of five 

duplications, of the four duplications, of the third duplication, of the 

two duplications, of the one.  Where the energy is able to be 

changed again at a perfectly balanced being. One may see this as the 

color green.

Six is the purest of all dimensions.  The constitution of the 

United States of America was written within this dimension.  Where 

the pure intentions of freedom where meant to mean injustice for all. 

It is the result of six duplications, of the five duplications, of the 

four duplications, of the three duplications, of the second 

duplication, of the one.  One may see six as the color blue.

Seven is the warmer of the dimensions.  It is our present 

technological state.  Justice is almost a certainty within this 

dimension, for no other way out of slavery, or no other way to be 



free may be present.  It may be felt as royalty.  It is a result of the 

seven duplications, of the six duplications, of the five duplications, 

of the four duplications, of the three duplications, of the two 

duplications, of one.  One may see seven as the color violet.

The eighth dimension is that of many things.  One may see 

this as either the machine or of smoke.  One shall call this as one 

thing though.  This can be a very dramatic dimension.  For this is the 

only way for the proof of free will.  For the fourth dimension is one 

in which the spiral through the antimatter whether that would be 

from a natural or human caused black hole.  One will have 

enlightenment only after this dimension though.  This is seen as a 

close call to death, or also seeing the light (Plato, Soccio, p. 141.) 

The eighth dimension is a result of eight duplications, of the seven 

duplications, of the six duplications, of the five duplications, of the 

four duplications, of the three duplications, of the two duplicates, of 

one.  One may also see eight as gray.

Nine is the most up of all dimensions.  For the ninth 



dimension is that of the enlightened person where one is in control 

of all of the other dimensions, or being present of all of the 

dimensions all within the same time.  Some call this time travel, 

some call this reflection, for one calls this being.  The ninth 

dimension is a result of the nine replications, of the eight 

replications, of the seven replications, of the six replications, of the 

five replications, of the four replications, of the three replications, of 

the two replications, of one.  One may see nine as the color white. 

Heraclitus describes the difference in the distance in which 

energy has traveled as the Logos.  The Logos is Heraclitus’ 

explanation of the energy in which holds all matter together 

(Heraclitus, Peruses, 2008.)  For the Logos is a major influence of 

Plato and his Metaphysics, describing all as a single thing yet at 

different levels of being and becoming.            

How is Infinity Valid?

Nuclear Fusion is the process in which force is applied to 

hydrogen to change the composition of the atomic protons 



[positive], and electrons [negative], have energy applied through the 

matter to move the matter to a process in which time is infinite. 

Nuclear fusion is a chemical, and physical, reaction, in which the 

negative one and positive one are moved together so closely to make 

one and then multiply to make energy until infinity.  Where zero, 

neutrons, is always present and never moves with the energy, but 

never disappears.  In all reality zero is what bind both ups and 

downs, or positives and negatives, to stay as one matter. 

I speak of nuclear fusion and the replication of one, for one 

and zero, or energy and mass must be present, for being and cosmos. 

Matter, or zero ties everything together, for matter is always present. 

The thing that ties everything together is energy, or one.  Every 

dimension is composed of one, where the ninth dimension is nine 

replications, of the eight replications, of the seven replications, of 

the six replications, of the five replications, of the four replications, 

of the three replications, of the two replications, of one.  For all is 

one and just the replications of one.  For all of one is energy; 



therefore all is composed of one.  

Zero is present within the consciousness of one.  For one is 

all of the same consciousness, and the same consciousness is present 

within all.  Therefore zero is present within one and all.  The same is 

able to be said of one.  For one is of all, and all is composed of one. 

Therefore one is all.  Within these two dialects one have found that 

both one and zero are valid.  One must assume if one is valid, then 

both positive and negative must also be present.  For if one is 

energy.  Yes.  Energy has both kinetic, and potentials.  Yes. 

Negative is kinetic, where potential is positive.  Therefore one must 

say that both negative and positive exist.  One may see positive as 

ups and negatives as downs. Zero would be the neutral and 

connection between both negative and positive, for zero is never 

positive, nor negative, but is always present. 

The easiest way to see this would be on a computer game. 

One the computer game, when the person dies, they reappear again 

immediately within the same time on the game, as if they are 



regenerated or being rebirth again.  This knowledge is one in which 

only one in the ninth dimension, enlightenment, would be aware of. 

Why Infinity?

Love is the center of the life, of energy.  Love is the matter 

in which the energy is present within.  Love is seen as zero, always 

present, but not able to cause for ups and downs.  I say this for is 

love is zero, love is neutral, and neutrality is unable to manipulate, 

but is always present.  The energy is able to be manipulated and the 

energy towards love is at times kinetic, and at times potential.  Love 

is known as a heart.

The heart is shaped as a circle, in half [as to say positive 

and negative] and a triangle [as in Pythagorean’s Theory.]  The top 

is the circle, where the bottom is the triangle.  The circle represents 

the energy in which life is composed of.  The ups and downs of life 

are manipulated by the negative, kinetic, and positive, potential, 

energy.  The bottom of the heart is represented by a triangle.  This 

triangle is a representation of Pythagorean’s Theory.  Just as 



Pythagorean’s wrote of, the triangle represents the matter in which 

all is composed of (Pythagorean, Peruse, 2008.)  

The circle on top of the heart is the energy in which all is 

composed of.  It is also the Greek Calculus symbol for Pi 

(3.1415926535…).  Pi is the circumference divided by the diameter, 

or the circle cut in half and laid flat onto a line.  

The triangle on the bottom of the heart is the matter in 

which all is composed of.  It is also the shape in which 

Pythagorean’s Theory is based upon.  Pythagorean’s Theory is (a^2 

+ b^2 = c^2), where (a) and (b) and (c) are all sides of a triangle, or 

matter.       

When you take energy and its composition of one, or 

Hydrogen, you will receive infinity.  The rate, or distance, in which 

Hydrogen replicated with fusion is that of Einstein’s Theory of 

Relativity (E = Mc^2.)  One takes the fusion rate of Hydrogen, as 

the speed of light (c), which is a rate of (9x10^36).  One must then 

take (M) = (one), and (c^2) is (9x10^36), therefore [E = 



1(9x10^36)] = (9x10^36).  One must then figure pie into the 

equation.  To do this one must multiply the answer of [(E=Mc^2) 

Pie],  (9x10^36) (3.1415926535) = {(2.8274333882 x 10^37)^36}. 

Any number, for the mass of the object, multiplied by 36, the fusion 

rate of hydrogen, twice, as to say two hydrogen’s meeting will be of 

Infinity.  Except for one, for one times any number is one.  But 1.1 

needs three rates of fusion to take place and 1.111 needs for rates of 

hydrogen.  When ever a mass is ((1 x 10^36)^36) or larger Infinity 

takes place.  One takes Pythagorean’s Theory, or the Theory of 

Relativity, as the bottom of the heart, and multiplies it by Pi, the top 

of the heart.  You take Pi into the equation for the energy does not 

move in a straight line, but around the matter in a circular motion.  

Since Hydrogen is the matter of one, and one is within all, 

hydrogen is within all.  Since the movement, or energy, of one is 

within all.  One must consider one to be infinity, and all to be 

infinite.  For one must consider time and all of consciousness to be 

infinite.



Why Not Infinity?

Infinity is a term that scares people, for they do not know 

of what infinity is.  One has just made infinity valid through 

intellect; therefore one is not scared of infinity for one is aware of 

what infinity is.  Infinity is love.  Love of one, and love of all; love 

of all and love of one.  Infinity is love of energy and matter.  

There may be a way to escape infinity.  That is if one is 

able to prevent the closed circuit of the cosmos to no longer be that 

of closed, but of an open circuit.  An open circuit is that of a line, 

and not of a circle.  Infinity is only possible if one has pi, or energy 

within.  Infinity may not be present, or finite, if human beings 

continue to use finite resources for energy and matter.  If an open 

circuit continues to a larger, Universal scale, and not just within 

technology, infinity may cease to exist.  This may seem impossible 

and was deemed impossible earlier within this dialect.  For the 

energy that is of all is a closed circuit, or repeating circuit.  The 

energy of technology is, in 2008 Common Era, mainly that of an 



open circuit, or finite circuit of energy.  Finite meaning that there is 

a beginning and an end (Aristotle, Peruses, 2008.) 

One has pronounced that there is not a beginning, nor an 

end.  For one is matter in which energy flows through within circles, 

or a repeating motion.  One has proved valid that one is infinite. 

All of One

Ontology is the study being, the most general branch of 

metaphysics, concerned with the nature of being (Encarta, 2008.) 

Broken down with Latin, Ontology would be the study of one.  The 

study of the energy and the matter, in which all is composed of, 

while understanding that the energy and matter coexist as one single 

being: ontology.  Being would be living within the closed circuit of 

the natural processes of life and infinity.  

Philosopher Kings

Many people look at the bright lights and the beautiful 

colors, and think that that is it all! That the artificial lights and colors 

that make up the evil that human’s are, are true beauty, for materials 



to them is wealth.  This is not real beauty, nor am I people, a person 

is whom I speak from.  True beauty is something in which all is 

composed of.  For true beauty is the life in which I am aware of, a 

life in which the mover of the actions and the reflections in which I 

think is all because of myself, a life in which I am the mover of all, 

for infinity.  

What?  That is of the people.  I am why, and why not! 

Why not is a good one.  For why not travel through the different 

dimensions of the Dimunverse?  Or why would you want to kill 

oneself?  If it is sleeping you want, then sleep, you have tomorrow, 

and the next ((9.3985245597e+18^ 36) ^36) years, or Infinity to be 

awake. Infinity is the rate of time, or the distance that hydrogen 

atoms move when the fusion rate increases in time by multiples of 

oneself, or something that may look like 11!  This would be the 

level of God.  God is the knowledge that your actions will lead to 

infinity amount of time in which one would never die, or would be 

immortal.  If one wants to sleep, then change your surroundings.  It 



is as easy as moving, forgetting the past and walking away.  You 

actions need to be taken into affect, and one shall never burn a 

bridge, but one really should never put oil onto the fire just to see 

how hot you can make it. 

Infinity, of matter and energy, is true, and the true beauty. 

For the matter and energy will always be part of life, and that he 

energy moves on and for the matter.  For matter is the thoughts, 

where energy is the actions, or change.  Matter would not exist 

without the energy, and neither would the energy exist without the 

matter.  People would not be alive without the ringleaders and 

neither would the ringleaders be alive without the people.         
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